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Executive Summary

This report describes the classroom writing of American schoolchildren
based on a survey conducted in 1992 by the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP). It examines the types of writing students
performed in school, the quality of their classroom writing, the relationship
between their classroom writing and their performance on the NAEP
writing assessment, as well as various instructional factors related to
portfolio performance.

To conduct this study, NAEP asked a nationally representative
subgroup of the fourth and eighth graders who participated in the
1992 NAEP writing assessment to work with their teachers and submit
three pieces of writing from their Language Arts or English classes that
represented their best writing efforts. Students were asked to give special
preference to pieces developed using writing process strategies such as
pre-writing activities, consulting with others about writing, and revising
successive drafts. They were also asked to select pieces that represented
different kinds of writing (i.e., narrative, informative, persuasive).

In addition, students were asked to write a letter to NAEP explaining
their selections. Teachers were asked to complete a brief questionnaire
describing the activities that lead to the students' writing; any use the
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student made of process strategies; and the amount of time students spent
on the activities.

A nationally representative subgroup of more than 3,000 fourth
and eighth graders who participated in the main 1992 NAEP writing
assessment' participated in the special portfolio study. This represented
about a 90 percent participation rate.

Each student portfolio underwent a three-part analysis. First, a trained
reader analyzed the various components in the portfolio in order to gather
descriptive information about each portfolio piece. This analysis provided
information about the type and length of writing, as well as evidence of the
use of process strategies. The exact agreement for the descriptive ratings
ranged from 83 to 97 percent.

When a portfolio contained pieces classified as narrative, informative,
or persuasive, these same readers then applied specially designed six-level
scoring guides to these pieces. This resulted in an evaluative score for each
narrative, informative, and persuasive piece. The majority of the students
each submitted at least three pieces of writing; more than 10,000 papers
were evaluated in all. The adjacent agreement for the evaluative scoring
ranged from 90 to 98 percent.' The exact agreement ranged from 51
to 67 percent.

A second group of specially trained readers conducted a third analysis.
They synthesized information about the assignments and classroom
activities that had generated the students' writing. This involved
aggregating information from the teacher questionnaire, student letters,
and portfolio submissions to provide information about the kinds of
activities in which students engaged. The exact agreement for classifying
these writing activities ranged from 85 to 95 percent.

Major Findings

What types of school-based writing are students doing?
As the figure below shows, at both fourth and eighth grades, the majority of
the students submitted narrative and/or informative writing. Thirty-seven
percent of the fourth-grade and 28 percent of the eighth-grade submissions
were classified as narrative. At grade 4, 3 percent of the portfolio papers

' Applebee, Langei. I.A.. Mullis, I V.S., Latham. A S.. Gentile, C.A., 1992 NA1T IVritIng Report
(.onl, (Washington, IX: National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Government Printing Office, 14')4)

Adpuent agreement represents the percentage of times when both readers gave the saint, paper either
the same score or a .core of only one p. pint dulerence (i.e., reader One gave the paper A ...CUR` of 1 And
reader two gave the same paper a score of ).
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were informative and, at grade 8, 47 percent were informative. Only
4 percent of the fourth-grade and 9 percent of the eighth-grade papers were
persuasive, while 15 percent of the portfolio submissions at both grades

were either poems, brief letters (i.e., thank you notes or invitations), skill
sheets, or illegible due to poor handwriting or photocopying.

(; R A I) S 4' A N I) 8

Grade 4

Narrative

Informative

Persuasive

Others

Grade 8

Narrative

Informative

Persuasive

Other'

Types of Portfolio Writing*

1500

28".

37".

-13".

Percentages may not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

t Other = Poems, Letters (i.e., thank you notes and invitations), skill sheets and

illegible papers.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

How good is students' school-based writing?

The figure below presents the results of the evaluative analysis of fourth and
eighth graders' narrative and informative writing. Because the number of

persuasive papers submitted by fourth and eighth graders was so low, their

persuasive writing received only preliminary analysis. Fourth and eighth
graders' narrative writing was evaluated along the same six-level scale that

ranged from simple descriptions of events to basic stories to elaborated
stories. The informative writing of students from both grades was evaluated
along the same six-level informative scale that ranged from simple listings

of information to attempted discussions to developed discussions.
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(.It .11)1S 4 AND., 8

Evaluation of Portfolio Writing*

Grade 4
Narrative

Low
Event Descriptions
Undeveloped Stories

Medium
Basic Stories
Extended Stories

High
Developed Stories
Elaborated Stories

Informative
Low

Lists
Attempted Discussions

Medium
Undeveloped Discussions
Discussions

High 1",,
Developed Discussions
Elaborated Discussions

46",,

Grade 8
Narrative

Low
Event Descriptions
Undeveloped Stories

Medium
Basic Stories
Extended Stories

I sigh
Developed Stott ire
Ilabora led Stories

Informative
I A nv

l.ists
Attempted Discussions

Medium
Undeveloped Discussions
Discussions

High
Developed Discussions
Elaborated Discussions

I 2"0

270

23",,

43",)

53'11,

73%

65",,

Percentages may not total IOU percent due to roundingerror.
SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress 1092Vriting Assessment
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Narrative writing. At fourth grade, most of the narrative papers
submitted (52 percent) were descriptions of events or lists of related events
that were brief and undeveloped. Forty -six percent were stories with

some descriptive detail but little development, and only 1 percent were

developed stories.
By the eighth grade, only 23 percent of the narratives submitted

were undeveloped stories. Sixty -five percent of the narratives included
descriptive detail in at least one part of the story. However, only 12 percent
were more developed or elaborated stories.

For narrative writing, at both grade levels, females performed better
than males. At grade 4, White students outperformed their Black and
Hispanic counterparts; while at grade 8, White students outperformed
Black eighth graders.

Informative writing. Most of the fourth-grade informative writing
(73 percent) was at a basic level either listings of information or attempts
at discussion. These papers were presentations of topics rather than
discussions of themes. Twenty-seven percent of the informative papers
submitted in portfolios received medium ratings. These papers could
be considered a discussion of a theme. They included a broad range of
information and the writer made some attempt to relate the information in
at least one section of the paper. Only 1 percent of the fourth-grade papers
were developed or elaborated discussions.

By the eighth grade, less than half of the informative papers
(43 percent) were lists of information or attempted discussions. The majority
of informative portfolio papers (53 percent) presented a broad range of

information and related this information in a coherent way in at least
one section of the paper. 1 lowever, only 4 percent of the eighth grade
informative papers were developed and organized discussions of a theme
for specific purposes and audiences.

For informative writing, eighth-grade females performed better than
male eighth graders and White fourth and eighth graders outperformed
their Hispanic counterparts,

What process strategies were associated
with students' best portfolio writing?

Most of the portfolio submissions were either narrative or informative
pieces, written to an unspecified audience, in response to multi-stage
integrated classroom activities. I he majority of the papers showed evidence
that their writers had employed process strategies, especially revision and

5
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prewriting. About half of the students spent more than 50 minutes on their
papers, but few students chose the topics of their writings and few papers
were written on computer.

Almost every teacher of the eighth graders participating in this study
reported that they used process approaches to writing instruction as either
a supplement to their program or as central to their instruction. Also, about
four-fifths of the students at both grades reported that their writing was
kept in portfolios.

What instructional factors were associated
with students' best portfolio writing?

Several aspects of students' portfolio writing and their general classroom
experiences were related to their best portfolio performance.

At both grade levels, students who spent more time on their portfolio
writing activities and who produced longer pieces of writing had higher
portfolio scores. Also, the use of process strategies %%'as related to the
production of higher-level writing.

In general, students who spent more time on writing, in school and out
of school, performed better on their portfolio writing. Also, students who
were asked to write papers of medium and long lengths, at least once or
twice a month, performed better than those who rarely or never did so.

How do classroom writing and timed assessment writing compare?
At the fourth grade, the majority of the students received similar ratings
for their NAEP narrative assessment and portfolio papers, but not for their
informative papers. For the eighth grade, the majority of the students
received different ratings on their portfolio and assessment papers. In
general, the correlation between assessment and portfolio ratings was low
for narrative and informative writing for both grades (viz. .09 to .20).

A Note on Interpretations

Because of their basis in research, the NAEP survey results often help to
confirm our understanding of how school and home factors relate to
achievement. Although the effects of schooling and instruction are of
prime concern, these analyses do not reveal the underlying causes of the
relationships between background factors and performance. The NAEP
assessment results are most useful when they are considered in light of
other knowledge about the education system, such as trends in instructional

15



reform, changes in the school-age population, and societal demands and
expectations. Throughout this report, references are provided to assist the
reader in finding additional related information about the topics covered.

Because this special study, conducted as part of the main 1992 NAEP
writing assessment, was intended to focus on students' classroom-based
writing, an effort was made to report on factors that most related to
students' classroom writing. For more elaborate discussions of a range of
home and school characteristics as they relate to writing performance, see
the NAEP 1992 Writing Report Card.;

Applebee, A.N., Langer, J.A., Mullis, I.V.S., Latham, AS., and Gentile, C.A., NMI' 1992 Willow
Report Card (Washington, DC: National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Government l'rinting
Office, 1994).
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Part I
Assessing Students' Classroom-Based Writing

Part I of this report presents the procedures used to assess the classroom-

based writing students submitted in their NAEP portfolios. Chapter One

summarizes the procedures used to describe and classify the writing

students submitted. Chapter Two presents the guides used to evaluate

this writing and the results of this evaluation. In Part II, a variety of

instructional characteristics and features of students' best portfolio writing

are discussed. Also, students' level of performance on the NAEP writing

assessment and the level of their best portfolio pieces are compared.

The body of the report is supplemented with several appendices.

The first two appendices contain a summary of state writing assessment

programs and an annotated bibliography on portfolio assessments. Next

is a procedural appendix. The last two appendices contain copies of the

administration materials and additional examples of students' classroom-

based writing.
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General Background on Writing Portfolios

Over the past several years, teachers and educators have been exploring
and developing ways to use portfolios of students' writing to facilitate
instruction and assessment. Practitioners in other fields, such as art and
architecture, have long used folios and portfolios as a way of collecting,
reviewing, selecting, and presenting their work. Writing teachers and other
educators have embraced this concept and adapted it in various ways for
use with process-oriented writing curricula.

The use of writing portfolios seems a natural outgrowth of the process
approach to writing instruction an obvious next stage in the development
of a community of writers within a classroom or school. The use of
portfolios to help students collect, review, select, and present their work
accomplishes several goals of the process writing curriculum.

First, portfolios provide a means for collecting the various materials
and drafts students may have produced when they composed their pieces
of writing. Keeping students' work in portfolios facilitates the reviewing
and revising activities so essential to writing process curricula. It also
provides a way to collect evidence of growth over time in students' writing
and encourages students to be responsible for their work.

Second, students' use of portfolios to organize and select their work
gives them experience at evaluating their own writing and opportunities
to develop the critical thinking skills necessary to become effective miters.
Lastly, the use of portfolios within a process curriculum provides a genuine
context for students' writing. It helps students become more aware that each
piece of writing has a specific audience and purpose, and that their work
reflects their continuing growth as a writer.

Portfolios and Assessment. Because portfolios provide an excellent
record of the breadth and depth of students' writing, an increasing number
of teachers have been using portfolios to evaluate students' writii abilities
and their growth over time. Individual teachers and schools have developed
ways of structuring the creation and evaluation of portfolios that suit their
goals and curricula. To match the richness of the information portfolios give
about students' abilities and growth, teachers have had to develop more
complex and dynamic ways of evaluating portfolios than they had iised
with more traditional assessment methods.

At the same time, educators have been questioning traditional mot hot ls
of evaluation and the degree to which these m 11e..lous match the nvwvi

10
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curricula, such as process writing programs.' Assessment specialists began
to expand the traditional definitions of test validity to include the concept of
ecological or external validity evidence the kinds of evidence acceptable
in considering the validity of a test must be related to schools' instructional
goals and students' experiences in the classroom.

Thus, as individual teachers and schools began using portfolios within
their process writing curricula, educators at the district and state levels
began to consider using portfolios for assessment purposes. In the past
several years, many schools, districts, and states have developed port foli. )
assessment programs. Regional organizations, such as the Northwest
Evaluation Association in Oregon, and national organizations, silt has
National Writing Project, have been contint onterenco,, publishing
papers, and collecting research about the use of poi Iloilo ,ty,essment
programs at all levels. NAFI''s recent survev of slate willinA ay,e,,sinent
programs indicates that almosi fitly pelt ent air t onsidering
implementing portfolio assessment., yee A111,1.101\ A hii hunt motion
about state writing assessment plow ain.,)

Various Approaches to Willing Poitiolios 111111\11111.11.,, hook,
districts, and states hat' been de I 11 ing in a 1folio programs to use

for instructional and wow...411(1a d rot I.1 ids of in ofolios have
been developed to meet then goal., and need., ',Hine portfolios span
a semester, others a st hold \ e.tl, %\ lulu 1)1111,1..1...lend in It '+s several years. In
some schools, student!. I ler,in theu poi in elemental v s(hool and
continue adding to them iilii i high hind r,unIthil ion In some programs,
students develop poi Ihril 1\ nl i i1. ,ell ..11hipt ts;'ii other programs,

the focus is on then win k hi 11.'1"1/10 " I 'ffid 1.114'01,4W tuts.
Portfolios developed ills inoo.,.,,ment purposes sometimes

include only work tiom 1.votwont at tivities. At other
times, they incorporate student'.' o",pon.,I", 1(1( ()minim topics, prompts, or
activities. In some asps, stude..11,, and win work for inclusion in
the portfolio; in other cases, flu' !,111110111s del ide what pieces to include.
Depending on who will ultimately evaluate the portfolio, students may be
asked to comment on their work and/or teachers may be asked to describe
the classroom collie ts in which the writing activities occurred.

Through all these variations, the beginnings ill a C0111111011 dl'hrllttl11 of

writing portfolios are emerging. The following description of a portfolio was
presented to the participants in the portfolio project of the 11)88 California
Assessment Program:

'Set. Apptindix It kit rtiltirtiiii 10 Milt h., 1111 pffit l\ 111111);

I I



Student portfolios contain samples of student performance collected
over the school term to demonstrate the product and process of
learning... Samples of student work should be self-selected as
well as teacher-selected to show evidence of students' learning
strategies, strengths, and current difficulties. This type ofassessment
encourages students to assume responsibility for their learning...
In addition, when students select samples of their own work for
inclusion in a portfolio they demonstrate higher level thinking
skills of analysis and evaluation.'

In 1990, a working definition emerged from a conference sponsored
by the Northwest Evaluation Association:

A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits
the student's efforts, progress and achievements in one or more
areas. The collection must include student participation in selecting
contents, the criteria for selection, the criteria for judging merit, and
evidence of student self-reflection .°

In 1991, the following addendum appeared in the professional
1111'rd, lire on this subject: "The portfolio communicates what is learned and

it k, important."'
I or more detailed discussions of writing portfolios, see Appendix B,

\\ I lit h «mtains an annotated bibliography of publications about portfolio
gel al to,,s the United States, England, and Australia.

ollvtting Students' NAEP Portfolios

I he 1492 NA FP Portfolio Study. In 1992, as part of its ongoing efforts to
the writing ability of American students, the National Assessment of

I Liu( I ional Progress (NAEP) conducted a special writing portfolio study.
Based on its prior experience collecting, describing, and evaluating the

ht ol-based writing of students across the country (see the 1990 NAEP
pilot portfolio study)," NAEP designed a more extensive study of students'

ilhoinc 1 'lulled School District/CAP Portfolio Project final draft of K-12 Language Arts
lainet%ork modeled on State's English/Language Arts Framework 1989.

' Mai .1 Pint folio a Portfolio? cf. Also, Hon Do Portfolios Measure Up?: A Cognitive Model /o
1 .i.-.01V Poi ?Who, (11:10), Paper presented at the 1991) Conference on Aggregating Portfolio Data
and Mile Paper on Axgregating Portfolio Data, rev. ed. (1990). Meyer, C. and Chulman, S. (NEA).
Pauki in. I I and Paulson, l'.12 , "What makes a portfolio a portfolio?" in Educational Leadership,
lehih

.onnle. I Nett' leihods for Coneitms Students' tic/goof-N.4rd Writ ink NALP's 199(1 Portfolio
(kV,I,Anngttni, 1 )(.- National Center for Education Statistics, Office of Educational Research and

Inil4 of ('nion!, (I Li I )(lidi of hint anon, A II 1942)
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classroom-based writing in 1992. The main purposes of this study were:

(1) to explore procedures for collecting multiple samples of classroom-based
writing from students around the country; (2) to refine methods for

analyzing and evaluating the diversity of writing submitted; and (3) to

develop ways to present information about students' writing that are

appropriate to a wide audience.
This 1992 NA EP portfolio study addresses three aspects of writing

portfolios: student involvement in the selection of writing samples

submitted, the inclusion of multiple samples of student work collected

over time, and the examination of information about teacher assignments
and student attitudes towards their own writing.

To this end, a nationally representative subgroup of the fourth and

eighth graders who participated in NAEP's 1992 writing assessment was

asked to work with their teachers and submit three pieces of writing from

their Language Arts or English classes that represented their best writing

efforts. They were asked to give special attention to pieces developed using

writing process strategies such as pre-writing activities, consulting with

others about writing, and revising successive drafts. They were also asked

to submit pieces that represented different types of writing, such as

narrative, informative, and persuasive writing.
Students were also asked to write a letter to NAEP explaining their

selections. Teachers were asked to complete a brief questionnaire describing

the activities that led to the students' writing; any use the student made

of process strategies; and the amount of time spent on the activities.

While the NAEP portfolio provides a window into writing classrooms

across the country, it does not analyze the performance of students on an

individual basis nor does it collect samples of their work across the school

year. Therefore, while it can address some of the issues central to classroom
portfolios, it cannot address others such as growth over time.

The Participants. Approximately 3,600 students 1,800 at grade 4

and another 1,800 at grade 8 were invited to participate in the special

portfolio study. Approximately 1,600 (89 percent) of the fourth graders

and 1,650 (91 percent) of the eighth graders who were asked to participate

submitted portfolios. Based on traditional NAEP scientific sampling

procedures,9 this group can be considered a nationally representative

sample of the nation's fourth and eighth graders. (Appendix C contains

"For details about the sampling procedures see 1 he NAI P 1002 Technical Report. (Washington 1)C:

National Center for Education Statistics, U.S. Government Printing Office, 14,4).
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demographic information about the participating students.) These students
had also participated in the 1992 NAEP writing assessment.

The Main 1992 NAEP Writing Assessments. The 1992 writing assessment
was a new NAEP assessment comprised of informative, narrative, and
persuasive writing tasks. The goal of the NAEP writing assessment was
to evaluate the writing abilities of American students. To accomplish
this, NAEP asked nationally representative samples of fourth-, eighth-,
and twelfth-grade students attending public and private schools
approximately 30,000 in all to respond to a variety of writing tasks. Nine
different writing tasks were used at grade 4, and 11 different tasks were
used at grade 8. A planning page was included after each prompt to
encourage students to reflect on the assigned topic and plan their responses.

According to a carefully determined sampling design, each student
in the assessment had completed either two 25-minute writing tasks or
one requiring 50 minutes (at grade 8), along with a series of background
questions. Teachers of the eighth-grade students were also asked a set of
questions about their own backgrounds and educational experiences.
At each grade approximately 1,500 students responded to each task.

Trained readers evaluated the papers according to scoring guidelines
tailored for each task and encompassing six categories: Response to Topic,'"
Undeveloped Response, Minimally Developed, Developed, Elaborated, and
Extensively Elaborated. The exact agreement for these ratings, averaged
across the tasks at all three grades, was 81 percent. This scoring guide
presents the basic criteria used to evaluate students' responses to the main
NAFP assessment, although these criteria were tailored to suit the specific
features and requirements of each writing task. The results of the main
1992 NA El' writing assessment are presented in the NAEP 1992 Writing
Report Card."

The Portfolio Study Procedures. In the tall of 1991, the teachers of schools
participating in the main NAFP writing assessment were contacted and
informed that some of their students would be participating in the portfolio
study. A brief description of this study was given to them at this time.

1" Papers clay.itied Re.poit.e 1 lohr addressed the assigned topic, but not the task. For eNample,%Olen asked to write a ,lory allot t a magical balloon, some fourth graders wrote about how muchthey liked balloons but did not write a story. Thew ropers were rated as kesporN. to Mph.
"Applebee, A.N I anger, N111111,, 1.V S., I alhol", As., and (.01tIlile, C.A., NAV!' 1'192 WrttReport ('a I (%% o.hingion. I XS: Natitinal Center for Filtication Statistics, Usti. Government PrintingOttiLe, 19911
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Teachers were also given a copy of the report on NAEP's 1990 pilot portfolio

study so that they could see how their students' classroom-based writing

would be analyzed and evaluated.
In the spring of 1992, during the week of the writing assessment,

teachers were provided with portfolio folders for the selected students to

use in assembling their work. Directions to the students and teachers were

printed on the cover of the folders, as were guidelines for selecting papers.

Students were asked to select three of their best pieces of writing, to include

any evidence of process strategies used in the production of these pieces,

and to write a brief letter to NAEP explaining why they selected these

pieces. Teachers were then asked to review the students' selections and

answer a brief questionnaire about the instructional activities that

generated the students' writing. Appendix D contains a copy of the first

letter to the teachers, the front cover of the NAEP portfolio folder, and the

teacher questionnaire.
NAEP field administrators provided assistance to teachers and

students when needed, making photocopies of students' work for inclusion

in the portfolios and helping to answer questions about the project. A week

after delivering the portfolio folders, the field administrators returned to the

classroom to collect the folders.
The number of papers submitted by the students in this study is shown

in the table below. The majority of the students in both grades included at

least three pieces of writing in their NAEI) portfolios. Thirty-six percent of

the fourth graders and 35 percent of the eighth graders submitted one or

two pieces. Six percent of the fourth graders and 13 percent of the eighth

graders did not include any writing in their folders.

11111110111111110111111L

Number of Papers Collected in NAEP Portfolios

PERCENT OF STUDENTS

Number of Papers Grade 4 Grade 8

0 6 13

1 10 12

2 26 23

3 54 49

4 or more 5 3

Total Number of Papers 5,242 5,781

SOURCE: National AssiNsinent of rducational Progress (NAEP), 1,142

Writing As' s,ttent
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Analyzing the Portfolio Papers. After collection, each student portfolio
underwent a three-part analysis. First, the writing submitted in the portfolio
folders was classified and various features of each piece were described.
This analysis provided information about the type and length of writing
submitted and any information available about the kinds of process
strategies used in its production.

The second analysis involved classifying the types of classroom
activities or assignments that had generated the writing. Trained readers
synthesized information from the teacher questionnaire, student letter,
and from the writing itself in order to determine what type of activity had
been used.

In the third analysis, portfolio pieces classified as narrative,
informative, or persuasive were evaluated. Specially designed six-level
scoring guides were used to evaluate each portfolio piece. While similar to
the guides used in the main 1992 NAE1' writing assessment, these portfolio
guides were designed to be applied to a wide range of narrative,
informative, and persuasive writing.

After students' portfolio submissions had been analyzed for descriptive
features and their narrative, informative, and persuasive papers had been
evaluated, several methods for describing students' overall portfolio
performance were explored. First, coding the level of their entire portfolio
was considered. This,approach was not feasible because the portfolios came
from such a wide variety of classrooms. Next, calculating a mean or Median
of each students' narrative and informative papers was considered. This
proved problematic, because each paper had a unique set of descriptive
features and averaging these features was not appropriate. Instead, the best
narrative and informative submission from each student were selected for
further analysis.

In Part I of this report, the procedures used to analyze the portfolios
and the preliminary results of this analysis for all of the papers submitted
are presented. Part II focuses on students' best narrative and informative
portfolio submissions. The first chapter in Part I presents the results of the
descriptive analysis and the classification of classroom activities. In Chapter
Two, the results of the evaluative analysis are presented, along with
examples of students' writing.
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1
Describing Students' Portfolio Writing

Introduction

The first step in analyzing multiple samples of students' classroom-based
writing was to describe and classify the wide diversity of writing submitted
by the participants. Considering that no more than eight students from any
single class were selected to participate in this studv,12 most of the papers
submitted were responses to unique classroom activities. The corpus of
writing submitted was so diverse that every paper could have been
evaluated with a unique set of criteria, which would have made comparing
students' classroom-based writing impossible. The challenge, then, was to
develop descriptive criteria that would yield useful information about the
types of writing students submitted. Once this was accomplished, the next
step, moving beyond describing papers to evaluating performance,
could be addressed.

l'or a discussion of sampling procedure, ,ve the ,A/ I' 1002 I tin teal fWa,hington, I X:
National Center for iWucation Statistic,. 1 ' C. i ernment Printing ()filo% 190-0
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To accomplish the task of describing the writing submitted, a panel of
writing experts was assembled. Each member had experience developing
writing portfolio programs at the school, district, or state level. After
reading a large sample of the students' papers, the panel developed a series
of descriptive categories to capture the key features of the students' papers.
These categories focused on: (1) the types of writing submitted; (2) evidence
of resources used; and (3) evidence of process and revision strategies
used. Also noted were (4) evidence of computer use; (5) length of text; and
(6) time spent producing the text. A group of trained readers then n d each
of the papers submitted in students' portfolios and applied these descriptive
categories to the papers.

Types of Writing

Students' portfolio submissions were each classified into one of six
categories: narrative, informative, persuasive, poems, letters (i.e.,
invitations and thank you notes), and skill sheets. At an early stage in
classifying students' papers, a distinction was made between personal
experience narratives and fictional narratives, and between informative
reports and analytical reports.1' The panelists believed that these
differentiations would accommodate and acknowledge the variety within
both the narrative and expository domains. However, during the process
of developing the scoring guides, the scoring guide developers found that
the same criteria could be applied to various types of narratives and to
various types of reports. Thus, the same scoring guide could be used for
both types of narratives and the same scoring guide for both types of
exposition. NAEI' classified the papers in these domains, therefore, as
either narrative or informative.

Any piece of writing that fit a common poetic pattern was classified
as a poem. Thank you notes and invitations, because they were written
for very specific purposes and were so brief, were classified as letters.
However, letters which contained an opinion or argument were considered
persuasive; letters that related a story or setitience of event were considered
narrative; and letters that discussed a topic were classified as informative.

A small percentage of teachers in both grades (1 to 4 percent)
commented that they did not begin teaching writing until later in the school
year. As a result, they did not have samples of extended pieces of student

%%, on Iin r um .d bs the California Ay.essment Program, 1,189.
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writing to submit. Instead, these teachers sent in copies of work sheets, short
answer quizzes, or spelling lists, all of which were classified as skill sheets.

As shown in Table 1.1, at both grades 4 and 8, a high percentage of
writing submitted was classified as informative (43 and 47 percent,
respectively). The next largest category for both grade levels was narrative
writing 37 percent of the fourth-grade and 28 percent of the eighth-grade
portfolio submissions were classified as narrative. Only 4 percent of
the fourth-grade and 9 percent of the eighth-grade submissions were
persuasive. Few papers were classified as poems, letters, or skill sheets.

Table 1.1
Types of Writing*

Grade 4
Percentage

Grade 8
Percentage

Narrative 37 (1.2) 28 (1.2)

Informative 43 (1.1) 47 (1.5)

Persuasive 4 (0.4) 9 (0 7)

Poems 6 (0.5) 6 (0 5)

Letters 4 (0.3) 2 (0.3)

Skill Sheets 4 (0.5) 1 (0.2)

Total Number of Papers N = 5,242 N =5,781

1.11t. standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in
parentheses. II can be said with tr; perk tint confidence for each
l'ol'Illittlott 01 fritert,t that the value fur the whole population
within plus or minus Iwo standard el tors of the estimate for the
sample In comparing two estimates, one 11111'4 ow the '.1,111t1,1rd error
of the different., tsue Prot etlimil tot details) Pen villages
11141V not )11611 1(11)11(.1(00 (1111'11) 101111(111Ig (.1101

ftao percent ot rho pap., .1 out .11 grade ft were
tmratattle due to illegilidth of root rhotoi opt. yuahlt

National Assessment of I (111(.10'011,11 l'iogniss

1(m2 venting Assessment

The ability of the readers to classify types of writing reliably was
assessed. The percent of exact agreement between readers was calculated for
30 percent of the papers. These papers received a blind second scoring
the second reader could not see the score given to the paper by the first
reader. (The remaining papers were scored by one reader.) Exact percentage
agreement above 80 is considered strong. At grade 4, the percent exact
agreement was 84. At grade 8, the percent exact agreement was 83.
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Evidence of the Use of Writing Process Strategies

When analyzing the students' papers, the readers also looked for evidence
of the use of writing processes, such as prewriting activities, peer or teacher
collaboration, or revisions of drafts. To locate this evidence, the readers
considered students' submissions as well as information from the teacher
questionnaires and student letters.

Table 1.2 presents the results of this analysis. At both grade levels,
revision was the most common strategy utilised, tolloved by prewriting
(brainstorming, reading, discussing with family or friends), peer
conferencing, and teacher vditing. Strategies used less often were teacher
conferencing, use of resources (library, rest min e Inntks, .1, beer editing,
and publication/sharing. Overall, 61 percent of the film ill graders' and
(if) percent of the eighth graders' porn( ilk) will in); &mole-4,11(1 use oi it

least one type of process strategy

Table 1.2
Evidence of the Use
of Writing Process Strategies"

Grade 4

Percentage
motto H

Percentage

Prewriting 26 (1 2) 29(1 :1)

Peer Conferencing 17 (1 1) III (i) (I)

Teacher Conferencing 4 (0 1) 4 (0 Ii)

Use of Resources 5 (0 4) 4 (II h)

Revising 40 (1 3) 44 (2 0)

Peer Editing 9 (0 7) 11 (0 in

Teacher Editing 15 (1.0) 21 (1 4)

Publication/Sharing 11 (0.9) 6 (0 8)

No evidence provided 39 (1.5) 34 (1 8)

I ht..aantlard errors til the v..41'11,0(.41 pelt appear
parentheqe.s. It can be said with g5 percent t onlitlent t. lot cats
population of interest that the value lor the whole population is
within phi., or minus Iwo standard error., of the t..timate lor the

to comparing nvo estimates. one must use the standard error
of the difference (see Procedural Appendi for details). Percentages
may not total WO pert vitt due to rounding error

Note. Papers t an have multiple type., of vritinp, rot cc., strategies
Hence, the percents in a column arc greater that 100 percent

S(11.'1:( F. National AY-4....,111011 Of I dm ational Progres., (NA I
Ino2 min;
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The participating teachers and students were requested to include
in the portfolio any drafts available for each piece. At the fourth grade,
15 percent of the writing selections included draft versions along with final
versions of the work. At the eighth grade, 17 percent of the selections had
draft versions.

The ability of the readers to classify evidence of writing process reliably
was assessed. The same blind scoring method used in the two previous
analyses was used for this analysis. At the grade 4, the percent exact
agreement was 95. At the grade 8, the percent exact agreement was 96.

Length of Papers

t )11e benefit ot using ,,tudenk,' I ia,,sroonr batted writing for assessment is
that, tinder regulai I la.--aoom situations, students have time to write longer
11.0.. than they do nodei timed assessment conditions. The length of
11.1.0.wom bawd halted', ,aihmitted by the fourth graders in this study
longed II11111 til\ WI in k itl 2,600 word., with a median length of 95 words.
I cvo Hit of OW lotted' grade papers exceeded 500 tvords. The length of

()ow hosed papos submitted by the eighth graders ranged from seven
words to 1,796 words, with a median length of I nn words. Ten percent of the
eighth-grade papers exceeded 500 words.

Time Spent on Writing Activity

Another benefit of using students' classroom-based writing for assessment
is that students have more time to produce a piece of writing than they
would under timed assessment conditions. Professional writers frequently
revise their work, reformulate goals, and collaborate with peers when
completing a piece. Flaying time to rewrite, to revise, and to collaborate
is an important element of writing process instruction.''

Table 1.3 presents information about the time students spent producing
their portfolio submissions, according to their teachers. Forty-six percent of
the fourth-grade and 57 percent of the eighth-grade portfolio submissions
involved more than 50 minutes spent on the writing. This suggests that
these selections were written over a period of at least two writing sessions.
In contrast, only In percent of the fourth-grade and 10 percent of the
eighth-grade submissions were written in less than 25 minutes.

"Motit'll I intl 1VaglivI it I '.111,/cur 1 ens, P,./ 1,1P/04,/;, 1,1 t I ' Imirth ctlItton (l'ort,motIt11. "l I
Boynton 'I. ot,l, 1%11,11.11,N. 1'1'121
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Table 1.3
Time Spent on Writing Activity

Grade 4
Percentage

Grade 8
Percentage

0-25 minutes 16 (0.8) 10 (0.9)

26-50 minutes 24 (1.5) 17 (1.1)

More than 50 minutes 46 (1.81 57 (2.5)

No information given 15 (1.0) 17 (1.5)

The standard errors of the estimated pert villages appear in
parentheses. It can he said with (r, per ent onlidence for each
population of interest that the value for the whole population rs within
plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample In
comparing two estimates, Me the s1,111d,1 Id error of the
difference (see Procedural Appendo, Inc duLtik) Pc's( PlitOgi: may
not total IOU percent thie to rounding pi na

SOURCI.: National A,o,o,...tent of I dm ational Piogiess (NAI11,
1402 Writing Ay.ici-.ini.n1

Use of Computers

Although many schools across the country have computers available to
students, only a small percentage of the papers submitted for this study
were typed: 6 percent at the fourth grade and 14 percent at the eighth grade.
Students were not asked whether they had used a computer in working on
their portfolio submissions. Instead, the use of computers was inferred from
the product in the folder if the paper was typed, then it was classified as
having been the result of computer use.

Choice of Topic and Types of Writing Activities

For the past decade, theories in literacy education have emphasized the
benefit of creating rich, realistic learning contexts in which students are
active participants in the development of their reading and writing
abilities.'' Process approaches to writing instruction also emphasize the

IS laggar, A and Smith- Burke, NI I , t )1,,erentN Ow earner (Newark I )lt. International Reading
Association md Urbana. II National Council of I t..t hers of English,
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active, meaning-creating aspects of writing.'" Under these approaches,
teachers alternate between activities that require students to select their
own topics, purposes, and audiences for writing and activities in which
teachers (or other students) specify topics, purposes, and audiences.'' The
goal is to give students a wide range of experiences with writing. In school
and beyond school, students will be asked to write for their own as well as
for other people's purposes. Therefore, a central goal of writing programs
is to enable students to be effective writers under both self-directed and
authority-directed conditions.

Eighty percent of the teachers who participated in this study completed
the teacher questionnaire about the activities that generated their students'
writing. Based on information gathered from teachers' responses to the
questionnaire and students' letters, very few students at either fourth of
eighth grade selected the topic of their portfolio papers (8 percent and
9 percent, respectively).

We further analyzed the information teachers gave about their
classroom writing activities, classilying them based on how specific the
activities were and what sources of knowledge students were required
to draw upon to complete the activities. this analysis yielded tour main
types of activities: general writing prompts, focused writing prompts,
content reports, and integrated activities. "Prompts" were any topic,
situation, stimulus, or assignmen . given to students to elicit a piece of
writing. In keeping with recent theories about the importance of context in
literacy learning, writing instruction and assessment experts maintain that
an effective writing prompt (or instructional activity) should not only
specify a topic for the writer, but a clear audience and purpose as

This analysis was designed to look for evidence that teachers'
approaches to writing instruction were consistent with process writing
approaches. Thus, NAEP specifically asked teachers to indicate whether
any process strategies had been used such as free writing, peer discussion,
drafting, or revising. Table 1.4 summarizes the percentage of activities in
each category. Some teachers did not respond to the questions about
instructional activities. In total, 14 percent of the activities at grade 4 and
13 percent at grade 8 were not described, and thus are listed as unknown.

''' I anger, I A. and Applehnt., A N , 11.1111,,\. 1JunI WO I C11111111%;

(LIrbana, II National ( mint Il cil Ii i, h1, ,)1 I

(,ravec, I) 11 tVriting Ird,Ifrr. gold l /n1,1 I 111 '..11 I 11'1111'111MM 11111{0111,11411

BOAS 1981)

1" Whitt., , Ir, husk: and Wm,. I hitt, 1,-, 0 1 \ 1'1 P111,11'1111'1., i'*41)
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Table 1.4
Types of Writing Activities

NARRATIVE

Gr 4 fir 8

INFORMATIVE

Gr

PERSUASIVE TOTAL

4 Gr 8 Gr 4 Gr 8 Gr 4 Gr 8

Genteel Prompts 2f-i( 1 9) 18 (1 8) 27 (1 5) 19 (1.1) 19 (4.7) 14 (1.7) 26 (1.3) 19 (1.1)

focused °mph 5 (0 5) / (1 0) 7 (0 8) 7 (0 8) 9 (2.8) 10 (1.2) 6 (0.5) 7 (0.6)

Content Rowels 1 (0 2) 1 (0 4) 4 (0 5) 4 (0 6) 2 (1.3) 2 (0.6) 2 (0.3) 3 (0.4)

Integrated Activities S( (2 1) (32 (2 4) 49 (1 9) 57 (2.2) 60 (3.3) 63 (3.3) 52 (1.6) 59 (1.9)

Unknown 12 (1 1) 12 (1 6) 15 (1.2) 12 (1.5) 11 (1.7) 11 (2.1) 14 (0.9) 13 (1.3)

the standard emirs of the estimated poi entages appear in parentheses. It can be said with 95 percent
confidence for each population of interest that the clue for the whole population is within plus or
minus two standard errors of the estimate lot the sample In compaiing two estimates, one must use
the standard emir of the en( e (see Pro( edural Appendit for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error

SOURCE: National Assessment of i (hi:animal Progress (NA! PI. It/92 Writing Assessment

As with the other types of analyses, the percent of exact agreement
between readers was calculated for 30 percent of the papers. At the grade 4,
the rate of exact agreement was 92 percent; at the grade 8, it was 88 percent.

General Writing Prompts. Overall, 26 percent of the fourth-grade and
19 percent of the eighth-grade activities could be classified as General
Writing Prompts. In these types of activities, the teachers gave the students
a general topic about which to write, but they did not focus the students'
attention on any single aspect of the topic. Nor did the prompts make
explicit to students an audience or purpose for their writing. Below are
two examples of this type of activity.

Write a scary story about this room. (fourth grade)

Describe yourself and your future. (eighth grade)

Focused Writing Prompts. Overall, 6 percent of the fourth-grade and
7 percent of the eighth-grade activities described by the teachers could
he classified as Focused Writing Prompts. With these activities, teachers
specified for students not only the topic and the task but an overall purpose.
Sometimes activities in this category also specified an audience and criteria
for effective writing. Below are two examples of this type of activity.



Since we live near the seashore, we have an appreciation of its beauty. Let's
share a description of the seashore with a child in the Midwest who has never
seen the ocean. (fourth grade)

Select one of the seven topics on the board and write a letter to the local
newspaper expressing vour opinion. (eighth grade)

Content Reports. Although we had asked for papers written for English
or Language Arts classes, some students submitted papers on science or
social studies topics, indicating the use of writing across the curriculum.
Only 2 percent of the fourth-grade and 3 percent of the eighth-grade
activities fit into this category. These activities required that students write
papers reporting on information they learned from classwork as well as
from outside sources, such as newspapers or reference books. Papers about
historical figures or concepts in science are examples of this type of activity.
Below are two examples.

Research and write a report about the tropical rain forest. Use information
from magazines, newspapers, and books. (fourth grade)

Conduct library research about a famous Black American. Determine why this
individual deserves a place in history. (eighth grade)

Integrated Activities. The majority of the activities at both grade levels
appeared to he part of multi-day, multi-stage, integrated activities, where
teachers engaged students in a series of classroom activities around a central
theme or text. Overall, 52 percent of the fourth-grade and 59 percent of
the eighth-grade activities were classified as integrated. Below are two
examples of this type of activity.

Write a story about a dinosaur you created, Oving a description and important
facts about it (assignment given at the end ofa unit on dinosaurs). Illa,s
discussion of ideas and descriptions; first version drafted and proofread; draft
revised and final version produced.) (fourth grade)

Write your life story/autobiography. JElements of an autobiography were
discussed in class. Students grouped in pairs and conducted interviews with
each other. Students asked questions pertaining to their life history and events
Students exchanged notes and planned their autobiographies, with suggesthms
from their partners. They reviewed each other's first drafts and proofread their
second drafts before a final version was produced.) (eighth grade)
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Summary

Although participants in this study came from different classrooms
across the country and wrote on a wide variety of topics, the papers they
submitted had some commonalities. Most of the papers we received were
either informative or narrative pieces, written to an unspecified audience, in
response to multi-stage, integrated classroom activities. The majority of the

papers showed evidence that their writers had employed process strategies
in producing them. Revision and prewriting were the most frequently used
process strategies. In addition, the teachers reported that about half of the
students spent more than 50 minutes on their papers. Lastly, few students
chose the topic of their writings; the papers at both grades 4 and 8 varied
greatly in length; and few papers were written on computer.

2(1
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2
Evaluating Students' Portfolio Writing

Introduction

This chapter presents the scoring guides used to evaluate students'
portfolio writing and presents the results of this evaluation. For each

domain evaluated (narrative, informative, persuasive), the percentage of

papers submitted at each level of the scoring guide is reported. Examples
of students' papers at each level of the scoring guides are also presented.

Narrative Writing

This section presents the scoring guide used to evaluate students' narrative

papers; the results of this evaluation for all of the fourth- and eighth-grade
narrative papers submitted; and examples of students' papers at each level

of the scoring guide.
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The Narrative Scoring Guide. In reading and evaluating the narrative
papers, the scoring guide development team focused on several key features
of narrative writing. First, they loosely defined a story as a series of related
events or happenings. Hence, the first level of the narrative scoring guide
is not termed a "story," but an Event Description because only one event
is described.

The second feature the team saw as differentiating among the narrative
papers was amount of development. The main difference between the
second and third levels of the narrative guide is that, in a Basic Story,
one aspect of the story is somewhat developed, whereas no aspects of an
Undeveloped Story are presented in any detail. The difference between
the third and fourth levels is that many of the events of an Extended Story
are somewhat developed at the fourth level. At the fifth level, Developed
Story, almost all of the events are described in detail.

The third feature of narrative writing the team used to evaluate the
papers was quality of development. Papers classified at the upper two
levels, Developed Story and Elaborated Story, not only contained detailed
episodes, but also included some source of tension or conflict (characters'
goals, problems to be solved, mysteries to be unravelled). These two levels
differ in the author's success in establishing and resolving the tension or
conflict. While in a Developed Story tension is clearly (and often creatively)
established, it is not completely resolved; in an Elaborated Story, the tension
is both clearly established and completely resolved.
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Figure 2.1
Narrative Scoring Guide

Describing a single event:

1 Event Description. Paper is a list of sentences minimally related or a list of sentences that all
describe a single event; or a description of a setting or character.

Writing about a series of events:

2 Undeveloped Story. Paper is a listing of related events. More than one event is described, but
with few details about setting, characters, or the events. (Usually there is no more than one
sentence telling about each event.)

3 Basic Story. Paper describes a series of events, giving details (in at least two or three
sentences) about some aspect of the story (the events, the characters' goals, or problems to
be solved). But the story may be undeveloped or lack cohesion because of problems with
syntax, sequencing, events missing.

Writing about a sequence of episodes:

4 Extended Story. Paper describes a sequence of episodes, including details about most story
elements (i,e., setting, episodes, characters' goals, problems to be solved). But the stories
are confusing or incomplete (i.e., at the end of the story the characters' goals are ignored or
problems inadequately resolved; the beginning does not match the rest of the story; the plot is
weak; the internal logic or plausibility of characters' actions is not maintained).

5 Developed Story. Paper describes a sequence of episodes in which most of the story
elements are clearly developed (i.e., setting, episodes, characters' goals, or problems to be
solved) with a simple resolution of these goals or problems at the end. May have one or two
problems, include too much detail, or the end may be inconsistent with the rest of the story.
Or the story may contain one highly developed episode with subplots.

6 Elaborated Story. Paper describes a sequence of episodes in which almost all story elements
are well developed (i.e., setting, episodes, characters' goals, or problems to be solved). The
resolution of the goals or problems at the end are elaborated. The events are presented and
elaborated in a cohesive way.

Results of the Evaluation. Figure 2.2 presents the percentage of narrative
papers it grades 4 and 8 at each performance level of the narrative scoring
guide. At the fourth grade, 5 percent of the papers were classified as Event
Descriptions, 47 percent as Undeveloped Stories, 36 percent as Basic Stories,
10 percent as Extended Stories, and 1 percent as Developed Stories. No
fourth-grade papers were classified as Elaborated Stories.

As might be expected, more of the eighth-grade papers received higher
ratings than did the fourth-grade papers. Two percent of the eighth-grade
papers were rated as Event Descriptions, 21 percent as Undeveloped Stories, 36
percent as Basic Stories, 29 percent as Extended Stories, 11 percent as Developed
Stories, and 1 percent were classified as Elaborated Stories.
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Figure 2.2a
Results for Narrative Papers
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N =1834
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6

Event Undeveloped Basic Extended Developed Elaborated
Description Story Story Story Story Story

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be said with 95 percent
confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole population is within plus or
minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample. In comparing two estimates,one must use
the standard error of the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992 Writing Assessment
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Figure 2.2b
Results for Narrative Papers
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The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be said with 95 percent
confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole population is within plus or
minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use
the standard error of the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992 Writing Assessment
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Examples of Narrative Papers"

Event Description (score of 1). Papers classified as Event net:ill/iem tell
about one event. Basically, they say, "such and such happened." Some of flue
papers in this category give details about the setting and so appear to he
more elaborate stories. However, they end with a description of a single
event, rather than a series of events. The paper below written by a fourth
grader, is an example of a simple Event Description.

AWN 1r,
s2Ackts*.t ,ticv (»vs

ciKki 1!. vq.

A 4 Crg9-,^ y 1,4 ap6.4
c-cr-kA),, tocr.

19 For more examples of students' writing, see Appendix E.
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Undeveloped Story (score of 2). Papers classified as tlitdeve/oped Stories

tell about a series of events. Basically, they say, "one clay this happened,

then something else happened, and then another thing happened."

However, the events, as well as the setting and characters, are only briefly
described. The writers give very few details about each event- the story is

a listing of related events.
These stories are similar to a front-page newspaper report, where the

basic facts of a story are reported (who, what, when, where) but where few

details about why events happened are presented. For example, in the paper

below, the fourth-grade writer uses one sentence to describe each event.
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Basic Story (score of 3). In papers classified as Basic Stories, the writers
go one step beyond a simple listing of related events. One aspect of the story
(the events, the characters' goals, or the setting) is somewhat developed.
However, these stories lack a sense of cohesion and completeness. Events
may be presented out of sequence, some aspect of the story may be
confusing due to problems with syntax, or a key event may be unclear. For
example, in the paper below, the fourth-grade writer describes a series of
events in his/her life as a pencil. Although two simple problems arise and
are resolved, the ending is confusing it seems to be a listing of loosely
related events.

1.4c-4:trt, /
azze2- ezpoz_ a_ -4:), a.. /77J2) ow??..
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.&,,okainit
,t- cL A

lafiC104.24, -kra
g-dt-iota -1-dz -1311/7t4LC --titztrzig4ga:z

a//1l! CZAt-l'e Jz /771(2_ Otth
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Extended Story (score of 4). Extended Stories go beyond Basic Stories in
that many of the events in these stories are elaborated to some degree.
This degree of development gives a sense of a sequence of distinct story
episodes. Details are given about the setting, the characters' goals, problems
to be solved, and the key events. Yet, these stories may be somewhat
incomplete in that the characters' goals may be left unresolved or the
problem posed in the story's opening never solved. The ending may not
match the beginning or the story's ending may be inconsistent with the
internal logic established throughout the rest of the story. Or, as in the
example below (written by an eighth grader), the story's plot may be simple
and the character development basic.

It is important to note that, while Extended Stories are not as elaborated
or complex as are Developed Stories and Elaborated Stories, theyare successful
stories all of the key story elements and events are clearly presented.
They are the simplest type of complete story on this scale.
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Developed Story (score of 5). Developed Stories describe a sequence of
episodes in which almost all of the events and story elements are somewhat
elaborated. Yet, one aspect of these stories is not well developed such as the
ending, a crucial event, or an important character. In the example below
(written by an eighth grader), each episode is somewhat developed, but so
much happens that the characters are undeveloped.
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Elaborated Story (score of 6). Few papers were considered to be Elaborated
Stories. To be classified as elaborated, stories had to present a sequence of
episodes in which almost all of the events and story elements were well
developed. Goals or problems introduced in the beginning were well
resolved by the end, characters' motives were well developed, and the entire
story was a cohesive. unified whole. In the example below, an eighth-grader
writes a compelling story about a football game. In it, the writer effectively
presents each episode, leading to the over-time ending.

English

It was a brisk Monday night. I had just come back from

CCD, and was getting ready to watch the game. I turned on

channel seven and sat down. The pregame show was just about

to start, so I went to the bathroom. When I came back the

announcers were talking about the weather and how cold it would

be in Chicago. The Jets were not used to this frosty atmosphere.

The Jets won the coin toss and elected to recieve. Terence

Mathis, of the Jets, was standing at the twenty yard line, waiting

for Kevin Butler to boot the ball at him. Mathis caught the ball

and downed it in the endzone. The Jets scored a touchdown on

their opening drive.

For three quarters, the two teams beat on each other with

a vensance. The Jets were wining 21-14 late in the fourth quarter

with five minutes remaining. The Jets Pat Leahy kicked off and

the Bears started their critical drive on the twenty yarline.
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The Bears quarterback, Jim Haurbaugh called hike, and

the center snapped the ball. Harbaugh dropped back in the pocket

and saw the Mt, Waddle of the Bears, and hit him with a thirty

yard bomb. The next play, the quarterback called a handoff to

Neal Anderson,the Bears running back. He jetted dawn field like

a bandit being chased by a cop. Suddenly the Bears were deep

into Het Territory. The Bears Fans were going wild in the

stands. They were already in field goal range, but a touchdown

would only be valid. They were on the Jets five yard line with

0.59 seconds remaining and no timeouts. Harbaugh called hike and

handed off to Anderson, he was stuffed by the men in green, a

loss of two. Second down and goal and Harbaugh throws incomplete.

He throws incomplete one final time, and the Bears were faced

with a fourth down and seven situation. They had to go for the

touchdown. Harbaugh a quaterback sneak and was instantly crushed

by a swarm of Jets led by Jeff Lageman. It appeared the Jets

had won the game. The Jets would take over on the Bear seven yard

line.

Bruce Oslet coach of the Jets, elected to stay with the ball

instead of punting with 21 seconds left.

The Jets handed off twice successfully with ten seconds remaing.

Then Blair Thomas recived a handoff from the Jets quarterback

0.Brien, he had never fumbled in his life. Now he had fumbled

once. The Bears went for the ball that was in his hand like it

was a bar of gold. The stadium was hoing to erupt. The Jets

were in shock, I was in Shock. Then I said to myself what do I

have to worry about. The chances of them scoring a touchdown

were one in a million. The Bears had the ball with 3 seconds
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left and one play. It was do or die for the Bears. Harbaugh

called hike, I wasn't nervous not even for one second, until

I saw the Bear runinc! back, Anderson, charge down field. I

screamed at the television cover Anderson, cover Anderson! Harbaugh

must have heard me, because that exact second, he threw the ball

right into Anderson's hands in the endzone. I was staring at

the television in disbelief. Butler of the Bears tacked on the

extra point. The gaffe was tied at 21. The game had been reborn.

We would have overtime. It was 1:15 in the morning,there was no

way I could sleep now.

The Jets won the cointoss and elected to recieve. Before

I could blink,the Jets were on the Bear twenty yard line. The

Jets sent out the fieldgoal unit. I thought this game was in

the bag. The snap came down, Leahy kicked, and it was wide. Now

I was mad, oppurtunity knocked at the Jets door but the never

answered.

The Bears would take over on their own fifthteen yardline.

As the tension built, this contest seemed it would never end. I

was thinking about the hell I would go through in school tommorow

if the Jets had dropped this game. There were 1:05 seconds rernaining

in overtime. I was proying for an interception. The sears did

not want a fieldgoal. Harbaugh fell back in the pocket and hit

Wendell Davis, WR of the Bears in the endzone. The Bears had won.

I couldn't believe it. I almost started to cry. They were so

close, but never won. I will never forget that September 23-24,

on a frosty.MOnday night.
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Informative Writing

The Informative Scoring Guide. In reading and evaluating the
informative papers, the scoring guide development team focused on
several key features of informative writing. First, they loosely defined
informative writing as the presentation of information and ideas for the
purpose of informing an audience. Further, in the process of presenting
information, the writer establishes relationships between pieces of
information and/or ideas. The papers were then classified according to
how well the writers had succeeded in establishing relationships and
according to how well they presented the information to a particular
audience for a specific purpose.

The differences between levels one through four are the degree to
which filo writers established relationships between the pieces of
information in their papers. The difference between levels five and six
is the degree to which the writers conveyed a sense of audience and
purpose. This was often accomplished through the use of an overt type
of organizational structure.
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1.ig,tirti 2.3
Informative Scoring Guide

Wrbng about a topic

Listing. Paper lists pieces of information or ideas all on the same topic. but does not relate or
clearly connect these pieces of information to each other A range of information or ideas may
he presented

2 Attempted Discussion. Paper includes several pieces of information and some range of
information. The information or ideas are now related. In part of the paper, some of the
information is minimally related (in a sentence or two), but relationships may not fully be
established because ideas are incomplete or undeveloped (the amount of explanation and
details is limited).

Writing a theme:

3 Undeveloped Discussion. Paper includes a broad range of information or ideas and some of
the ideas or pieces of information are related The relationships are somewhat established,
(in several sentences) but riot completely The ideas are confused. contradictory, out of
sequence, illogical, or undeveloped

4 Discussion. Paper includes a broad range of information or ideas and, in at least one section,
clearly relates the ideas or information using devices (such as temporal order, classification,
comparison/contrast, cause and effect, problem/solution, goals/resolutions, predictions,
speculations, suppositions, drawing conclusion, point of view, ranking by importance,
exemplification, illustration, definition)

Wilting a thesis

5 Developed Discussion. Paper includes a broad range of information or ideas and
establishes more than one kind of relationship using rhetorical devices, such as those
listed above Information, ideas and relationships are well developed, with explanations
and supporting details Paragraphs are well formed, but the paper lacks an overriding
sense of purpose and cohesion

ti Elaborated Discussion. Paper includes a broad range of information or ideas and
establishes more than one kind of relationship using rhetorical devices, such as those
listed above 111101111itt1011, IfICtis and relationships are explained and supported. The paper

has a coherent sense of purpose and audience It demonstrates a mastery of the conventions
of written English (grammar. usage, mechanics) and employs a clear and effective
organizational strucluie

Results of the Evaluation. Figure 2.4 presents the percentage of
informative papers at grades 4 and 8 at each performance level of the
informative scoring guide. At the fourth grade, 29 percent of the papers
were classified as Listings, 44 percent as Attemptcd Discussions, 19 percent as
Undeveloped Discussions, 8 percent as Discussions, and I percent as Partially
Developed Discussions. None of the fourth-graders submitted informative
papers that could be classified as Dcyciopcd Discussions.

As in the case of narrative papers, more of the eighth-grade papers
received higher ratings than did the fourth-grade papers. Nine percent of
the papers were classified as I istink;,,, 1.1 percent iv., Attempted Discussions,
34 percent as thuirociopd I )is( ussions, 10 percent as I )iscussions, 4 percent as
Partially Developed 1)N ',41(111`. Vii s 11' lit ihr eighth grade papers were
classified as neVelOped I )is( 11.040,1'.



Figure 2.4a
Results for Informative Papers
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the standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be said with 95 percent
confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole population is within plus or
minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample In comparing two estimates, one nuist use
the standard error of the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
IOU percent due to rounding error
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Figure 2.4b
Results for Informative Papers
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Examples of Informative Papers

Listing (score of 1). In the first category, Listing, the writer presents pieces
of information or ideas all on the same topic. While the papers may contain
a range of information about the topics, no attempt is made to relate the
ideas or information. For example, in the paper below, a fourth grader
writes about monkeys learning to jump from trees and about blowing a
bubble for the first time, all under the title "Finally Popped."
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Attempted Discussion (score of 2). As with papers classified as Listings,
Attempted Discussions present a range of information or ideas about a topic,
but they go beyond Listings because some attempt is made to establish
relationships between the pieces of information or ideas. However, these
relationships are not clearly established. The ideas or information may be
incomplete or undeveloped.

For example, in the paper below, the fourth-grade writer presents a
range of information about things to do and see in Louisiana by identifying
a feature (i.e., attractions) and then listing examples (riverboat tours and
swamp tours). Yet, these examples are only mentioned and are not
developed or organized into a coherent discussion.
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Undeveloped Discussion (score of 3). Papers classified as Undeveloped
Discussions go beyond Attempted Discussions in that the attempt to establish
relationships between the ideas or information is more successful. Clear
connections are made between information or ideas in at least one part of
the paper. However, the information and ideas are not well developed. They
may he confused, contradictory, out of sequence, illogical, or undeveloped.

For example, in the paper below (written by an eighth grader), the
writer introduces him or herself by describing things she or he likes and
does not like. Information is not developed or elaborated.
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Discussion (score of 4). Discussions are more complex than Attempted
Discussions or Undeveloped Discussions because, in at least one section, the
writers clearly relate the ideas or information. A signal of this level of
development is the use of rhetorical devices (such as temporal order,
classification, definition, comparison/contrast, cause and effect, problem/
solution, goals/resolutions, predictions, speculations, drawing conclusions,
point of view, ranking by importance, exemplification) to relate some of
the information and ideas presented. However, these papers do not take
the next step and relate all of the ideas or information presented to an
overarching purpose. Thus, while these papers retain their focus on the
main topic being addressed, they also seem to skip from subtopic
to subtopic.

For example, in the paper below, the fourth-grade writer compares and
contrasts cars and airplanes. While this analysis of cars and airplanes is
clearly written, it appears to be written out of context. Without an overall
purpose or audience for the information presented, the features upon which
the writer selected to base his or her comparison appear arbitrary.

There can be both comparisons and contrasts between
airplanes and cars. They are alike in several ways. They both are forms of
transportation. The two use petroleum to run their engines _,and they can
both transport more then one person. Airplanes and cars ride on rubber
tires. A person who drives a car and one who flies an airplaneneeds a
license to drive or fly.

Airplanes and cars are different in a lot of ways. An airplane
flies in the air while the car rides on the ground. Airplanes can carry
hundrec,s of people while the car can carry only eight. Airplanes are
manufactured by only a few companies, but cars have many manufacturing
companies. Airplanes travel at high speeds, but cars travel at lower
speeds. Airplanes carry cargo as well as people, but cars carry people as
well as their belongings. When airplanes are not being used, they are
stored in hangers and cars are put in garages.

Airplanes and cars are alike in many ways. They also have a
lot of things that make them different.
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Developed Discussion (score of 5). In Deoe/opeil Discussions, information
and relationships are established and well developed, with explanations
and supporting details. The paragraphs tend to be unified and well formed.
However, the paper lacks an overriding sense of purpose, audience, and
cohesion. The writers of these papers present a wide range of information
on a topic, organize this information clearly, develop most of the aspects of
this topic, yet do not create a context for their discussion that envisions a
wider communicative purpose.

For example, the eighth-grade writer of the paper below presents
several examples about the theme of The Diary of Anne frank. However, the
paper lacks a sense of purpose and audience. The introduction is brief and
there is no conclusion. What results is a series of well-developed examples
rather than a discussion or theme.
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Elaborated Discussion (score of 6). For papers to be considered Elaborated
Discussions they had to contain all the elements of the previous category,
and also present a coherent sense of purpose and audience. A signal of this
level of writing is the overt use of organizational structure and excellent
command of the conventions of written English. In the example below, the
eighth-grade writer is able to connect several well-developed explanations
of the character of Squealer to broader themes of Animal Farm.
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Persuasive Writing

The Persuasive Scoring Guide. In reading and evaluating the persuasive
papers, the scoring guide development team focused on several key features
of persuasive discourse: stating an opjnion or position, supporting one's
opinion with reasons and/or explanation, and appropriately addressing
one's audience. Thus, the 114 fourth-grade and 410 eighth-grade persuasive
papers submitted by students in 1992 were placed along a continuum
of persuasive complexity, ranging from opinion to argument to
elaborated argument.

111111111111111

Figure 2.5
Persuasive Scoring Guide

Writing about an opinion:

1 Opinion. Paper is a statement of opinion, but no reasons are given to support the opinion, or
the reasons given are inconsistent or unrelated to the opinion.

2 Extended Opinion. Paper states opinion and gives reasons to support the opinion, but the
reasons are not explained or the explanations given are incoherent or confusing.

Attempting to present an argument:

3 Elaborated Opinion. Paper states opinion and gives reasons to support the opinion, plus
attempts to develop the opinion with further explanation. However, the explanations given are
not developed. These reasons may include benefits or positive outcomes that will result from
the desired action or position. These papers may also contain a brief reference to the opposite
point of view.

4 Argument. Paper states opinion, gives reasons to support the opinion, plus explanations, with
at least one explanation developed through the use of devices (such as personal experience,
exemplification, sequence of events, cause and effect, comparison/contrast, classification,
problem/solution, point of view, drawing conclusions). However, the argument is weak or
unconvincing because the development of the reasons is thin, vague, illogical, inconsistent,
repetitive, or disjointed. It may contain a brief summary of the opposite point of view.

Presenting an argument:

5 Developed Argument. Paper states opinion and reasons to support the opinion. It also
presents several clearly developed explanations in support of the argument (through the use of
devices such as those listed above). It also demonstrates an awareness of audience through

the use of voice and/or selection of supporting details. It may contain a summary of the
opposite point of view.

6 Elaborated Argument. Paper stales opinion and reasons to support the opinion. It also
presents well-developed explanations in support of the argument. It demonstrates an
awareness of audience through the use of voice and/or selection of effective supporting
details. It may contain a summary and refutation of the opposite point of view.
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...

Results of the Evaluation. Figure 2.6 presents the percentage of
persuasive papers at grades 4 and 8 at each level of the persuasive scoring
guide. Please note that only 195 of the papers submitted by fourth graders
were persuasive, so that the percentages for the fourth grade should be
interpreted with caution.

At the fourth grade, 9 percent of the papers were classified as Opinions,
66 percent as Extended Opinions, 23 percent as Elaborated Opinions, 2 percent
as Arguments, and 1 percent were classified as Developed Arguments. None
of the fourth-grade persuasive portfolio writing was classified as an
Elaborated Argument.

At the eighth grade, 3 percent of the papers were classified as Opinions,
33 percent as Extended Opinions, 38 percent as Elaborated Opinions, 23 percent
as Arguments, 3 percent as Developed Arguments, and 1 percent were
classified as Elaborated Arguments.
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Figure 2.6a
Results for Persuasive Papers
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Figure 2.6b
Results for Persuasive Papers
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Examples of Persuasive Papers

Opinion (score of 1). In the first type of persuasive writing, Opinions, the
writers assert opinions, but do not develop or explain these opinions in any
detail. Sometimes they give reasons to support their opinion, but these
reasons are unrelated to the opinion or contradict one another. For example,
the paper below, written by an eighth grader, states an opinion about how
one should behave when attending a school activity and gives several
examples of appropriate behavior, but never explains why one should
follow the advice given.
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Extended Opinion (score of 2). Extended Opinions include statements of
opinion and reasons to support the opinion. However, the reasons are only
briefly presented or the explanations are confusing.

For example, the paper below, written by a fourth grader, states an
opinion ("Please stop killing whales.") and lists several reasons in support
of this opinion ("They will become endangered." "It is not worth it.").
However, none of these reasons are developed. The letter is more of a plea
than a persuasive piece.
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Elaborated Opinion (score of 3). Elaborated Opinions include opinion
statements and clear reasons to support the opinions. They also contain
attempts to develop opinions with further explanation. However, the
explanations given are not developed or elaborated. These papers may
also contain implicit references to an opposing point of view opposite the
writer's own. For example, the eighth-grade writer of the paper below states
an opinion ("No homework please!") and gives reasons to support this
opinion. However, the reasons are only briefly elaborated.
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Argument (score of 4). In Arguments, writers state their opinions
with reasons to support those opinions. They also include at least one
explanation that is well developed. Rhetorical devices (such as cause and
effect, comparison/contrast, problem/solution, and classification) may ..)e
used to develop the explanation. These papers may also contain brief
summaries of the opposite point of view.

For example, in the paper below, the eighth-grade writer presents a
clear opinion, with elaborated reasons to support the opinion. This writer
uses cause and effect to develop his/her argument and organizes the
argument into three sections, based on those who would be adversely
affected by mandatory homework for students.

Dear Principal,

I tist been ii.form >ou ha.c the
teachers issue twu hours of homework s..n day, a week for
the students. I am opposed to this issue. My reasons Lo
support my opinion are the teachers. pare-tic. and the
students

My first reason is the teachers. If you make the teachers
to where. they have to issue homework e\ry night. then Lne
will have more papers to grade. which will take awa. > their
extra time. The Leachers would also ha.e extra planning to
do. and they would go faster in the book because there would
be an assignment eery night. The teachers would also have
stress from all the papers, planning, and the had grades.
Which would make them take more days off and more subs would
be needed.

.SEIcsalith. the parents would be affected because all the
homework would take away the students from the family due to
all the homework. The parbts would also suffer with stress
from helping the students with ail the homework.

the students would suffer the m,st because all of
he homework. The homework woald cause !tic st.:eent to

slot of stress. khan stuoin:
to drop-out an: with this aoeed in, drop-uot rate
would increase. The drol-mit rate would ireate ,xtra stress

°

a on the principal Alsb the i-lueen:', time will suffer
from the ai;ded home:" )1.

li. :it si" rl!!4,L14., a

their time doing homeotl tl; d h.1. ire. sca lai. because
there would be II" Iim: t. .! out or the students free
time would suffer somi tw.au..e if tbey made some extra
time for a few dates than tIi e:. woulu nio.v time to relax,
r take it easy. if all their time was spent on homework.

In conclusion. I realizi (bat you ha., spent lots of time
thinking about this isico and pottisv. :t i:.in action.
HoweN.er411 am still ol.p.sed to lb.'. i ;nabk >ou for your
time ano onsidehan. In i.a.iiuc m, ,
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Developed Argument (score of 5). Developed Arguments include clear
opinion statements, with reasons to support the opinions and developed
explanations. These papers also show an awareness of audience through the
use of voice and/or the selection of effective supporting details and may
have a summary of the opposite point of view. In the example below, an
eighth-grader's first draft of an essay about the negative influences of
Nintendo video games, the student discusses each point of his/her
argument in detail, including references to why children find Nintendo
appealing. (Side note: The underlined words in this example were from
a vocabulary list the student was directed to make use of when writing
this paper.)

The Con's of Nintendo Games

-cTri'society, today, Nintendo games are unfavorable

Influences on childiilp While thesegres maloe a child's

dream, it ItraTat;tmare. Nintendo games are

negative inrluences on children because they coerce children

C

t to do their homework, promote violence, and cause

children not to take part in other activities. Finally,-csnlk4;n5.

being a negative dominion these games cause children not to
r44,74

do homework.

Nintendo games are corrupting children because they

cause a distraction from accomplishing their homework. The

games cause the child to play Nintendo more than he does

homework, which will therefore sr".e.de his education. To

children these games are more amusing than homework and hence

will cause them to play Nintendo {not finishing theIC: /"3
141

homework) Instead of learning how to add and subtract,the

child will learn how to kill imaginary characters, which will i'rr

7)
be helpful in life. These games are just like candy,

4 l.,/
,Qhich is a duress. Once a person eats a piece of candy, he

k,...A,
Lit(...^11s.can not stop, just like when a person plays Nintendo.
/jA Causing a distraction, the games, will make the child think." )..sjVC

11,..
Have to hurry up, so I can play Zelda, which is a game

killing trolls!" This causes the child to do his homework but

"

O;i6

e
f

not really think about it. Finally, by not doing homework ^
the child will ruin his education and become violent.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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""\)("'
Promoting violence, these games are adverse influences

on children. By using famous people, the games promote/

violence andalso, these celebrities are used to bolster the

them. Nintendo games advocate brutality by using an arsenal

of weapons to kill people and show that a person gets three

lives even though in real life, a person really gets one

chance to get it right. Rubbing off on the children, who

play these games, the violence will affect their behavior

drastically. They will become more brutal and violent and

consequently will turn into bellicose people. By using.a

cartoon character, Bart Simpson, in the game " Simpsons verse

The Aliens," the game promotes violence by showing Bart jump

out a window on a skateboard and live whereas in real life a

person would die instantaneously. -.1.n...4sLolu.s_iAmi, Nintendo

games promote violence by using famous people and cause* a 4
distraction to participate in other activities. oo"-41'74.4.-

,.., v, ,f..J

e....----idly, Nintendo games cause a child to Ali7kplayithese

0 ' 17- games while the child does not associate with his parents or

''''.4:(7' 7!
participate in different activities. Nintendo games

tzv
manipulate the child to keep playing even cough his parents

want to talk with the child. This mould'probably cause a

separated family because there is no communication between

the parent and the child. Also, these games will cause the

child t become fat and have muscle .1r.optiN, foray because he

-()

II

1....

does ,anticipate in any other activities. The fattening

of th child will be attributed to these nightmares because

the child just sits in front of the T.V. does not

participate in sports, or go outside when there is beautiful

weather. LETniS1161 Nintendo games cause the child not to

4.-J,
1,

perform in ther, iurnal activities.
...

....4...c.,""
Fina ly, by rent not letting their sibling play

Nintendo games, ey would probably be stopping all these

iorrible event to happen. By the parents not wanting their

hild to become fat, participate in other activities, have a

bad education, and become violent they should not give him

\this "brain killer." Playing in recreational sports, having

designated reading hours, and by helping the child with his
1...L./

homework the problem of him playing these games too much will

"cl....1.,
vanish. Finally,J if parents do not wish for their children

to have a bad future the parents must say," NO" to Nintendo
/

games.
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Elaborated Argument (score of 6). Papers at the highest level of
persuasive writing contained opinion statements, reasons to support the
opinion, along with well-developed explanations of these reasons. Also,
through the use of voice and/or the selection of supporting details, these
papers demonstrate a degree of audience awareness not found at the other
levels. They may contain a summary and refutation of the opposite point
of view. As the paper below illustrates, writing at this level has a unity,
cohesiveness, and voice that contributes to its effectiveness.
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Summary

The results of this study indicate that, for the most part, students' narrative
writing at the fourth grade was still very rudimentary most students
seemed able to describe an event or to write about a series of events, but
few could write about a sequence of episodes. More than half of the
narratives selected as examples of fourth graders' best classroom writing
(52 percent) were either descriptions of events or listings of related events.
And while one-third of the narrative papers were classified as basic stories,
only 11 percent of the narratives contained some development of plot
or characters.

Of the eighth-graders' narrative papers selected as examples of their
best classroom writing, fewer were rated as undeveloped and more were
found to be better developed compared to the fourth-grade submissions.
Only 23 percent of the students submitted papers considered to be event
descriptions or undeveloped stories. As with the fourth graders, 36 percent
of the eighth graders' stories were rated as basic. However, 41 percent of
the eighth-grade narrative portfolio papers reached the higher levels of
the scoring guide demonstrating that these students could write about
sequences of episodes rather than just an event description or series
of events.

None of the informative papers submitted at either the fourth or
eighth grades as examples of students' best classroom writing received the
highest rating Developed Discussion. To reach this level, students had to
demonstrate the ability to manage a broad range of information or ideas
through effective development and organization, for a specific purpose
or audience. The higher levels of each of the scoring guides were designed
to represent the ideal of advanced writing and the goals of many
writing curriculums.

The majority of fourth-grade informative portfolio pieces (73 percent)
represented basic informative writing either a listing of information or an
attempt at a discussion. At this level, students were writing about a topic.
Twenty-seven percent of fourth graders' informative portfolio submissions
reached the middle levels, where students were trying to write about a
theme (Undeveloped Discussion) or were successful in writing about a theme
(Discussion). Only 1 percent of the papers reached the upper level
writing a thesis.

By eighth grade, only 43 percent of the papers submitted were simple
listings of information or attempts at discussion. The majority of the papers
(53 percent) were attempts to write about a theme (Undeveloped Discussion)
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or were successful at writing about a theme (Discussion). However, only
4 percent reached the upper level of writing a thesis.

Relatively few of the portfolio papers submitted as examples of
students' best classroom-based writing could be classified as persuasive.
Only 4 percent of the papers submitted by fourth graders were considered
persuasive and only 9 percent of the eighth-grade papers were coded as
persuasive. At the fourth grade, three-quarters of students' persuasive
portfolio papers represented various ways of writing about an opinion;
one-quarter made attempts at presenting an argument; and only 1 percent
contained enough discussion of the opinion to be considered a presentation
of an argument. The majority of the fourth-grade persuasive writing
(66 percent) contained a statement of an opinion and reasons to support
the opinion, but no further discussion.

By eighth grade, 61 percent of the persuasive portfolio papers were
attempts at argumentation, but only 4 percent succeeded in presenting
an argument. And, while few eighth graders submitted simple opinion
statements, 33 percent of the papers were Extended Opinions.
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Part II
The Best of Students' Portfolio Writing

Introduction

Due to the unique nature of NAEP assessments, the lack of a common
writing context or task across students, and the great variety of writing
submitted, it was not possible to have readers evaluate students' portfolios
on a common scale. Students' portfolios were too different and their
classroom contexts too dissimilar to permit an informed rating of whole
portfolios. Instead, students' best narrative and informative pieces from
among their portfolio submissions were selected for further analysis.2°

Procedures

If an individual student's portfolio contained examples of both narrative
and informative writing, then the analysis included a best narrative and a
best informative piece according to the evaluative scores (see Chapter Two).

2° See Appendix C for a ciiscus,Atin of the various appniai hes explored in designing the anal so, ot
students' portfolios
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When a student sent in examples from only one domain, then of course,
only the best piece for that domain was further analyzed. If a student sent in
two narrative pieces, and both received the same evaluz.,tive score, then one
was selected at random as the "best" piece.

Identifying students' best portfolio submissions enabled NAEP to
address questions such as: (1) Were there any differences between male
and female students' best portfolio writing? (2) Were there any differences
among the best portfolio writing of students from different racial/ethnic
backgrounds? (3) What aspects of process writing were associated with
students' best pieces? (4) What classroom experiences were associated with
their best pieces? and (5) How did students' best portfolio writing compare
with their best performance on the NAEP writing assessment?

The table below presents the total number of best narrative and
informative papers for grades 4 and 8. The analyses conducted in Part II
were based upon information gathered about these best pieces such as
their evaluative score, length, process strategies used to produce them, and
the classroom experiences of these students.

Number of Best Narrative and Informative
Portfolio Papers, Grades 4 and 8*

NUMBER OF PAPERS

Narrative Informative

Grade 4 1192 1324

Grade 8 1830 1875

" 792 fourth graders and 5S2 eight graders submitted both narrative
and informative pieces in their portfolio,

SOURCE- National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAITI,
1992 Writing Assessment

Chapter Three of this section presents information about the level of
best portfolio writing for male, female, White, Black, and Hispanic fourth
and eighth graders. In Chapter Four, the association between aspects of
process writing and the level of students' best portfolio writing is examined
and Chapter Five discusses students' general classroom experiences as they
related to the level of their best portfolio writing. The last chapter, Chapter
Six, examines the connection between the level of students' portfolio writing
and their performance on the NAFP writing assessment.
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3
Profiles of Students' Best Portfolio Writing
by Race/Ethnicity and Gender

Introduction

In this chapter, a profile of students' performance is presented for fourth
and eighth graders by race/ethnicity and gender, using students' best
portfolio scores for their narrative and informative writing. Thus,
comparisons can be made between the levels of best portfolio writing of
males and females, and among the performance levels of White, Black,
and Hispanic students. To further facilitate these comparisons, students'
performance was grouped into low (scores of l or 2), medium (scores of 3
or 4), and high (scores of 5 or 6) levels. The persuasive papers were not
analyzed further because very few persuasive papers were submitted
(see Chapter One). Also, the small number of Asian/Pacific Islander
and American Indian students precluded reliable estimates for these
subpopulations, although these students are included in the national
estimates (see Appendix C).
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Fourth Grade

lable 3.i presents results for the best narrative and informative writing at
grade 4 for the nation, as well as by race/ethnicity and gender.2'

A comparison of the performance of the best narrative portfolio writing
among White, Black, and Hispanic fourth graders reveals that Black and
I I ispanic students had similar levels of performance. Compared to their
White counterparts, a higher percentage of Black and Hispanic fourth
graders' narrative portfolio papers received low ratings and a lower
percentage received medium ratings.22

For informative writing, there are no significant differences between
the performance of White and Black fourth graders or between Black and
Hispanic fourth graders. However, a lower percentage of the White too rt h
graders' best informative papers were rated as low as compared with their
Hispanic counterparts.

A comparison of the best narrative writing of male and female
performance reveals that a higher percentage of males' narrative papers
received lower ratings (49 versus 40 percent). The difference in performance
between male and female fourth graders' informative writing was not
statistically significant.

IFor all of the tables in Part II, the first column of numbers presents the overall percentages of
students for each of the row categories. For example, column one of table 3.1 shows that 74 percent
of the students participating in this study who submitted narrative papers identified themselves as
White; 13 percent as Black; and 9 percent as Hispanic. Forty-seven percent of these students were
male and 53 percent female. The columns labeled Low, Medium, and High present the percentages
of students across each row category. For example, the second row in Table 3.1 shows that, out of
the participating fourth graders who identified themselves as White, 40 percent submitted narrative
papers that were rated as low; 58 percent submitted narrative papers rated as medium; and 3 percent
as high.

For this comparison as well as all others in the remainder of the report, differences in performance
are discussed only if they were found to he statistically significant as determined by an application of
the Bonferonni procedure
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Table 3.1
Best Portfolio Scores for the Nation
and by Race/Ethnicity and Gender, Grade 4*

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES**

Overall
Percentage

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
Nation 100 (0.0) 45 (1.7) 53 (1.8) 2 (0.5)
Race/Ethnicity

White 74 (1.4) 40 (2.1) 58 (2.2) 3 (0.6)
Black 13 (1.2) 66 (4.2) 33 (4.1) 1 (0.9)
Hispanic 9 (0.8) 54 (4.0) 45 (3.9) 0 (0.2)

Gender
Male 47 (2.1) 49 (1.8) 50 (1.8) 1 (0.3)
Female 53 (2.1) 40 (2.1) 56 (2.4) 3 (1.0)

Informative
Nation 100 (0.0) 61 (2.0) 37 (2.0) 1 (0.4)

Race/Ethnicity
White 71 (1.1) 59 (2.4) 39 (2.4) 1 (0.5)
Black 15 (0.9) 68 (3.0) 32 (3.0) 0 (0.0)
Hispanic 9 (0.7) 71 (4.4) 29 (4.2) 0 (0.2)

Gender
Male 48 (1.8) 65 (2.7) 35 (2.8) 1 (0.4)
Female 52 (1.8) 59 (2.3) 40 (2.3) 1 (0.7)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in
parentheses. It can be said with 95 percent confidence for each
population of interest that the value for the whole population is
within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the
sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error
of the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages
may not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Approximately 4 percent of the fourth graders in this study
identified themselves as belonging to Asian/Pacific Islander or
American Indian race/ethnicity groups.

"Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or
Undeveloped Stories; Medium narrative papers were rated as
Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and High narrative papers were
rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories. Low informative
papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or
Discussions; and High informative papers were rated as Developed
Discussions or Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),
1992 Writing Assessment
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Eighth Grade

Table 3.2 presents the best narrative and informative writing of male and
female eighth graders, as well as White, Black, and Hispanic eighth graders.

A comparison of eighth graders' best narrative writing by race/
ethnicity reveals a somewhat different pattern from that of fourth graders.
While a lower percentage of White eighth graders' narrative papers received
low ratings and a higher percentage received high ratings compared to the
narrative writing of Black students, the differences in performance between
White and Hispanic eighth graders were not statistically significant.

For informative writing, more White eighth graders' best informative
pieces received high ratings compared to Hispanic eighth graders. No other
significant differences among the three groups were found

A comparison of the best narrative writing of male and female eighth
graders revealed a pattern similar to that of fourth graders: a higher
percentage of males' papers received low ratings. For informative writing,
a higher percentage of males' papers also received low ratings, compared to
the percentage of females' papers that were rated as low.
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Table 3.2
Best Portfolio Scores for the Nation
and by Race/Ethnicity and Gender, Grade 8*

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES**

Overall
Percentage

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative

Nation 100 (0.0) 21 (1.8) 64 (1.8) 14 (1.1)

Race/Ethnicity
White 76 (1.3) 18 (2.0) 66 (2.0) 16 (1.2)
Black 12 (0.9) 36 (5.6) 57 (5.0) 7 (3.4)
Hispanic 8 (0.9) 29 (4.3) 62 (4.4) 9 (2.9)

Gender
Male 50 (2.0) 26 (2.3) 62 (3.0) 12 (1.7)
Female 50 (2.0) 17 (2.4) 67 (2.2) 16 (1.7)

Informative
Nation 100 (0.0) 31 (1.6) 62 (1.4) 7 (0.8)

Race/Ethnicity

White 72 (1.3) 30 (1.9) 62 (1.8) 8 (1.0)
Black 1.5 (1.1) 35 (4.4) 62 (4.1) 4 (1.7)
Hispanic 9 (0.8) 32 (5.2) 65 (5.0) 3 (1.3)

Gender

Male 52 (1.6) 35 (2.1) 60 (1.8) 6 (0.8)
Female 48 (1.6) 26 (2.2) 65 (2.1) 9 (1.4)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in
parentheses. It can he said with 95 percent confidence for each
population of interest that the value for the whole population is
within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the
sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error
of the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages
may not total 11)1) percent due to rounding error.

Approximately 4 percent of the fourth graders in this study
identified themselves a belonging to Asian/Pacific Islander or
American Indian race/ethnicity groups.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or
Undeveloped Stories; Medium narrative papers were rated as
Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and High narrative papers were
rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories. Low informative
papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or
Discussions; and I ligh informative papers were rated as Developed
Discussions or Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),
1992 Vriting Assessment
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Summary

The analysis of students' best narrative portfolio writing reveals that
females outperformed males, with fewer females' writing submissions
receiving low ratings compared to that of males for both fourth and eighth
grades. At grade 4, more White students' narrative submissions received
high ratings compared to the work submitted by their Black and Hispanic
counterparts. At grade 8, White students performed better than Black
students on narrative writing.

The analysis of students' informative portfolio entries shows little
difference at fourth grade between male and female students' performance,
while at the eighth grade more male students' informative writing received
low ratings. White fourth graders outperformed their Hispanic counterparts
and, at grade 8, more White than Hispanic students' best informative papers
received high ratings.



4
Process Writing and Students'
Best Portfolio Writing

Introduction

In this chapter various features of students' best portfolio writing, identified
during the descriptive analysis (see Chapter One), are related to the level of
students' performance. In this way, questions such as the following can be
addressed: what types of process strategies did students use to produce
their best pieces; what other aspects of proc, '; approaches to writing
instruction did they use; and what key features of writing are associated
with students' best portfolio writing.
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What Types of Process Strategies
Did Students Use to Produce Their Best Portfolio Pieces?

As discussed in Chapter One, based on evidence from the teacher
questionnaire, students' writing, and students' letters, students' portfolio
entries were analyzed based on whether there was evidence of the use of
process strategies, and if so, what kinds. The types of process strategies
considered were: pre-writing, peer-conferencing, teacher conferencing, use
of resources, revising, peer editing, teacher editing, and publication/sharing
of a final product. Writing educators maintain that, while any of these
strategies may be useful in producing effective writing, the use of several
process strategies seems to be most conducive to the generation of high
quality writing.23

Thus, the next step in the analysis was to examine the association
between the level of students' best portfolio writing and the number of
process strategies they used to produce these pieces. Tables 4.1 through 4.4
present information about this association for the fourth and eighth graders.

Fourth Graders. As presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, 34 percent of
the fourth graders' best narrative writing and 33 percent of their best
informative writing showed no evidence of the use of process strategies.
Twenty-seven percent of their best narrative and 23 percent of their best
informative writing appeared to have been written using one type of
process strategy, while 39 percent of their best narrative and 43 percent
of their best informative writing involved the use of two or more
process strategies.

"Moffet, J. and Wagner, 13.J .titirdent Crn let.11 anNuase Art., K-12, fourth edition (Portsmouth, NI:
Boynton/Cook Publishers. 19q2).
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Table 4.1
Use of Process Strategies and
Students' Best Narrative Portfolio Writing, Grade 4

Use of Process

BEST NARRATIVE
PORTFOLIO SCORES

Overall Low Medium High
Strategies Percentage 1,2 3,4 5,5

No Evidence 34 (1.8) 58 (2.7) 41 (2.6) 1 (0.5)
One Strategy 27 (1.4) 44 (3.1) 55 (3.0) 1 (0.6)
Two or More Strategies 39 (2.1) 33 (2.9) 63 (3.0) 4 (1 3)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can 1w
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value five
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. Percentages may not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descrir 'ions or Undeveloped Stories;
Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Sto.ies or Extended Stories; and
High narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

An examination of fourth graders' best narrative writing revealed
an association between their use of process strategies and their level of
writing. A significantly higher percentage of the papers written without
the use of process strategies received low ratings compared to those
written with the use of one, or with the use of two or more process
strategies. Also, a significantly higher percentage of papers written using
one strategy received low ratings compared to those written using two or
more strategies. A significantly higher percentage of the papers written
using one strategy or using two or more strategies received medium ratings
compared to the papers written without the use of process strategies.

An association also existed between the use of process strategies and
the level of fourth graders' informative writing (Table 4.2). A significantly
higher percentage of the papers written without the use of process strategies
received low ratings compared to those written with the use of one, or
with the use of two or more process strategies. Also, a significantly higher
percentage of the papers written using one strategy or using two or more
strategies received medium ratings compared to those written without the
use of process strategies.
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Table 4.2
Use of Process Strategies and
Students' Best Informative Portfolio Writing, Grade 4

Use of Process

BEST INFORMATIVE
PORTFOLIO SCORES

Overall Low Medium High

Strategies Percentage 1,2 3,4 5,6

No Evidence 33 (1.6) 72 (2.7) 27 (2.5) 0 (0.5)
One Strategy 23 (1.5) 58 (3.9) 41 (3.9) 0 (0.1)
Two or More Strategies 43 (1.9) 55 (2.8) 43 (2.8) 2 (0 8)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of inter, it that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standar° errors of the estimate
for the sample. Percentages may not total It10 percent due to rounding error.

Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and
High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or Elaborated
Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NA EP), 1992
Writing Assessment

Eighth Graders. As presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, 27 percent of
the Eighth graders' best narrative writing and 29 percent of their best
informative writing showed no evidence of the use of process strategies.
Twenty-five percent of their best narrative and 24 percent of their best
informative writing appeared to have been written using one type of
process strategy, while 48 percent of their narrative and 47 percent of their
best informative writing involved the use of two or more process strategies.
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Table 4.3
Use of Process Strategies and
Students' Best Narrative Portfolio Writing, Grade 8

Use of Process Overall

BEST NARRATIVE
PORTFOLIO SCORES'

Low Medium High

Strategies Percentage 1,2 3,4 5,6

No Evidence 27 (2.0) 28 (2.6) 61 (2.8) 11 (1.9)

One Strategy 25 (1.9) 24 (3.7) 65 (3.4) 11 (2.0)
Two or More Strategies 48 (2.4) 16 (2.4) 66 (2.5) 18 (1.5)

The standard errors ot the estimated pea entages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent conlideme lor each populat.on ot interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample Percentages in.1 not total WO percent due to rounding error.

* Low narrative papers mere rated as Is% ent Desiriptions or Undeveloped Stories;
Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and
High narrative papers were rated as 1)0% eloped Stories or Elaborated Stories.

SOURCE: National Assessment of 1-ducational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

Thus, an association existed between the number of process strategies
used by eighth graders to produce their best narrative writing and their
levels of performance. A significantly higher percentage of the papers
written without the use of process strategies received low ratings than
did those written with the use of two or more process strategies. Also, a
significantly higher percentage of the papers written using two or more
strategies received high ratings than did those written without the use of
process strategies or with the use of one strategy.



Table 4.4
Use of Process Strategies and
Students' Best Informative Portfolio Writing, Grade 8

Use of Process

BEST INFORMATIVE
PORTFOLIO SCORES

Overall low Medium High
Strategies Percentage 1,2 3,4 5,6

No Evidence 29 (1.9) 37 (2.9) 56 (2.8) 7 (1.5)
One Strategy 24 (1.4) 32 (3.0) 62 (2.7) 7 (1.3)
Two or More Strategies 47 (2.1) 26 (2.1) 66 (2.0) 8 (1.1)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. Percentages may not total 100 percent due to rounding error.

Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and
High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or Elaborated
Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

An association also existed between the number of process strategies
used by eighth graders to produce their best informative writing and their
levels of performance (Table 4.4). A significantly higher percentage of the
papers written without the use of process strategies received low ratings
than did papers written with the use of two or more process strategies. Also,
a significantly higher percentage of the papers written using two or more
strategies received medium ratings than did those written without the use
of process strategies.

Thus, fourth graders who used at least one process strategy to produce
their best narrative or informative piece outperformed those who had not
used process strategies. By the eighth grade, the difference in performance
levels was between those who had not used process strategies and those
who had used at least two of these strategies.
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1116. +us.

What Other Aspects of Process Approaches to Writing
Instruction Were Used for Students' Best Portfolio Pieces?

Two aspects of process approaches to writing instruction that may have
been involved in the production of students' best portfolio pieces were
examined. These included choice of topic and type of audience.

Choice of Topic. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 present information about whether
students' choice of topic was associated with the ratings their best pieces
received. Only 11 percent of the fourth graders' best narrative pieces and
6 percent of their best informative pieces were composed on a topic of their
own choosing.

simmonlw.-
Table 4.5
Choice of Topic for
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 4

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Choice of Topic
Overall

Percentages
Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
Yes 11 (0.9) 37 (4.5) 61 (4.3) 2 (1.4)

No 89 (0.9) 46 (1.8) 52 (1.9) 2 (0.6)

Informative
Yes 6 (0.9) 67 (7.2) 31 (6.8) 3 (2.8)

No 94 (0.9) 61 (2.1) 38 (2.1) 1 (0.4)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one mmt use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped
Stories; Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories;
and Iligh narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions;
and I ligh informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or
Elaborated I )iscussions.

tit )1114.1. National Assessment eel Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Vriting Assessment
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Table 4.6 presents information about eighth graders' choice of topic
and their level of best portfolio writing. Only 15 percent of the eighth
graders' best narrative pieces and 6 percent of their best informative pieces
were composed on a topic of their choosing.

Among the students whose best narrative piece was written to a
topic that they had chosen, 12 percent received low ratings, 56 percent
received medium ratings, and 32 percent received high ratings. The
performance of those students who did not choose their own narrative
topics was different 23 percent received low ratings, 66 percent received
medium ratings, and 11 percent received high ratings. A significantly
higher percentage of students who had not chosen their own topic received
low ratings compared with those who had chosen their topic. Likewise,
a significantly higher percentage of students who had chosen their topic
received high ratings compared with those who had not chosen their topic.

Table 4.6
Choice of Topic for
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 8

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Choice of Topic
Overall

Percentages
Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
Yes 15 (1.6) 12 (2.8) 56 (5.3) 32 (5.4)
No 85 (1.6) 23 (2.1) 66 (1.9) 11 (1.2)

Informative
Yes 6 (0.9) 33 (5.5) 53 (6.1) 14 (4.1)
No 94 (0.9) 31 (1.6) 63 (1.4) 7 (0.9)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can he
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped
Stories; Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories,
and High narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions;
and High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or
Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NALI'), 1992
Writing Assessment
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For the eighth graders' best informative pieces, among the 6 percent
who wrote to a topic of their own choosing, 33 percent received low ratings,
53 percent received medium ratings, and 14 percent received high ratings.
This level of performance is similar to those who did not choose their own
informative topic 31 percent received low ratings, 63 percent received
medium ratings, and 7 percent received high ratings.

Thus, for fourth graders, having chosen one's own topic was not
associated with higher levels of narrative or informative portfolio writing.
However, at grade 8, students who had chosen the topic of their narrative
pieces outperformed those who wrote to assigned topics. This association
was not found for eighth-grade informative writing, where the levels of
performance were similar for students who had and had not chosen their
own topic.

What Other Features of Students' Writing
Were Associated with Best Performance?

Two other features of students' writing were associated with the
performance level of their best writing: the length of time that they spent
producing their best pieces and the approximate length of these pieces.

Time Engaged in Writing Activity. In Tables 4.7 and 4.8, the levels of
students' best portfolio writing at grades 4 and 8 are compared with the
amounts of time their teachers reported that students had engaged in the
writing activities which generated their work. Sometimes the teacher did
not include information about how long the student had engaged in the
writing activity (10 to 12 percent of the time). The performance of these
students is reported in the row titled "Omitted'.
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Table 4.7
Time Engaged in Writing Activity
for Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 4

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Time Reported
by Teacher

Overall
Percentage

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative

Omitted 10 (0.9) 57 (3 0) 43 (3.0) 0 (0.0)

0-25 Minutes 11 (1.0) 72 (3 8) 28 (3.8) 0 (0 0)

26-50 Minutes 23 (2.1) 53 (3 4) 46 (3 6) 1 (0 8)

More Than 50 Minute!, 56 (2.4) 34 (2 3) 63 (2 4) 3 (0 9)

Inloimative
Omitted 13 (1.6) 66 (3 9) 3.) (3 9) 0 (0 0)

0-25 Minutes 14 (1.1) 80 (3 31 20 (3 2) 1 (1 0)

26-50 Minutes 21 (1.5) 70 (3 2) 29 (3 2) 0 (0 11

More Than 50 Minutes 52 (1.9) 52 (2 6) 46 (2 1) 2 (0 6)

The standard errors of the estimated 'fen entages appeai in pat cut hews It f an he
said with 95 percent confident e tut Cal It pulntlauon of interest that the t ake lor
the whole population is within plus ut intuits tio d emir. of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing hs.o estimates one 11111s1 use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Apiendi Pelt entage. may not total
l00 percent due to rounding error

Low narrative papers were rated a, I \ VW I 4.,t ttplit111,. or Undeveloped
Stories; Medium narrative papers were idled as Basic Stories or Extended Stories;
and High narrative papers were rated as I /1. eloped Storks or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as I 1st iitgs or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as t 'ride% eloped I fist ussions or Discussions;
and High informative papers I. vie iatefl as I )e eloped Discussions or
Eaborated Discussions.

°MCP.: National Assessment of 1 du, ational (NA111, 1492

Writing Assessment

Eleven percent of the fourth graters' best narrative writing was
produced in 25 minutes or less; 23 percent in 26-S0 minutes; and 56 percent
in more than 50 minutes.

At grade 4, an association e\ isied bet \\veil the amount of time spent on
the best pieces and the ratings these pieces received. First, for both types of
writing, a significantly higher percentage 01 papers written in 2S minutes
or less received low ratings compared with those written in 26-90 minutes
and those written in more than SO minutes. Also, a significantly higher
percentage of narrative papers written in 26-')0 minutes net elyetl low
ratings compared with those written in more than SO minute,, Second, a
significantly higher percentage of papers written itt more thon tit) minutes
received medium ratings compared with those written in .."6 SO minutes
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and those written in 25 minutes or less. Also, for narrative writing, a
significantly higher percentage of papers written in 26-50 minutes received
medium ratings compared with papers written in 25 minutes or less.

Table 4.8 presents the level of eighth graders' best portfolio writing
compared with the time their teachers reported that they engaged in the
writing activities which had generated their work.

Table 4.8
Time Engaged in Writing Activity
for Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 8

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES

Time Reported
by Teacher

Overall
Percentage

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
Omitted 12 (1.6) 20 (3.9) 66 (4.2) 14 (3.0)
0-25 Minutes 7 (1.1) 46 (9.6) 50 (9.8) 5 (4.8)
26-50 Minutes 16 (1.9) 33 (4.6) 62 (4.8) 5 (1.9)
More Than 50 Minutes 66 (2.8) 16 (1.8) 66 (2.1) 18 (1.5)

Informative
Omitted 12 (1.4) 32 (3.5) 64 (3.8) 4 (1.1)
0-25 Minutes 9 (1.1) 58 (5.4) 42 (5.4) 0 (0.0)
26-50 Minutes 17 (1.7) 43 (4.0) 55 (3.9) 2 (0.8)
More Than 50 Minutes 63 (2.5) 23 (1.9) 67 (1.7) 10 (1.2)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped
Stories; Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories;
and High narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions;
and High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or
Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

At grade 8, only 7 percent of the students' best narrative writing was
produced in 25 minutes or less; 16 percent in 26-50 minutes; and 66 percent
in more than 50 minutes. Among the small percentage of papers written in
25 minutes or less, 46 percent received low ratings, 50 pevent medium
ratings, and 5 percent high ratings. Of the papers written in 26-50 minutes,
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33 percent received low ratings, 62 percent medium ratings, and 5 percent
high ratings. And lastly, among the papers written in more than 50 minutes,
only 16 percent received low ratings, while 66 percent received medium
ratings and 18 percent high ratings.

As with the fourth grade, a relationship existed between the amount
of time spent on the best pieces and the ratings these pieces received for
the eighth grade. First, for both types of writing, a significantly higher
percentage of papers written in 25 minutes or less received low ratings
compared with those written in more than 50 minutes. Also, a significantly
higher percentage of papers written in 26-50 minutes received low ratings
compared with those written in more than 50 minutes. Second, for
informative writing a significantly higher percentage of papers written
in more than 50 minutes received medium ratings compared with those
written in 26-50 minutes and those written in 25 minutes or less. Lastly,
a significantly higher percentage of narrative papers written in more than
50 minutes received high ratings compared with those written in 26-50
minutes; and a significantly higher percentage of informative papers
written in more than 50 minutes received high ratings L.,mpared with both
smaller time intervals.

The results presented above indicate a definite relationship between
evaluative ratings of students' portfolio writing and the length of time
students spent generating the piece of writing. The main reason teachers
were asked about the length of the classroom writing activities was to obtain
confirmation that students were engaging in more complex writing process
activities. Following a writing process curriculum requires that activities be
designed that extend over several days and involve a wide variety of
reading, writing, listening, and speaking events.

While a writing activity that takes place over several class periods
may not necessarily be a process-type activity, it would be difficult to
develop an activity that involved drafting, peer conferencing, and revision
in one class period. Thus, time is a necessary element of process writing
curricula, but it is not sufficient to guarantee high-level writing -- some of
the portfolio entries that were the result of classroom activities extending
over 50 minutes in length still received lower ratings. However, very few of
the papers written in 25 minutes or less received the highest ratings.

Approximate Length of Best Portfolio Pieces. Tabus 4.9 and 4.10 present
information about the approximate length of students' best portfolio pieces
and the level of their best pieces for grades 4 and 8.
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Table 4.9
AT.proximate Length of Papers for
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 4

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Approximate Length
of Papers

Overall
Percentages

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative

1-50 Words 8 (0.8) 96 (2.6) 4 (2.6) 0 (0.0)

51-100 Words 24 (1.3) 80 (2.5) 20 (2.5) 0 (0.0)

101-200 Words 41 (2.0) 37 (2.8) 62 (2.8) 1 (0.5)

201.400 Words 20 (1.1) 15 (3.3) 82 (3.5) 3 (1.4)

More Than 400 Words 8 (1.3) 4 (1.9) 80 (4.7) 17 (4.6)

Informative
1-50 Words 21 (1.8) 97 (1 4) 3 (1 4) 0 (0.0)

51-100 Words 35 (1.2) 76 (2.5) 24 (2.5) 0 (0.0)

101.200 Words 29 (1.4) 43 (3.7) 57 (3.7) 0 (0.1)

201.400 Words 12 (1.1) 20 (3.5) 75 (4.1) 5 (2.4)

More Than 400 Words 4 (0.7) 3 (2.3) 83 (7.5) 15 (7.2)

the standatd rnors of the estimated percentages appear in parenthese,. It can be
said with 95 pert ent (onfidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within phis or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample In .. (impaling two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Piot edural Appendix for details) Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding emir.

Low narrative papers were rated as I vent Descriptions or Undeveloped
Stories; Medium narratie papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories;
and I ligh narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions;
and Iligh informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or
Elaborated 1/is( ussnins

ti(11_'IZ(I National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEI'), 1992
Writing Assessment

In considering fourth graders' best narrative portfolio writing,
8 percent were 50 words or less; 24 percent were 51-100 words long;
41 percent were 101-200 words long; 20 percent were 201-400 words long;
and 8 percent were more than 400 words. In general, a higher percentage
of papers that were shorter in length (100 words or less) received low
ratings; and a higher percentage of longer papers (over 200 words)
received medium ratings.

A similar pattern is found in fourth graders' best informative portfolio
writing. Twenty-one percent of this writing was 50 words or less in length;
35 percent 51-100 words long; 29 percent 101-200 words long; 12 percent
201-400 words long; and only 4 percent was more than 400 words in length.
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A higher percentage of papers of 100 words or less received low ratings,
while a higher percentage of papers over 100 words received
medium ratings.

Table 4.10 presents information about eighth graders' best portfolio
writing and the approximate length of these papers. As shown in the first
column, only 1 percent of the narrative papers were 50 words or less;
11 percent were 51-100 words long; 29 percent were 101-200 words long;
35 percent were 201-400 words long; and 25 percent were more than
400 words. In general, a higher percentage of papers that were shorter in
length (200 words or less) received low ratings; a higher percentage of
longer papers (over 100 words) received medium ratings; and a higher
percentage of papers of more than 400 words received high ratings.



Table 4.10
Approximate Length of Papers for
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 8

Approximate Length
of Papers

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Overall
Percentages

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
1-50 Words 1 (0.4) 92(11.3) 8(11.3) 0 (0.0)

51-100 Words 11 (1.2) 74 (4.0) 26 (4 0) 0 (0.0)

101.200 Words 29 (2.0) 33 (3.0) 66 (2.9) 2 (1.2)

201-400 Words 35 (1.8) 7 (1.6) 87 (1.7) 6 (1.2)

More Than 400 Words 25 (1.9) 2 (1.0) 51 (3.2) 47 (3.4)

Informative
1-50 Words 4 (0.7) 90 (5.0) 7 (3.8) 3 (2.9)

51-100 Words 21 (1.3) 66 (2.8) 34 (2.8) 0 (0.0)

101-200 Words 36 (1.8) 29 (2.1) 71 (2.1) 0 (0.0)

201-400 Words 26 (1.7) 7 (1.5) 85 (1.9) 7 (1.7)

More Than 400 Words 12 (1.4) 3 (1.4) 55 (3.9) 42 (4.0)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event I )escriptions or Undeveloped
Stories; Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories;
and High narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions;
and High informative papers were rated as De% eloped Discussions or
Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Edut ahonal Progress (NAFI'), 1492
Writing Assessment

A similar pattern was found in eighth graders' best informative
portfolio writing. Only 4 percent of this writing was 50 words or less in
length; 21 percent 51-100 words long; 36 percent 101-200 words long;
26 percent 201-400 words long; and 12 percent more than 400 words in
length. A higher percentage of papers of 200 words or less received low
ratings, while a higher percentage of papers over 200 words received
medium ratings. Also, a higher percentage of papers over 400 words
received high ratings compared with papers of shorter lengths.
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Use of Computers. Few students at the fourth or eighth grade submitted
portfolio pieces that were typed or printed using a computer less than
10 percent at grade 4 and only 15 percent at grade 8. Table 4.11 presents
information about students' computer use and the level of their best
portfolio writing.

For both narrative and informative fourth-grade papers, a significantly
lower percentage of typed papers received low scores and a higher
percentage received medium scores compared with the percentage of
handwritten papers. Similarly, at grade 8, for both types of writing, a
significantly lower percentage of typed papers received low scores and a
higher percentage received high scores compared with handwritten papers.
Thus, for both grade levels and both types of papers, computer use was
associated with higher portfolio performance.

This association raises a question about whether the readers who
evaluated students' portfolio writing rated typed papers higher than
handwritten because they appeared to be more sophisticated, compared to
the handwritten papers. So few papers submitted in portfolio folders were
typed that we did not design a study specifically to address this question.
However, recent research in this area reports that readers are not unduly
influenced by typed papers and often they seem to expect more from typed
papers and, thus, apply evaluation criteria more rigorously to typed than to
handwritten papers.24

24 Powers, D.E., Fowles, M.E., Farnum, M., and Ramsey, P. Will They Think Less of My Handwritten Essay
if Others Word Process Theirs? (Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing Service, 1992).
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Table 4.11
Use of Computer for
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grades 4 and 8

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Choice of Topic

Overall
Percentages

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Grade 4

Narrative
Yes 7 (1.1) 19 (4.3) 71 (4.3) 10 (3.6)

No 93 (1.1) 47 (1.7) 52 (1.8) 2 (0.4)

Informative
Yes 6 (1.0) 39 (6.5) 57 (8.1) 3 (2.8)

No 94 (1.0) 63 (1.9) 36 (1.9) 1 (0.4)

Grade 8
Narrative

Yes 15 (1.3) 11 (2.6) 57 (3.6) 32 (4.1)

No 85 (1.3) 23 (1.9) 66 (2.0) 11 (1.2)

Informative
Yes 15 (1.9) 12 (2.3) 66 (2.7) 22 (3.2)

No 85 (1.9) 34 (1.8) 62 (1.6) 5 (0.6)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped
Stories; Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories;
and High narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions;
and High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or
Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

Summary

Several aspects of process approaches to writing and features of students'
portfolio writing were associated with their best portfolio submissions:
(1) use of process strategies; (2) choice of topic; (3) time spent writing the
portfolio piece; (4) length of the portfolio piece; and (5) use of computers
to produce the piece.
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Students in both fourth and eight7.1 grades who used process strategies
when writing their best narrative and informative pieces outperformed
those who showed no evidence of the use of process strategies. At grade 8,
students who chose their own topic for their best narrative piece performed
better than those who wrote to an assigned topic.

Time spent producing portfolio pieces was associated with best
narrative and informative portfolio writing at both grades, with students
who spent more than 50 minutes outperforming those who spent less time.
The length of students' portfolio submissions also was related to the level of
their narrative and informative portfolio writing. Lastly, for both fourth and
eighth graders, students who produced narrative or informative writing on
computer outperformed those whose papers were handwritten.
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5
Classroom Contexts and Students'
Best Portfolio Writing

Introduction

In considering what factors may be related to the quality of students'
portfolio submissions, an analysis of the classroom contexts which
generated the students' best portfolio writing was conducted. First, the
types of classroom activities that generated students' best portfolio writing
are presented. As was discussed in Chapter One, this information was
obtained from the teacher questionnaires, the students' letters to NAEP, and
any other evidence in the portfolios that may have indicated the types of
activities in which the students had engaged.

Next, information about various elements of instruction and students'
classroom experiences was obtained from questionnaires given to the
participating fourth and eighth graders and to the teachers of the eighth-
grade students at the time of the main NAEP assessment. Unlike the other
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features discussed, which all related specifically to students' portfolio
submissions, these elements of writing instruction relate to students' general
school experiences.

This chapter first addresses the question of what types of classroom
activities generated students' best portfolio pieces, and then it examines
what general classroom experiences were associated with students' best
portfolio writing.

What Types of Classroom Activities
Generated Students' Best Portfolio Writing?

Table 5.1 presents the number of best papers received for each of the four
types of classroom activities discussed in Chapter One. The proportion was
similar to that of the entire set of portfolio papers: most students were
engaged in integrated activities, with some responding to general prompts
and a few responding to focused prompts or content reports.

Table 5.1
Number of Best Papers for
Each Type of Activity, Grades 4 and 8

4TH GRADE 8TH GRADE

Narrative Informative Narrative Informative

General Prompts 312 322 163 253

Focused Prompts 68 82 44 98

Content Reports 7 55 8 98

Integrated Activities 638 638 583 745

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational l'n)gress (NA1.11, 1992
Writing Assessment

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 examine the relationship between the level of
students' best portfolio writing and the types of activities to which they
were responding. At the fourth grade, over half of their narrative pieces
(55 percent) were written as part of integrated activities; 24 percent
were written in response to general prompts; and only 5 percent to
focused prompts..
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Among the papers written to general prompts 55 percent received low

ratings, 44 percent medium ratings, and 1 percent high ratings. Similar

results occurred for the few papers written to focused prompts. In contrast,
a significantly lower percentage of the papers written as part of integrated
activities received low ratings (only 37 percent) and a significantly higher
percentage received medium ratings (60 percent).

A similar pattern held for fourth graders' best informative writing.
Almost one-quarter (23 percent) of these papers were written in response to
general prompts and almost half (49 percent) were the result of integrated
activities, with only 6 and 5 percent written in response to focused prompts
and content reports, respectively.

Among the informative papers written to general prompts, 72 percent
received low ratings, 27 percent medium ratings, and 1 percent high ratings;
with similiar percentages for the few papers written to focused prompts.
In contrast, a significantly lower percentage of content reports (29 percent)
and integrated activities (57 percent) received low ratings compared with
general prompts. Also, a significantly higher percentage of content reports
(62 percent) and integrated activities (42 percent) received medium ratings
compared with general prompts.
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Table 5.2
Types of Writing Activities and
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 4

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Types of Activities
Overall

Percentage
Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
General Prompts 24 (1.8) 55 (2.9) 44 (2.8) 1 (0.5)
Focused Prompts 5 (0.8) 60 (7.0) 40 (7.0) 0 (0.0)
Content Reports 0 (0.2) .
Integrated Activities 55 (2.0) 37 (1.9) 60 (1.8) 3 (0.9)
Unknown 14 (1.1) 53 (3.9) 45 (4.1) 3 (1.4)

Informative
General Prompts 23 (1.3) 72 (3.0) 27 (2.8) 1 (0.6)
Focused Prompts 6 (0.8) 69 (7.1) 31 (7.1) 0 (0.0)
Content Reports 5 (0.7) 29 (6 5) 62 (8.0) 9 (5.0)
integrated Activities 0 (1.7) 57 (2.5) 42 (2.5) 1 (0.6)
Unknown 17 (1.3) 67 (4.1) 33 (4.1) 0 (0.1)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (sec Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped Stories;
Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and
High narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions;
Medium informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or
Discussions; and High informative papers were rated as Developed
Discussions or Elaborated Discussions.

"" Sample size insufficient to permit reliable estimate.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment
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Table 5.3 presents information about eighth graders' level of
portfolio performance and the types of activities to which they wrote.
Sixty-two percent of the eighth-grade narrative writing was written as
part of integrated activities; less than one-fifth (18 percent) was written in
response to general prompts; only 5 percent to focused prompts, and just
1 percent were content reports. Little difference in performance was found
between papers written to these different types of activities.

As with narrative writing, 57 percent of the eighth graders' "o'ist
informative writing was written as part of integrated activities. Less than
one-fifth (19 percent) was written in response to general prompts and only
7 and 5 percent were written in response to focused prompts or content
reports, respectively. A significantly lower percentage of content reports
(8 percent) received low ratings compared with the other types of activities.
Also, a significantly higher percentage of content reports (32 percent)
received high ratings compared with the other types of activities. Yet,
please keep in mind that only 5 percent of the eighth graders' best
informative papers were content reports.

Thus, at the fourth grade, higher achievement was associated with
the use of integrated activities for both narrative and informative portfolio
writing. At eighth grade, however, the type of activity was unrelated to the
level of narrative writing. For eighth-grade informative writing, the small
percentage who submitted content reports received significantly higher
ratings than those who submitted papers written in response to other
types of classroom activities.
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Table 5.3
Types of Writing Activities and
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grade 8

Types of Activities

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Overall
Percentage

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative

General Prompts 18 (1.5) 22 (3.6) 68 (3.9) 10 (3.0)
Focused Prompts 5 (1.0) 38 (7.6) 53 (9.4) 9 (5.6)
Content Reports 1 (0.5)
Integrated Activities 62 (2.2) 19 (2.0) 66 (2.2) 15 (1.2)
Unknown 13 (1.5) 23 (4.4) 61 (4.2) 16 (3.7)

Informative
General Prompts 19 (1.4) 37 (2.7) 60 (2.7) 3 (0.6)
Focused Prompts 7 (0.8) 37 (5.9) 56 (6.4) 7 (3.2)
Content Reports 5 (0.7) 8 (2.8) 60 (5.3) 32 (6.2)
Integrated Activities 57 (2.5) 30 (2.1) 64 (2.0) 7 (1.2)
Unknown 12 (1.5) 31 (4.3) 62 (4.5) 7 (1.7)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped Stories;
Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and
High narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.
Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions;
Medium informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or
Discussions; and High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions
or Elaborated Discussions.

Sample sire insufficient to permit reliable estimate.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment
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What General Classroom Experiences
Were Associated with Students' Best Portfolio Writing?

Several aspects of students' classroom writing experiences were
associated with the level of their best portfolio writing. This section
presents information about the time students spent in and out of school
on writing, the length and frequency of students' writing assignments,
the use of process approaches to writing instruction, and teachers' overall
ratings of their students' writing abilities. This information was provided by
the questionnaires students and eighth-grade teachers answered as part of
the main 1992 NAEI' writing assessment.

Time Spent on Writing. Table 5.4 related eighth graders' best narrative
portfolio writing to their teachers' reports about how much time they spent
instructing and helping students with their writing in school each week and
to how much time they expected students to spend on writing homework
each week. Fourteen percent of the eighth graders who sent in narrative
pieces had teachers who spent less than 30 minutes per week on in-school
writing activities; 38 percent spent about 60 minutes; 22 percent spent
90 minutes; and 26 percent spent two hours or more. Twenty-six percent of
the students who sent in narrative pieces had teachers who assigned less
than one hour of writing homework; 34 percent about one hour; 31 percent
about two hours; and It) percent three hours.

An analysis of the different amounts of time teachers spent on writing
in school each week and the level of eighth graders' narrative writing
revealed no significant differences. I .ikewise, no differences were found in
portfolio performance among students whose teachers assigned more
versus less writing homework.
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Table 5.4
Teachers' Reports on
Time Spent on Writing Each Week in School
and Out of School, Grade 8 Narrative Writing

BEST NARRATIVE PORTFOLIO WRITING*

Overall
Percentage

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Time Spent on
Writing in School

Less Than 30 Minutes 14 (2.2) 20 (4.5) 65 (4.5) 15 (4.0)

60 Minutes 38 (2.1) 23 (3.1) 62 (2.4) 16 (3.1)

90 Minutes 22 (2.1) 23 (4.0) 65 (4.2) 11 (2.3)

2 Hours or More 26 (2.8) 19 (2.7) 65 (4.1) 16 (3.5)

Time Spent on
Writing Out of School

Less Than 1 Hour 26 (2.5) 24 (3.2) 62 (2.6) 14 (3.0)

1 Hour 34 (2.6) 22 (3.2) 65 (3.9) 13 (3.2)

2 Hours 31 (2.5) 19 (3.1) 67 (4.0) 15 (2.5)

3 Hours 10 (1.8) 21 (4.0) 57 (5.4) 21 (3.8)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can he said
with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole
population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of the difference (see
Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total 100 percent due to
rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped Stories; Medium
narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and High nai rative
papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAI), 1942
Writing Assessment

Table 5.5 presents information about the time spent on writing
each week in and out of school for the students who submitted
informative writing.

Fifteen percent of the eighth graders who submitted informative pieces
in their portfolios had teachers who spent less than 30 minutes on writing
instruction per week; 40 percent spent about ,0 Minutes; 23 percent spent
90 minutes; and 23 percent spent two hours or more. Twenty-seven percent
of these students' teachers reported assigning less than one hour of writing
homework per week; 35 percent one hour; 28 percent two hours; and
10 percent three hours.

An examination of the relationship between the various amounts of
time spent on writing in school and the level of students' best informative
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portfolio writing revealed that a significantly higher percentage of students
who received two or mow hours of writing instruction submitted
informative papers that received high ratings than students who received
less than 30 minutes.

An association was also found between the amount of time eighth
graders spent nut of st pool on writing and their level of informative
portfolio writ ltirst, of the students who spent about three hours a week
on writing homework, a significantly lower percentage received low scores
on their Mt orimitive pieces compared with the percentages of students
who spent one hour and less than one hour on writing home%\ ork. Also,
a significantly higher percentage of these students received high scores on
their informative pieces compared with the percentages of students who
spent less than one hour a week on writing homework.

Table 5.5
Teachers' Reports on
Time Spent on Writing Ea
and Out of School, Grade

ch Week in School
8 Informative Writing

BEST INFORMATIVE PORTFOLIO WRITING*

Overall
Percentage

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Time Spent on
Writing in School

Less Than 30 Minutes 15 (2.2) 37 (4.5) 60 (4.3) 3 (1.2)
60 Minutes 40 (2.3) 31 (2.1) 62 (2.3) 7 (1.5)
90 Minutes 23 (2.0) 26 (3.9) 65 (3.1) 8 (3.0)
2 Hours or More 23 (2.3) 26 (3.1) 64 (3.4) 10 (2.2)

Time Spent on
Writing Out of School

Less Than 1 Hour 27 (2.4) 39 (3.5) 58 (3.5) 3 (1.2)
1 Hour 35 (2.6) 29 (2.7) 64 (2.5) 7 (1.2)
2 Hours 28 (2.6) 25 (2.8) 66 (2.9) 9 (1.5)
3 Hours 10 (1.8) 16 (4.3) 62 (4.2) 22 (5.4)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can he said
with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole
population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of the difference (see
Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total 100 percent due to
rounding error.

Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and I ugh
informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment



Second, in considering the students who spent about two hours a week
on writing homework, a significantly lower percentage received low scores
on their informative pieces compared with the percentages of students who
spent less than one hour on writing homework. Also, a significantly higher
percentage of these students received high scores on their informative pieces
compared with the percentages of students who spent less than one hour a
week on writing homework.

Thus, for narrative writing there appeared to be little relationship
between the amount of time spent in school and out of school on writing
and the level of students' portfolio pieces, but for informative writing there
was a relationship between the amount of time eighth graders spent on
writing both in school and on writing homework and the level of their
best portfolio pieces.

Length and Frequency of Writing Assignments. Eighth-grade teachers
were also asked how often they gave students assignments of varying
lengths. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 present information about how often the eighth
graders in this study were assigned papers of short (1-2 paragraphs),
medium (1-2 pages), or long (3 or more pages) length.

For the students who submitted narrative portfolio pieces, the majority
of their teachers assigned papers 1-2 paragraphs long at least once a week
(82 percent); 1-2 pages long once or twice a month (55 percent); and 3 or
more pages never or hardly ever (54 percent).

The level of narrative portfolio papers is similar for students assigned
1-2 paragraphs and 3 or more pages. However, a significantly higher
percentage of students who were never or hardly ever given assignments
of 1-2 pages in length received low scores, compared to students who were
given assignments of this length once or twice a month and at least once
a week. Similarly, a significantly higher percentage of students who were
assigned papers of 1-2 pages in length at least once a week and once or
twice a month received high scores compared with those who were never
or hardly ever assigned papers of this length.
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Table 5.6
Teachers' Reports on How Often They Assign
Papers of Varying Lengths, Grade 8 Narrative Writing

BEST NARRATIVE PORTFOLIO WRITING

Overall
Percentages

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

1 2 Paragraphs

At Least Once a Week 82 (2.8) 21 (2.1) 66 (2.4) 13 (1.6)
Once or Twice a Month 16 (2.9) 22 (3.0) 66 (3.6) 12 (2.8)
Never or Hardly Ever 2 (1.0) .. .

1 - 2 Pages

At Least Once a Week 37 (2.5) 19 (2.5) 65 (3.0) 16 (2.5)
Once or Twice a Month 55 (2.8) 21 (2.6) 64 (2.3) 15 (1.9)
Never or Hardly Ever 7 (1.7) 38 (5.3) 56 (5.4) 6 (2.1)

3 or More Pages
At Least Once a Week 4 (1.5) .
Once or Twice a Month 41(2.8) 16 (2.8) 67 (2.8) 16 (2.3)
Never or Hardly Ever 54 (2.9) 24 (2.6) 65 (2.6) 11 (1.9)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be said
with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole
population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of the difference (see
Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total 100 percent due to
rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped Stories;
Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and High
narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.

" Sample sive Insufficient to permit reliable estimates.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

Table 5.7 presents the results for the students who submitted
informative portfolio pieces. As with those submitting narrative papers,
the majority had teachers who assigned papers 1-2 paragraphs long at least
once a week (80 percent); 1-2 pages long once or twice a month (51 percent);
and 3 or more pages never or hardly ever (56 percent).

No significant differences were found in the level of students' portfolio
writing between students who were assigned 1-2 paragraphs frequently
(at least once a week), sometimes (once or twice a month), and rarely (never
or hardly ever). However, a significantly higher percentage of students who
were never or hardly ever given assignments of 1-2 pages in length received
low scores, compared to students who were given assignments of this
length once or twice a month or at least once a week. Likewise, a
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significantly higher percentage of students who were assigned papers of
1-2 pages in length at least once a week and once or twice a month received
medium scores compared with those who were never or hardly ever
assigned papers of this length. Also, a significantly higher percentage of
students whose teachers never or hardly ever made assignments of 3 or
more pages in length received a low rating on their informative papers,
compared with those whose teachers assigned papers of this length once
or twice a month.

Thus, for both narrative and informative writing, the frequency with
which teachers assigned papers of moderate length was associated with the
level of students' portfolio submissions. Those who received assignments of
1-2 pages in length at least once or twice a month outperformed those who
were never or hardly ever given assignments of this length.

Table 5.7
Teachers' Reports on How Often They Assign
Papers of Varying Lengths, Grade 8 Informative Writing

BEST INFORMATIVE PORTFOLIO WRITING*

Overall
Percentages

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

1 2 Paragraphs
At Least Once a Week 80 (3.4) 29 (1.8) 64 (1.8) 7 (0.8)

Once or Twice a Month 18 (3.2) 37(3.2) 57 (2.9) 6 (2.3)

Never or Hardly Ever 2 (0.8)

1 - 2 Pages
At Least Once a Week 35 (2.7) 25 (2.9) 67 (2.7) 8 (1.8)

Once or Twice a Month 51 (3.5) 30 (2.4) 63 (2.1) 7 (1.0)

Never or Hardly Ever 13 (3.4) 48 (4.4) 47 (3.5) 5 (2.4)

3 or More Pages
At Least Once a Week 4(1.0) . .

Once or Twice a Month 40 (3.2) 24 (2.4) 65 (2.2) 11 (2.4)

Never or Hardly Ever 56 (3.2) 36 (2.6) 58 (2.2) 5 (1.1)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. it can be said
with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole
population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of the difference (see
Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total 100 percent due to
rounding error.

Low informative papers were rated as I istings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and High
intormative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or Elaborated Discussions

Sample si/ti insufficient to permit reliable estimate.

tURCI National Assessment 01 ducational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Wt Ring Assessment
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Teachers Use of Process Writing Approaches. The teachers of the
eighth graders in this study were asked to what degree they employed
process approaches to writing instruction. Table 5.8 presents the results
of this inquiry.

Table 5.8
Teachers' Reports on Their Use of
Process Approaches to Writing Instruction, Grade 8

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES

Overall
Percentages

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
Central to Instruction 75 (2.8) 21 (2.7) 64 (2.7) 15 (1.6)
Supplement to Instruction 22 (2.4) 23 (3.6) 64 (4.3) 13 (2.2)
Not Used 3 (1.1) 14

Informative
Central to Instruction 75 (2.6) 30 (2.2) 61 (1.9) 9 (1.3)
Supplement to Instruction 23 (2.4) 28 (3.9) 67 (4.1) 5 (1.2)
Not Used 2 (0.7)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be said
with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole
population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of the difference (see
Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total 100 percent due to
rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped Stories;
Medium narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and
} high narrative papers were rated as I )eveloped Stories or Elaborated Stories. Low
informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and I high
informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or Elaborated Discussions.

"' Sample size insufficient to permit reliable estimate.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

Three-quarters of the teachers of students who submitted narrative
and informative writing reported that process approaches were central
to their instruction; 22 and 23 percent said that process approaches were
supplemental to their instruction; and only 3 and 2 percent said they did not
use process approaches to writing instruction. Little difference was found in
the levels of performance between students whose teachers said they used
process approaches as either central or supplemental to their instruction.
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Ongoing Use of Portfolios in the Classroom. Students' reports about the
ongoing use of classroom writing portfolios were examined in relation to
their narrative and informative NAEP portfolio writing. Students at grades
4 and 8 were asked whether their writing was kept in a portfolio, and their
responses are presented in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9
Use of Classroom Portfolios and
Students' Best Portfolio Writing, Grades 4 and 8

Overall
Percentages

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Writing Kept in Portfolio?

Grade 4

Narrative
Yes 83 (1.5) 42 (1.8) 55 (1.8) 3 (0.7)
No 17 (1.5) 53 (4.5) 46 (4.4) 1 (0.6)

Informative
Yes 80 (1.7) 60 (1.9) 39 (2.0) 1 (0.5)
No 20 (1.7) 66 (4.0) 33 (3.9) 1 (1.1)

Grade 8

Narrative
Yes 82 (1.6) 21 (2.1) 64 (2.3) 15 (1.3)

No 18 (1.6) 21 (3.4) 65 (3.8) 14 (3.1)
Informative

Y3S 79 (1.7) 29 (1.7) 64 (1.5) 7 (0.8)
No 21 (1.7) 35 (4.3) 57 (4.2) 9 (2.0)

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parenthe.es. It can be said
with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for the whole
population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of the difference (see
Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total 100 percent due to
rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event I )ascriptions or Undeveloped Stories; Medium
narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stones; and High narrative
papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories. Low informative papers
were rated as Listings or Attempted I )iscussions; Medium informative papers were rated
as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and I ligh Informative papers were rated as
Developed Discussions or Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment
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The vast majority of students at both grades reported that their
classroom writing was kept in portfolios. Eighty-three percent of the fourth
graders who sent in narrative pieces and 80 percent who sent in informative
pieces reported that their classroom writing was kept in a portfolio. At
grade 8, 82 percent of the students who sent in narrative and 79 percent
who sent in informative papers said that they kept their classroom writing
in portfolios.

There appears to be little relationship between this instructional
practice and the level of students' NAEP portfolio writing, except for
fourth-grade narrative writing. At the fourth grade, a significantly higher
percentage of students who did not keep their classroom writing in
portfolios received low scores on their narrative writing. This relatively
low degree of correspondence may have occurred because of the variety of
portfolio approaches taken by individual teachers. If portfolios are used
mainly as a way of storing students' work, they may have little effect on
students' writing performance. On the other hand, if portfolios are used as
part of dynamic writing program, where students are writing every day and
using portfolios to help structure their self-evaluations and the revisions of
their work, then portfolios may be more likely to have a positive influence
on students' writing performance.

Writing Ability Level. Eighth-grade teachers were asked to report on the
writing ability level of the students in their classes. Table 5.10 presents the
results of this inquiry for the eighth graders who submitted narrative or
informative portfolio pieces.



Ems.
Table 5.10
Teachers' Reports on Writing
Ability Level of Class and Best Portfolio Scores, Grade 8

Writing
Ability Level

Overall
Percentages

BEST PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Narrative
High 15 (2.0) 12 (3.4) 63 (4.6) 25 (4.0)

Average 31 (2.5) 22 (3.4) 60 (3.2) 18 (1.9)

Low 16 (2.2) 39 (4.7) 54 (4.9) 7 (2.4)

Mixed 39 (2.5) 18 (2.7) 71 (3.0) 11 (2.0)

Information
High 12 (1.6) 20 (3.5) 65 (4.8) 15 (4.5)

Average 37 (2.6) 25 (2.5) 66 (2.6) 8 (1.7)

Low 17 (1.6) 47 (4.6) 52 (4.6) 1 (0.5)

Mixed 34 (2.7) 29 (3.2) 64 (3.0) 7 (1.3)

the standard errors of the estunakd percentages appear in parentheses. It can be said
with 95 percent cinitident e for each population of interest that the value for the windy
population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate for the sample.
In comparing twit estimates, taw must use the standard error of the difference (see
Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total 100 percent due to
rounding error.

Low narrative papers were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped Storks; Medium
narrative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and I ligh narrative
papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories. Low informative papers
were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium informative papers were rated
as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and High informative papers were rated as
Developed Discussions or Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEI'), 1992
Writing Assessment

Fifteen percent of the students who submitted narrative portfolio
pieces came from high-ability classrooms, 31 percent from average-ability
classrooms, 16 percent from low-ability classrooms, and 39 percent from
mixed-ability classrooms. A similar pattern was found for eighth graders
who submitted informative writing. Twelve percent were from high-ability
classes, 37 percent from average-ability classes, 17 percent from low-ability
classes, and 34 percent from mixed-ability classes.

There was an association between students' ability level (as reported
by their teacher) and the scores they received on their best narrative writing.
First, a significantly higher percentage of students from low-ability classes
received low ratings on their narrative pieces compared with those from
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high-, average-, and mixed-ability classes. Second, a significantly higher
percentage of students from mixed-ability classes received medium ratings
compared with students from low-ability classes. Lastly, a higher percentage
of students from high-ability classes received high ratings on their narrative
papers compared with students from low- and mixed-ability classes.

An association also was found between students' ability level and
their best informative portfolio scores. First, a significantly higher
percentage of students from low-ability classes received low scores on
their informative papers compared with students from high-ability classes.
Also, a higher percentage of students from average-ability classes received
medium ratings on their papers compared with students from low-ability
classes. And lastly, a higher percentage of students from high-ability classes
had informative portfolio papers rated as high compared with students
from low-ability classes.

Thus, for both narrative and informative writing submitted by eighth
graders, the level of their writing was associated with the ability level of
their classes.

Summary

The types of activities to which students responded in generating their
narrative and informative portfolio pieces were related to the level of their
writing. At the fourth grade, a higher percentage of papers that were written
as part of integrated writing activities received medium ratings, whereas a
higher percentage of papers that were written in response to other types
of activities received low ratings. For eighth-grade informative writing, a
higher percentage of papers that were content reports' received medium
and high ratings compared with papers written in response to other types
of activities.

Among students whose teachers used various instructional
characteristics, it aprcars that students who spent more time on writing,
both in school and out of school, performed better on their portfolio writing.
Also, students who were asked to write papers of medium (1-2 pages) and
long (3 or more pages) lengths at least once or twice a month performed
better on their portfolio writing than did those who rarely or never were
asked to do so.

Most of the teachers (98 percent) of the eighth graders participating
in this study reported that they used the process approach to writing
instruction, as either a supplement to their program or central to their
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instruction. Also, at least 79 percent of the fourth and eighth graders said
that their writing was kept in portfolios. At the fourth grade, more students
who did not keep their classroom writing in portfolios received low ratings
on their NAEP narrative portfolio writing.

In addition, the writing ability levels of eighth graders, as reported by
their classroom teachers, were associated with the level of their portfolio
writing, with students from high-ability classes outperforming those from
low-ability classes.
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6
Comparing Students' Best Portfolio Writing
with Their Best NAEP Assessment Writing

Introduction

In this chapter, students' performance on their portfolio writing is
compared with their writing on the main portion of the 1992 NAEP
writing assessment. As presented in the first part of this report, the NAIT
writing assessment consisted of a set of writing tasks to which students
had 25 or 50 minutes to respond. These tasks included a mix of narrative,
informative, and persuasive topics.

This comparison is made in light of concerns among educators about
the appropriateness of various methods of assessment for accurately and
fairly evaluating students' writing. As was discussed in Part I, changes in
approaches to writing instruction over the past thirty years have resulted
in the development of new methods of assessment, such as portfolios.
The effectiveness of various methods of assessment is art issue of debate
among writing educators. Some educators feel that the use of more
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traditional methods of assessment do not represent authentic writing
situations and, therefore, do not provide students with opportunities to
truly demonstrate their writing abilities. Other educators are concerned
that assessments where students submit writing that was written under
various conditions lack a common point of comparison and represent
evaluations of instructional programs as much as of students' abilities.
This study presents a unique opportunity to compare the performance
of students under both conditions.

In order to compare students' portfolio and assessment writing, the
type of writing students submitted was matched with the type of writing
they performed on the assessment. Therefore, students' best narrative
portfolio writing was compared to their best narrative assessment writing
and their 'Jest informative portfolio writing was compared to their best
informative assessment writing. Thus, the number of students in this
comparison is somewhat less than the overall group of students who
submitted narrative and informative portfolio papers, since students did
not always submit the same kind of task in their portfolios as they were
asked to write for the assessment.

Table 6.1 presents the number of students with both main assessment
and portfolio scores in the same domain. For narrative writing, 650 fourth
graders and 496 eighth graders had narrative assessment scores and
submitted narrative portfolio papers. For informative writing, 723 fourth
graders and 496 eighth graders responded to informative assessment tasks
and submitted informative portfolio papers. (The number of students in the
tables in this chapter are weighted to reflect the national population in each
grade and then scaled back to the sample size.)

The portfolio performance of this smaller group of students is similar
to that of the larger group. Among the fourth graders who had narrative
portfolio and narrative assessment scores, 43 percent received low ratings
on their narrative portfolio papers; 55 percent received medium ratings; and
2 percent received high ratings. For grade 8, 18 percent received low scores
on their narrative portfolio pieces; 66 percent received medium scores;
and 16 percent received high scores.

Among the fourth graders who submitted informative portfolio writing
and also responded to informative assessment tasks, 61 percent received
low ratings on their informative portfolio papers; 37 percent received
medium ratings; and only 1 percent received high ratings. At the eighth
grade, 31 percent received low scores on their informative portfolio papers;
61 percent received medium ratings; and 9 percent received high ratings.
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Table 6.1
Number of Students With Both Main Assessment
and Portfolio Scores in the Same Domain

Overall

PERCENTAGES FOR PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Low

1,2

Medium

3,4

High

5,6

Narrative
Grade 4 N = 650 43 (1.6) 55 (1.8) 2 (0.7)
Grade 8 N = 496 18(2.1) 66(2.4) 16(1.9)

Informative
Grade 4 N = 723 bi (2.4) 37 (2.5) 1 (0.6)
Grade 8 N =496 31 (1.8) 61 (1.8) 9(1.1)

I III' 41,4111l1611 (I errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses It can he
11(1 with ,tri pelt ent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole 1,141111.0nm is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
fill l tv ~ample In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
lhr 11111tql.nt I. (see l'hicedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
Iltll pet( ant dui. to rounding error.

' I in Poi hill% e impels were rated as Event Descriptions or Undeveloped Stories;
Wilmot Ito! why, papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and
I light porton% e papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.

Info' motive pope's were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
'plot moll% e polio., woe rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions;
410 High 111119 math e papers were rated as Developed Discussions or
I 1.1141141(1 I /is( tis4ions

..1 Tt I National Assessment of 1 &Rational Progress (NAEP), 1992
As.,essilient

lioth the N A l l' tvn iing assessment and the NAEP portfolio study
storing systems employed six-level guides which focused on students'
abilities to develop narrative, informative, and persuasive pieces of
writing. I lowever, different scoring rubrics were used to evaluate students'
assessment writing and their portfolio writing; therefore, these scoring
systems are not equivalent. Considering the classroom context for
producing the portfolio papers, somewhat more stringent criteria were
applied to these papers. Moreover, the assessment scoring guides were
designed to evaluate students' responses to specific prompts or topics,
while the portfolio guides were more generic.

The assessment scoring guides were designed to evaluate first-draft
writing under timed conditions. These guides were written to capture a
wide range of students' assessment writing. This involved describing very
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limited levels of response, since some students had difficulty responding
with an extensive piece of writing in an assessment situation. Also, the time
limit (25 minutes) influenced the degree of development and elaboration
that students' could achieve.

The portfolio scoring guides were developed to evaluate longer, more
extensive pieces of work, written over a longer period of time, with the aid
of a variety of resources. These guides did not have to include the minimal
responses that were found in the assessment scoring guides, since students
had selected their best writing to submit. Also, because students' portfolio
writing often involved more preparation (pre-writing activities) and
development (revision), theoretically there were no limits to the degrees
of development and elaboration students could achieve.

In comparing students' performance on the main NAEP writing
assessment and on their portfolio writing, it could be expected that
correlation between these modes of assessment would not be strong.
While some students might perform similarly on both types of assessment,
others might perform better on the assessment and others on their portfolio
writing. Some students might perform better on a timed assessment, where
they find the topic interesting and the assessment context challenging. Other
students might perform better on their classroom-based writing, where
they are able to choose their own topics, consult with their peers and their
teachers, and rewrite their papers several times. Thus, these two types of
writing assessments provide us with information about how students write
under very different conditions.

Fourth Graders

Narrative Writing. As Table 6.2 shows, more than half of the 27 percent
of fourth graders who received a low score on the NAEP narrative writing
assessment also received a low score on their school-based narrative
writing. Forty-four percent of the students who received low ratings on
their assessment writing received medium ratings on their narrative
portfolio writing.
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Table 6.2
Comparisons of Best Narrative Portfolio Scores
and Best Narrative NAEP Assessment Scores, Grade 4

BEST NARRATIVE PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Overall
Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Best Narrative
Assessment Scores

Low 27 (1.9) 56 (3.3) 44 (3.3) 0 (0.3)

(1,2) N = 175 N = 98 N = 76 N = 1

Medium 68 (1.9) 39 (2.4) 58 (2.5) 3 (1.0)

(3,4) N = 440 N = 172 N = 257 N = 11

High 5 (1.0)
(5,6) N = 35

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the different e (see Prot edema! Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
109 pelt ent due to rounding error.

' I ow narrative ;milers were rated as Fvent Descriptions or Undeveloped Stories;
Medium mutative papers were rated as Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and
I ligh narrative papers were rated as Developed Stories or Elaborated Stories.

*** Sample slit Im itttclent to permit reliable estimates.

til tl IR( I National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

On the other hand, the great majority of the fourth graders
(68 percent) received medium scores on their narrative assessment writing,
and 39 percent of these students received low scores on their narrative
portfolio writing, while 58 percent also received medium scores. Too few
students received high scores on their narrative assessment writing
(5 percent) to permit further analysis.

Informative Writing. Table 6.3 displays the fourth-grade informative
results. Most of the fourth graders 78 percent received medium
scores on their informative assessment writing. Among these fourth graders,
60 percent received low scores on their informative portfolio writing and
only 39 percent received medium scores on their portfolio writing. Almost
three-quarters (73 percent) of the few students who received low scores
on their informative assessment writing also received low scores on their
informative portfolio writing. The rest (27 percent) received medium scores
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on their portfolio writing. Out of the few fourth graders who received high
scores on their best informative assessment writing, 57 percent received low
scores and 40 percent received medium scores on their informative portfolio
writing, and 3 percent of the remaining students received a high score on
their portfolio writing.

As a means for measuring the degree of correlation between students'
performance under the two types of situations assessment writing and
classroom-based writing a Pearson r correlation was calculated. The
correlation for fourth-grade narrative writing was .20 and for informative
writing it was .09. Both of these correlations are very low."

Table 6.3
Comparisons of Best Informative Portfolio Scores and
Best Informative NAEP Assessment Scores, Grade 4

BEST INFORMATIVE PORTFOLIO SCORES

Overall
Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Best Informative
Assessment Scores

Low 11 (1.2) 73 (5.7) 27 (5 7) 0 (0 0)
(1,2) N = 82 N =60 N = 22 N

Medium 78 (1.5) 60 (2 9) 39 (2 9) 1 (01)
(3,4) N = 562 N =337 N =217 N

High 11 (1.3) 57 (6.3) 40 (6 6) 3 (2 9)
(5,6) N = 79 N =45 N . 32 N 3

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses It can he
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions;
Medium informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or
Discussions; and High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions
or Elaborated Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Edurational Progress (NAEI'), 1992
Writing Assessment

"A test for statistical significance was conducted for these correlations and neither correlation was
significantly different from 0.
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Eighth Graders

Narrative Writing. As Table 6.4 shows, most students 71 percent
received medium ratings on their assessment writing. Sixty-eight percent of
these also received medium ratings on their portfolio papers, but 17 percent
received low and 15 percent received high portfolio ratings. Among the
20 percent who received low ratings on their narrative assessment writing,
22 percent also received low ratings on their narrative portfolio writing,
while 67 percent received medium ratings, and 11 percent received high
ratings. Only 9 percent of the eighth graders (46 students) who received
high scores on their narrative assessment writing also submitted narrative
portfolio writing. Twenty-eight percent of these students also received high
scores on their portfolio writing, but 19 percent received low scores and
53 percent received medium scores.

Table 6.4
Comparisons of Best Narrative Portfolio Scores and
Best Narrative NAEP Assessment Scores, Grade 8

BEST NARRATIVE PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Overall

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Best Narrative
Assessment Scores

Low 20 (1.6) 22 (3.6) 67 (3.6) 11 (3.3)

(1,2) N = 99 N = 21 N = 67 N = 11

Medium 71 (2.0) 17 (2.3) 68 (3.0) 15 (2.4)

(3,4) N = 351 N = 59 N .= 238 N = 53

High 9 (1.0) 19 (4.7) 53 (6.5) 28 (6.4)

(5,6) N = 46 N = 9 N = 24 N = 13

I he standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 49 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the winde population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
tot the sample In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
Hie difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

. ow narrative papers were rated as I'vent )escriptions or Undeveloped Stones;
Medium narrative papers were rated as. Basic Stories or Extended Stories; and
I ligh 11,11 rative papers were rated as I )eveloped Stories or Flabotated Stories

!it It Hit National Assessment of I.ducational Progress (NM I'), Igo?
Writing Assessment

12') I '3 "s'



Informative Writing. Table 6.5 provides the results for the informative
domain for eighth grade. Again most students 79 percent received
medium ratings on their informative assessment writing. Of these,
61 percent also received medium ratings on their informative portfolio
writing. However, 30 percent of these students received low scores and
8 percent received high scores on the portfolio papers.

Forty-seven percent of the few eighth graders who submitted
informative papers and received low ratings on their informative
assessment writing also received low ratings on their informative portfolio
writing, while 52 percent of these students received medium portfolio
ratings and 2 percent high ratings. Only 13 percent received high scores on
their informative assessment writing and submitted informative portfolio
papers. Of these students, only some (14 percent) also received high scores
on their portfolio writing. Twenty percent received low scores and
65 percent received medium scores.

A Pearson r correlation was also calculated as a way of measuring
the degree of correlation between eighth graders' performance on their
assessment writing and their portfolio writing. The correlation for eighth-
grade narrative writing was .09 and for informative writing it was .15.
Both of these correlations are very low.26

16 A test for statistical significance was conducted for these correlations and neither correlation was
significantly different from 0.
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Table 6.5
Comparisons of Best Informative Portfolio Scores and
Best Informative NAEP Assessment Scores, Grade 8

BEST INFORMATIVE PORTFOLIO SCORES*

Overall

Low
1,2

Medium
3,4

High
5,6

Best Informative
Assessment Scores

Low 9 (1.2) 47 (6.4) 52 (6.7) 2 (1.4)

(1,2) N = 60 N = 28 N = 31 N = 1

Medium 79 (1.8) 30 (1.9) 61 (2.0) 8 (1.4)

(3,4) N = 551 N = 167 N = 337 N = 46

High 13 (1.2) 20 (3.8) 65 (5.4) 14 (4.1)

(5,6) N = 87 N = 18 N = 57 N = 12

The standard errors of the estimated percentages appear in parentheses. It can be
said with 95 percent confidence for each population of interest that the value for
the whole population is within plus or minus two standard errors of the estimate
for the sample. In comparing two estimates, one must use the standard error of
the difference (see Procedural Appendix for details). Percentages may not total
100 percent due to rounding error.

Low informative papers were rated as Listings or Attempted Discussions; Medium
informative papers were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions; and
High informative papers were rated as Developed Discussions or Elaborated
Discussions.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1992
Writing Assessment

Summary

The comparison of fourth graders' best narrative portfolio writing with
their best narrative NAEP assessment writing revealed that the majority of
students who received low scores on their assessment writing also received
low scores on their portfolio writing. Likewise, the majority of students who
received medium scores on their assessment writing also received medium
scores on their portfolio papers.

However, for informative writing, while the majority of fourth graders
who received low scores for their assessment writing also had low ratings
on their portfolio papers, the majority who received medium ratings
on their informative assessment writing received low scores on their
informative portfolio papers. Among the few students who received high
ratings on their assessment writing, over 50 percent received low ratings
and 40 percent received medium ratings on their portfolio scores.
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The pattern for eighth-grade narrative writing is different from that of
fourth-grade. While the majority of students who received medium scores
on their assessment writing received medium scores on their portfolio
papers, the majority of students who received low scores and the majority
who received high scores on their NAEP assessment also received medium
ratings on their portfolio papers.

For eighth-grade informative writing, the majority of the students
who received low scores on their assessment papers received medium
scores on their portfolio submissions. Also, the majority of students who
had high scores on their assessment writing received medium scores on
their portfolio papers. However, the majority of students who scored at
the medium level on their NAEP assessment also received medium scores
on their portfolio writing. In general, the correlation between students'
portfolio and assessment writing was low.

in conclusion, both ways of assessing students' writing have advantages
and limitations. More traditional forms of direct writing assessment, such as
the NAM' writing assessment, employ a common writing task and a time
limit. This yields a standard means for comparing students' performance.
However, these assessments are hampered by the limited time available to
students to write and revise their work; the lack of resources available; and
the lack of time for peer and/or teacher conferencing. Traditional types of
assessment yield a snapshot of students' abilities to write unaided, first-
draft papers on an assigned topic, rather than an in-depth view of students'
writing processes.

In contrast, portfolio assessment systems, like the one employed
by NAEP, provide rich information about the processes in which students
engage. However, they are hampered by the quality of the classroom
activities students are responding to and by the amount of writing students
have to choose from when making their portfolio selections. Some students
who participated in the NAEP portfolio study wrote in their letters that they
had only one good piece to submit, so they submitted less than stellar
papers in other genres in order to comply with our request for three papers.

Assessing students' writing abilities is a complex endeavor. Traditional
forms of writing assessment, when combined with portfolio assessment
projects, yield valuable and complementary information about the range
of students' writing performance. More traditional forms of assessment
provide a breadth of information about students' abilities to perform
a range of writing tasks, while portfolio assessment provides in-depth
information about the writing processes in which students engaged. The use
of both portfolio and traditional modes of assessment in concert provides
educators with rich, detailed portraits of students' writing abilities.
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Appendix A
Summary of State Writing

Assessment Programs

ALABAMA
Randall Gull 205-242-8038
Ann Moody 205-242-8038
Alabama Education Department
50 North Ripley Street Room 3304
Montgomery, AL 36104-3833

Alabama is assessing writing performance in grades 5 and 7 using
descriptive, narrative, and expository modes (with the addition of the
persuasive mode in grade 7). They have developed a "utilization guide"
describing how to use the results of these assessments. They have also
developed an integrated reading and writing assessment using "real
life" situations at grade 2 statewide. Integrated reading and writing
performance assessments at grades 5 and 7 may be developed
in the future.



ALASKA
Bob Silverman 907-465-8680
Alaska State Department of Education
801 West Tenth Street
Suite 200
Juneau, AK 99801-1894

Alaska has just completed a four-year pilot project in portfolio assessment
supported by grants at the local level. Reports on this project are available
to other states. As a result, one eleMentary school district requires language
arts portfolios in grades 1 and 2. This district has produced an elementary
portfolio handbook which is being marketed nationally. The use of
student-led conferences also has been part of these pilot efforts. The state
has developed statewide student performance standards which are in the
final stage of board approval. These standards have initiated discussionon
statewide portfolio assessment for district use.

ARIZONA
Muriel Rothman 602-542-3537
Arizona Education Services Department
1535 West Jefferson
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Arizona conducts a statewide writing assessment in grades 3, 8, and 12
in which 130,000 students are involved. It is part of a statewide process
of program evaluation. Local districts use it to evaluate themselves. The
assessment was developed by an outside contractor, Riverside. It is a
thematic assessment, beginning with a reading activity that expands
into a math activity and is then tied to writing. The writing question is
genre-specific. There is a pre-writing activity, a rough draft and a final
draft. A four-point rubric is used to evaluate mechanics and content.
Portfolio assessment is not employed on the state level, but is used
extensively locally.

ARKANSAS
Dave Westmoreland 501-682-4206
Arkansas Education Department
Capitol Mall
Building 4
Little Rock, AR 72201-1071

Recently, a writing assessment field test was conducted of fifth, ninth
and eleventh graders. Students were given one hour to write to a specific
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prompt. Content, style, sentence formation, usage, and mechanics each were
scored on a four-point scale. Arkansas teachers were specifically trained to
administer this test. The assessment is used to improve and influence
writing in the curriculum in all content areas.

Although pleased with the current writing assessment, Arkansas is
considering changes in the future which would involve writing developed
over time, the use of process writing, or a portfolio.

CALIFORNIA
fill Wilson 916-657-4262
California Education Department
721 Capitol Mall, P.O. Box 94472, 4th Floor CLAS
Sacramento, CA 94244-2720

California is in the second year of administering the newly mandated
California Learning Assessment System(CLAS). The purpose of CLAS is
to assess student performance and to designate specific standards which
will help students improve their performance. Under CLAS, the writing
assessment will be administered in grades 4, 8, and 10. Students respond to
different types of writing tasks at each grade level. School-level scores are
reported at all grade levels; in 1994 individual scores will be reported at
grade 8 only.

The development of a portfolio assessment for all three grade levels is
in the pilot stage.

COLORADO
Don Watson 303-866-6854
Colorado Education Department
201 East Colfax Avenue
Denver, CO 80203-1799

Colorado is in a transitional stage due to recently enacted state legislation
which mandates standards in six subject areas, including writing. The
current program involves a triennial assessment of grades 4, 8, and 10 in
descriptive and persuasive writing tasks. Student performance is scored
on a primary and secondary trait tour-point scale by an independent
contractor. Participation in the assessment is by random selection of schools.
Non-selected schools may choose to participate by paving essential costs.

The function of the assessment is to report on student achievement to
the legislature and the public. Individual school districts may also use the
results diagnostically.
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CONNECTICUT
Pat Brandt 203-566-4001

Connecticut State Board of Education
165 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06145

Each year, as part of the Connecticut Mastery Test (CMT), the grade 4, 6, and
8 students produce a writing response. The students are allotted 45 minutes
for a response which is then scored holistically. The entire CMT has recently
undergone an extensive review process which resulted in clearer prompts
and guidelines for students. The scoring scale was also changed from four
points to six points. Scorers are trained according to anchor/training sets
developed by Connecticut educators. Each paper is scored twice and the
scores are added for a total-student score from 2 to 12. Results are given
on an individual student basis, aggregated up through state level data.
Connecticut State Department content consultants advocate portfolios for
all students, but the state does not do a large-scale assessment of such.

DELAWARE
Larry Gabbert 302-739-3902
Delaware Public Instruction Department
P.O. Box 1402

Townsend Building
Dover, DE 19903-1402

An interim assessment program is under way for all students in grades
3, 5, 8, and 10 in reading, writing, and math. There are 7,000 - 8,000 students
per grade level.

This assessment is part of an accountability program in which schools
will be held accountable, not students. Students will provide three writing
samples. There will be two 60-minute stand-alone exercises with standard
prompts for different types of writing. The third writing opportunity will
be an open-ended question as part of the reading assessment.

FLORIDA
Lani Dunhorn 904-488.8198
Florida Education Department
The Capitol PL-08
Tallahassee, FL 32399

Florida is in the developmental stage of a school-level accountability
program and anticipates the increased use of alternative assessment
strategies at school and state levels.
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GEORGIA
Sandra Baxley 404-656-2668

Georgia Education Department
205 Butler Street
Twin Towers E-Room 2066
Atlanta, GA 30334

Writing assessment is conducted in grades 3, 5, 8, and 11. The writing
assessment was developed by groups of classroom teachers. In grade 3, the
assessment is a "portfolio" type, in that the teachers select multiple samples
of the student's work and assesses them according to the guidelines.
An individual report is given to the parent, while the state receives a
breakdown of the number of students at each developmental stage.

Grades 5, 8, and 11 receive a prompt during a 90-minute instructional
period in which 45 minutes are allocated for writing. These writing samples
are scored by Test Scoring and Reporting Services of the University of
Georgia. Trained raters use a developmental stages scoring guide.
Reporting is on an individual, school, and system level. For eleventh
graders (65,000 students), this is a "high stakes" test which must be
passed to meet graduation requirements.

HAWAII
Pat Sasaki 808-586-3285
Hawaii Education Department
P.O. Box 2360
Honolulu, HI 96804

For the past 5 to 7 years, Hawaii has employed the Stanford Writing
Assessment. It now in the process of developing its own writing
assessment ir,strument with the assistance of Dr. Eva Baker and the
University of Hawaii. The pilot assessment, which is currently under
way, involves 2,500 students in grades 3, 6, 8, and 10. The purpose of
the assessment will be to inform instruction and improve curriculum.

IDAHO
Sally Tiel 208-334-2113

Idaho Education Department
650 West State Street
Len B. Jordan Building
Boise, ID 83720

Idaho is field testing a fourth-grade writing performance assessment but has
no plans to develop a portfolio assessment framework at this time.
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ILLINOIS
Carmen Chapman 217-782-4823
Illinois Education Department
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777

Illinois encouraged optional use of portfolio assessment at the local
level as a part of its school accreditation process. This is a feature of
complex generated responses framework developed in 1992. Schools are
required to use a variety of assessments as a part of their local school
improvement plan.

INDIANA
Beth Berghoff .317-232-9155

Indiana Department of Education
Center for School Improvement and Performance
Room 229, State House
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2798

Indiana is using portfolios as part of a larger performance-based
assessment system. Standardized assessment of writing is accomplished
through prompted writing scored by rubrics on the state assessments at
five grade levels. Portfolios are included as a recommended classroom
assessment strategy. Teachers are learning to use students' work as a
data source for profiling learning across time and to support students
in becoming more articulate about their own learning.

IOWA
L. Johnson 515-281-3145
Iowa Education Department
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319-0146

There is no statewide writing assessment in Iowa. Nonetheless,
60-70 percent of all school districts conduct a voluntary writing
assessment on their own. Outside consultants and State Department
of Education personnel are utilized when requested. Since 1978,
5,000 - 6,000 teachers have participated in the Iowa Writing Project,
and more than 5800 students participated in the New Standards Writing,
Reading and Mathematics Task Performance Assessments this past year.
In the 1994-95 school year, 128 teachers will participate in the Portfolio
Field Trial Assessment.
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KANSAS
Mel Riggs 913-296-3379

Kansas Education Department
120 East Tenth Street
Topeka, KS 66612

The Kansas writing assessment consists of a single writing sample gathered
from grades 5, 8, and 10 comprising 30,000 students per grade level. The
state provides the prompt, although the local school may use their own.
Students may also provide a writing sample from their portfolios, providing
it meets four criteria: it was written in school; there was no extraordinary
teacher intervention; there was an opportunity to revise; and the piece is
not fiction, dramatic script or poetry.

The writing sample is scored first on the local level according to a
six-trait analytical model. A second reading is done by teachers over the
summer at the Center for Educational Testing at the University of Kansas.
The state and school districts use the writing assessment to gather
information about instruction.

KENTUCKY
Starr Lewis 502-564-2106

Kentucky Education Department
Capitol Plaza Tower
Frankfort, KY 40601

Kentucky has in place for grades 4, 8, and 12, a writing portfolio assessment
that involves the holistic evaluation of students' work by teachers. The six
entries, chosen by the students from completed writings in all subject areas,
include different types of writing composed for various purposes and
audiences. At each grade level, content requirements include a personal
narrative, a piece of fiction, and pieces that address a variety of purposes
such as defending a position, explaining a process, and analyzing or
evaluating a situation. In the assessment students are recognized as the sole
creators, authors, and owners of their work. Teachers serve as coaches and
mentors. Parents, friends, and other students assume roles of listeners,
responders, and encouragers.
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LOUISIANA
Scott M. Norton 504 342-9935

Louisiana Education Department
P.O. Box 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9064

In Louisiana, the Graduation Exit Examination measures grade-appropriate
proficiencies in English, language arts, mathematics, written composition,
science, and social studies. The written composition test measures the
students' competence to synthesize other language skills measured on the
Graduation Exit Examination. It also measures student ability in organizing
ideas and in responding appropriately to purpose and audience through
the designated mode of writing. The State of Louisiana gives careful
instructional attention to the writing process. The instructional program
addresses four stages of writing: prewriting, draft writing, revising, and
final writing. The written composition test supports this instructional model
by duplicating the same process in its direct writing assessment.

MAINE
Horace Maxcy 207-287-5996
Maine Education Department
State House Station 23
Augusta, ME 04333

Maine has completed a pilot portfolio assessment program in grades 4, 8,
and 11. A report on this project is available to other states. The results of this
assessment are reported as proficiency levels rather than scale scores.

MARYLAND
Steve Ferrara 410-333-2369

Gail Goldberg 410-333-2369
Maryland Education Department
200 West Baltimore Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

Maryland completed a pilot of an interdisciplinary portfolio for high school
level and is considering implementing a high school assessment framework
that would integrate content-area knowledge and skills and cross content-
area skills (eg. problem solving) into portfolios. Maryland assesses writing
across content areas in grades 3, 5, and 8 and requires students to pass a
two-essay (narrative and explanatory domains) minimum competency test
to receive a high school diploma.
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MASSACHUSETTS
Teresa Fitzgibbon 616-388-3200
Massachusetts Education Department

Main Street
Malden, MA 02148

Writing is currently assessed by the Massachusetts Educational Assessment
Program. All students in grades 4, 8, and 10 are asked to complete one open-
ended question in math, reading, science and social studies. Approximately
one-third of the questions are scored for quality of communication (writing)
in addition to content knowledge.

The recently enacted Education Reform Act will result in a new testing
program. No decision has been made as to the form writing assessment will
take. The use of portfolios is being considered.

MICHIGAN
Ellen Brinkley 616-387-2581
Michigan Education Department
P.O. Box 30008

Lansing, MI 48909

Michigan is in the process of creating a statewide writing assessment.
The pilot is scheduled for November 1994 with full operation planned
for the fall of 1995. All students in grades 5, 8, and I 1 will be tested which
encompasses over 100,000 students at each grade level. Development of the
eleventh-grade test was by the Michigan Council of Teachers of English.
A.C.T. is the test development contractor.

The fifth- and eighth-grade assessments occur over a three-day period
with 45 minutes allotted for writing each day. One extended piece of
writing is developed. On the first day, there is a writing prompt, small
group discussion and writing. Eighth graders will receive brief items to
view or read as part of their writing stimulus. Day two consists of writing
and further discussion, with revision, editing, and final draft occurring on
day three. The assessments will be scored by Michigan teachers.

The eleventh graders must pass a writing (three-strand) assessment to
earn a state endorsement on their high school diploma. Strand one is called
"Portfolio Pieces" and consists of two pieces of student selected writing,
one of which must have been developed in a class other than English. These
pieces are counted, but not scored. The second strand is called "Reporting
and Reflecting." Students are given a specific prompt and 35 minutes to
write about the pieces they have brought with them. Strand three occurs
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over two days. On the first day, the students will be given brief items to
view or read, a prompt and then 20 minutes for a "quick write," followed by
a 10-minute group discussion. On the second day, the student will be given
a prompt and 115 minutes to develop an extended piece of writing linked
thematically to day one using pre-writing, drafting, revising, and editing.
Three pieces of writing will be scored, the first two as first-draft writing,
the final extended piece as polished, edited writing.

MINNESOTA
John Comstock 612-296-5078
Minnesota Education Department
550 Cedar Street
Capitol Square Building
St. Paul, MN 55101

Grades 6, 9, and 11 participate in an assessment that reflects the writing
process. The assessment occurs over a three-day period. On day one, a short
writing survey is administered, followed by the presentation of the topic, a
single prompt, and pre-writing. On day two, a first draft is prepared which
is edited, re-written, and finalized on day three.

The assessment was developed within the state by language arts
professionals, K-12 staff, and the State Department of Education. Scoring is
on a 6-point scale and is done by teachers who are hired and trained by the
state. The assessment is used on the district level for local program and
curriculum evaluation.

MISSISSIPPI
Cynthia Ward 601-359-3052
Mississippi Education Department
P.O. Box 771

Jackson, MS 39205

In grade 11, Mississippi administers the Functional Literacy Examination
which has a direct writing assessment component. Since passage is
required for graduation, the examination is given in the spring with
two opportunities to retake.

Beginning in 1994, a new norm-referenced integrated language arts
and mathematics assessment will be given in grades 4 9. This assessment
combines performance items with multiple choice questions. Given in
October, it will serve a diagnostic function, and it will be a part of state
accreditation.
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MISSOURI
James Friedebach 314-751-3545
Missouri Elementary and Secondary
Education Department
P.O. Box 480, 205 Jefferson Street
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0480

Missouri is conducting a writing sample in grades 4, 8, and 11 on a yearly
basis. Approximately 10 percent of the students in those grades are sampled.
and the assessments are scored regionally across the state. Assessment takes
three days for the student to complete. Missouri is experimenting with
portfolio assessments at this time and plans to make use of them in some
fashion within the next few years.

MONTANA
Jan Hahn 406-444-3714
Montana I'ublic Instruction
P.O. Box 202501

State Capitol Room 106
Helena, MT 59620-2501

There is no statewide writing assessment in Montana. However, a number
of local districts have developed their own writing assessment programs.
State accreditation standards require districts to assess appropriately their
locally developed learner goals. The program standard for communication
arts states that instructional programs must teach process and focus on the
communication of ideas. Many districts, therefore, utilize a single prompt or
portfolio writing assessment to meet these standards.

NEBRASKA
Rex Filmer 402-471-4336
Nebraska Education Department
P.O. Box 94987

Lincoln, NE 68509

Nebraska does not conduct a statewide writing assessment. Local school
districts primarily utilize standardized testing and teacher evaluation to
assess writing proficiency. There is some interest in portfolio assessment
on the local level and Educational Service Units are currently conducting
in-service programs in this area.
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NEVADA
Juliana Gabica 702-687-3913

Nevada Education Department
400 West King Street
Carson City, NV 89710

Nevada conducts a direct writing assessment in grades ti and I I I he

eighth-grade assessment is scored on a 5-point analytical trait st alt.. I he

analytical traits are: ideas/content, organization, yoke, and convenll1111h
Students write on one topic in two writing sessions on two conseciit i et, days
in an attempt to duplicate the writing process. Passage 01 the elevetillt ode
assessment is required for graduation. Students write on Iwo tiililt s whit It
are holistically scored on a 6-point scale by two scorers. Nevada Iia
employed direct writing assessment since 1978 mid uses a pool (11
readers throughout the state, primarily English teachers.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
William 13. Ewert 603-271-2298
New Hampshire Education Department
101 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301

New Hampshire is developing its own assessment program. In
May 1994, all third graders (16,000 students) were assessed in an
on-demand writing task. By May 1996, students in grades 3, 6, and 10
will respond to on-demand writing tasks. Consideration is being given to
having the 1995 pilot for grades 6 and 10 include an open-ended editing task
to get a better handle on mechanics and process writing. Test development
has been done by Advanced Systems in Measurement and Evaluation,
Dover, New Hampshire. Test results, reported by students on core items
and by district, are intended to encourage and improve curriculum
development. Although portfolio assessment is not employed on
the state level, local school districts are encouraged to build on the
statewide assessment.

NEW JERSEY
Elaine Young 609-777-3671
New Jersey Education Department
225 West State Street CN 500
Trenton, NJ 086:6-0500

New Jersey aciinisters two assessments in writing to all students in grades
8 and 11. Passage of the grade 11 test is a requirement for high school
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graduation. The grade 8 test serves as an early warning. Both tests are
part multiple-choice (editing other fictitious students' work) and part essay.
The grade 8 test contains a 40-minute essay while the grade 11 essay is
60 minutes in length. New Jersey has also initiated the development of
performance assessments for use by local districts to assess student
proficiency in core courses. We are seeking information about
portfolio assessment.

NEW MEXICO
Patricia Rael 505-827-6524
New Mexico Education Department
300 Don Gaspar Education Building
Santa Fe, NM 87501-6219

Beginning in 1991-92, the department designed and utilized the Portfolio
Writing Assessment Program. Early in the school year, teachers are provided
with common prompts and a guide that assists students in understanding
the criteria for good writing. The teacher provides lessons for the class and
the student writes about the assigned topic until both the teacher and
student are satisfied that the students' piece of writing demonstrates his
or her best efforts. This is repeated with each prompt. Pre-writing activities
and drafts are stored in the students' portfolios for review and reflection. In
the spring, the prompt selected for scoring is announc,:d by the department.
The teacher and student then work together to select the best piece of
writing for transcribing onto a booklet. The student's writing is then
scored against a set of criteria.

NEW YORK
Carolyn Byrne 518-474-5902
New York Elementary, Middle and Secondary
Education Office
Education Building, Annex, Rm. 875
Hawk and Elk Streets
Albany, NY 12234

In New York State, there are three writing assessments: the grade 5
Pupil Evaluation Program (PEP) writing test, the grade 8/9 preliminary
competency test (PCT) and the grade 11/12 Regents competency test
(RCT). The tests are developed by the State Education Department with the
assistance of classroom teachers. Each assessment is a direct measure of a
student's ability to communicate in writing. Tasks are geared to grade level
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and student responses are relatively brief, ranging from 100-200 words.
Students are given the opportunity to follow the process writing approach.

The method of rating student responses for the writing tests is
holistic. The PEP writing test employs two raters for each of two student
responses, whereas the PCT and RCT employ a different rater for each of
three writing responses, averaging the three ratings to achieve a final score.
RCT papers receiving a final score of 60 and above are forwarded to the
state for analysis, with a summary of test results returned to school
administrators. The PEP and PCT provide early identification of students
who need special help in developing the basic skills in writing. Students
must pass the RCT in writing or the Regents comprehensive examination
in English in order to receive a local high school diploma.

In addition to the writing assessments that are part of the Regents
Competency Testing Program, the New York State's Regents Examination
Program assesses writing in its Regents comprehensive examination in
English. As part of this assessment, students are required to write an essay
of approximately 250 words based on one of two assigned literature essay
items. Topics in the essay item may be related to plot, setting, characters,
theme and/or Meru\ devices. Students are also required to write a
composition of approximately 250 words. Students select one of two
"situations" that present a purpose for the piece of writing and the specific
audience or they choose one of six assigned topics. The topics allow
students to determine their own purpose and audience for their writing.
They cover areas such as science, the arts, sports, and current issues.

The method of rating student responses to both the literature essay
and the composition for the Regents comprehensive examination in English
is holistic. Specific criteria for rating the literature essay and composition
responses are provided. Use of the committee method for rating these
responses is strongly recommended as a way of improving the reliability
of the ratings. The two writing tasks in the Regents comprehensive
examination in English represent 55 percent of the total examination score

NORTH CAROLINA
Daisy Vickers 919-715-1(00 or 1190

North Carolina Public Instruction
Department
301 North Wilmington Street
Raleigh, NC 27601 -2825

North Carolina has been conducting statewide writing assessment and
training workshops since 1983. State statutes in 1992 charged the schools to
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promote curriculum referenced, state-developed tests, and performance
measures to replace nationally normed tests. Assessment of writing
occurs for every student in grades 4, 6, and 8 each year and all students
in grades 3-8 also take ten open-ended items in reading, mathematics
and social studies at the end of the year. English II students are asked to
write two compositions each year. All writing is scored centrally using
a holistic approach.

NORTH DAKOTA
Clarence A. Bina 701-224-2098
North Dakota Public Instruction
Department
600 East Boulevard
Bismarck, ND 58505-0440

North Dakota is revising its English language arts framework. This will lead
to some type of writing assessment in the future.

OHIO
Keith Gochnour 614-466-0223
Ohio Education Department
65 South Front Street
Columbus, OH 43215-4183

Writing assessment is conducted as part of the proficiency testing program
at grades 9 and 12. In school year 1994-95, grade 4 will be added and grade 6
will begin the following year.

The writing assessment at grades 9 and 12 consists of two prompts and
is holistically scored on four- and six-point rubrics respectively. The fourth-
and sixth-grade assessments are still in development.

For ninth-grade students, the assessment in writing and other subject
areas constitutes an exit exam and must be passed in order to graduate.
The twelfth-grade assessment enables local school districts to evaluate their
programs. The fourth- and sixth-grade assessments are seen as a means to
identify students needing intervention.
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OREGON
Michael Dalton 503-378-8004

Oregon Education Department
255 Capitol Street, NE
Salem, OR 97310-0103

Oregon conducts a statewide writing assessment of all students in
grades 3, 5, 8, and 11 each year. This involves 30,000 - 40,000 students at
each grade level. Students are given three 45-minute class periods to write.
They are randomly assigned modes of writing (descriptive, narrative,
expository, imaginative, or persuasive) and two choices of topic. Students
are encouraged to use a process writing approach and any tools (thesaurus,
dictionary, etc.) to assist them. The final essay is scored on six traits: ideas
and content, organization, voice or style, word choice, sentence fluency,
and conventions (grammar and punctuation). Each element is rated on a
1-5 scale by two independent scorers with an additional holistic score given
on the mode of writing. A third reading is used if there is a significant
discrepancy in score.

Oregon classroom teachers are trained to score the test, which is
given in February, scored in March and returned to students in April. This
schedule is employed since feedback to the student is of prime importance.
The writing assessment was developed more than a decade ago in a local
school district with the assistance of the State Department of Education.
Several states have made use of the Oregon model.

PENNSYLVANIA
Susan Spadafore
Pennsylvania Elementary and Secondary
Education Office
333 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17126-0333

The Pennsylvania Writing Assessment is given to a representative sample
of students in grades 6 and 9 annually. Holistic scores provide the basis
for school, district and statewide data on the status of student writing. Since
the statewide assessment is not intended to make decisions about individual
students, districts are encouraged to develop writing portfolios that would
include a series of writing samples over time.

State regulations require districts to develop a portfolio assessment
system that would provide documentation of achievement of the 53 state-
identified student learning outcomes, a part of which may be writing



samples. An audit of these portfolios could become part of the state
assessment plan when all districts have portfolios in place.

RHODE ISLAND
Susan Lima 401-277-6887
Rhode Island Education Department
Elementary and Secondary Office
22 Hayes Street
Providence, RI 02908

Rhode Island is developing a portfolio system for grades 1 through 6 that
focuses on the integration of instruction and assessment in language arts
and math. In the third year of its program, 125 teachers continue to 1w
involved. These teachers return to their districts and teach others in the
development and use of portfolio assessments.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Diana J. Ashworth 803-734-8492
South Carolina Education Department
1429 Senate Street
Columbia, SC 29201

South Carolina's Basic Skills Assessment Program includes writing tests in
Grades 6 and 8 and at the exit examination level. The students are given
prompts on which to write their untimed compositions. The students are
provided paper to develop first drafts of their compositions. The final drafts
are written in their answer folders and are scored independently by two
readers using a 4-point modified holistic score scale. Third readers score
papers when the first two readers do not agree. All papers that do not meet
the minimum standard of 3 on the 4-point scale are scored analytically to
provide information to schools for remedial purposes.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Rick Helhaus 605-773-3134
South Dakota Education Division
700 Governors Drive
Pierre, SD 57501-2291

South Dakota has no plans to develop a portfolio assessment framework at
this time.



TENNESSEE
Dr. Fretta M. Bunch 615-974-5385

State Testing and Evaluation Center
25 HPER Building
Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-1530

October 1994 will mark the first state-funded administration of the TCAP
Writing Assessment. Students in grades 4, 8, and 11 will be assessed each

October. The target modes will be descriptive for grade 4, expository for

grade 8, and persuasive for grade 11. A six-point focused holistic scale will

be used. The Tennessee Department of Education will contract for scoring.

Results of the assessment will be for diagnostic purposes. The criteria for

scoring grade 11 essays is the same as the Tennessee Board of Regents uses

for placement into remedial, developmental, or college-level courses.

TEXAS
Patricia S. Porter 512-463-9734

Texas Education Agency
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78713-7508

Texas is in its fifteenth year of statewide performance assessment of
writing. Students at grades 4, 8, and exit level receive a holistic score
of a composition written on a prescribed topic and for a prescribed
purpose. Each student performing below minimum expectations is given

an analytic summary of his or her performance indicating possible
remediation strategies. Presently there is no timetable to employ
statewide portfolio assessment.

UTAH
Mary Beth Clark 801-538-7500

Utah Board of Education
250 East 500 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Utah initiated the development of performance assessment exercises
in 1992.



VERMONT
Geof Hewitt 802-828-3111
Vermont Education Department
State Office Building
Montpelier, VT 05602-2703

Vermont has portfolio pilot project reports, including samples of student
work, available to other states. Portfolio assessment took place in grades
4 and 8. Portfolio materials were selected by students. Refinement of scoring
procedures and training of scorers at the state level continues to take place.

VIRGINIA
Doris Redfield 804-225-2102
Virginia Education Department
101 North 14th Street
P.O. Box 2120

Richmond, VA 23216-2120

Virginia administers a legislatively-mandated Literacy Passport Test in
reading, writing, and mathematics in grade 6. Students who do not pass
all three components of the LPT as well as students who transfer into the
Virginia public schools take the test in grades 7-11. This test must be passed
in order to be fully classified as a high school student. Passing the Literacy
Passport Test is also a requirement for a standard high school diploma
beginning with the class of 1996.

The writing assessment component of this test is a prompted,
on-demand writing task. The first-draft essay is evaluated in (lye domains:
composing, style, sentence formation, usage, and mechanics. A 4-point scale
is used in each domain. The assessment was developed by the Virginia
Department of Education in conjunction with an outside contractor. The
tasks are also scored by an outside contractor. A fourth-grade assessment is
given on a voluntary basis by local districts to help identify those students
who are at risk and may need early intervention to pass the Literacy
Passport Test.
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WASHINGTON
Gordon Ensign 206-753-3449

Washington Public Instruction Department
P.O. Box 47200
Olympia, WA 98504-7200

At present, writing assessment is not done on a regular basis in Washington,
only a periodic sampling of student work is evaluated. This is due to change
within the next two years.

The Commission on Student Learning is currently developing a
statement of essential required learning for students. This will determine
standards for curriculum and a specific framework for assessment. Eight or
nine areas of learning are to be covered, including writing. Implementation
of writing and three other areas is scheduled for the 1996-97 school year.

WEST VIRGINIA
Karen Nicholson 304-558-2651

West Virginia Education Department
Capitol Complex, B358, Bldg. 6
Charleston, WV 23505-0330

West Virginia currently has in place a Writing Assessment Program in
grades 8 and 10. In 1994-95, a writing component will be added to a
performance assessment already in place in grades 1 through 7. This
performance test, WV-STEP (West Virginia Statewide Testing of Educational
Progress), tests all students in grades 1 through 8 in the ares of mathematics
and language arts. There are no plans to develop a portfolio assessment
framework at this time.

WISCONSIN
Darwin Kaufman 608-267-9111

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
P.O. Box 7841

Madison, WI 53707-7841

Wisconsin currently tests students at grades 8 and 10 with a two-prompt
writing assessment. Students have thirty minutes for each of the two
prompts, one of which is expressive and the other persuasive. The test is
administered and scored by Psychological Corporation. They are currently
developing an on-demand performance assessment in language arts,
mathematics, and science. The contractor is Wisconsin Center for Education
Research at the University of Wisconsin. The center uses Wisconsin teachers
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as writers, field testers, and scorers. Although writing is a feature of each of
these assessments, in language arts it plays a major role. The language arts
instruments represent week-long "curricular events" in which the student
reads, views, speaks, listens, and writes. The entire instrument is scored for
student's ability to make meaning by using language. A second score is
given on the center piece, a written product evaluated for substance,
development, coherence, conventions, and style. The performance
assessments are one of three indicators in the Wisconsin Student Assessment
System scheduled to be in place in 1996-97. The other components are a
criterion-referenced, limited-response knowledge and concepts test and a
locally controlled portfolio.

WYOMING
Nancy Leinius 307-777-6226
Wyoming Education Department
2300 Capitol Avenue, 2nd Floor Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, WY 82002-0050

There is no statewide writing assessment in Wyoming. Local districts are
encouraged to develop writing assessment programs to meet local needs.
Many that have are using the Direct Writing Assessment six-trait model.
The state legislature has mandated district accountability, but has not
funded it. It is unlikely that districts will support any program that
encourages comparing disirict performances.
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Appendix B
Annotated Bibliography

Background on Writing Assessment

Gifford, Bernard, ed. Changing Assessments: Alternative Views of Aptitude,

Achievement, and Instruction. Boston: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1992.

See Chapters 3 ("Assessment in Context: the Alternative to
Standardized Testing" by Howard Gardner) and 4 ("Interactive
Learning Environments: A New Look at Assessment and
Instruction" by Ann J. Brown et al).

Grant, Gerald et al, eds. On Competence. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979.

Elbow (CCC article) cites "Contributing to Learning by Assessing
Student Performance" (Grant and Wendy Kohl).

Lucas, C. K. "Toward Ecological Evaluation." The Quarterly of the National

Writing Project and the Center for the Study of Writing (1988).



Purves, Alan. The Scribal Society. New York: Longman, 1990.

In Chapter 8, pp. 108-113, "The Gatekeepers of Scribal Society,"
domain-referenced assessment model for writing proposed.

Resnick, Daniel P. and Resnick, Lauren B. "Standards of Curriculum and
Performance: A Historical and Comparative Perspective." Educational
Researcher, April 1985: 5-21.

Romano, Tom. "A Time for Immersion, A Time for Reflection: The
Multigenre Research Project and Portfolio Assessment." Paper presented at
the Annual Spring Meeting of the National Council of Teachers of English,
March 1991.

Stiggins, Richard J. "Assessing Literacy." Phi Delta Kappa'', V 72,
March 1991: 534-540.

Need for parent, teacher, and administrator understanding of
assessment issues.

Wiggins, Grant. "Toward More Authentic and Equitable Assessment."
Phi Delta Kappa'' (May 1989): 703-713.

Williamson, Michael M. and Huot, Brian A., eds. Validating Holistic Scoring
for Writing Assessment: Theoretical and Empirical Foundations. Cresskill,
New Jersey: Hampton Press, 1993.

Suggests that a truly holistic scoring model would make use
of portfolios.

Background on Writing Process
Approaches in the Classroom

Appleby, Arthur. Contexts for Learning to Write (St mile, ul Sec lot
Instruction). Norwood, New Jersey: Ablex, 1984.

Rich in concrete data from NIE national study; case study
approach to uses of writing in high schools; focuses on ind iv id id I
uses (p. 4), failure of process instruction (p. 187); coding of pomolio
samples (p. 191).

Bennett & Desforges, eds. British Journal of Educational Psychology.

Good overview of research into composing process in England ant I
the United States by Wilkinson. Excellent international bibliography.
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Judy, Steven and Judy, Susan. An Introduction to the teaching' of Writing.
New York: Wiley, 1981: 162.

Reference in Krest's English Journal article as first introduction
to portfolios.

Wilkinson, Andrew. "Writing." Chapter 2 of British Journal of Educational
Psychology (Bennett and Desforges, eds.).

Good overview of UK and US research in secondary writing
instruction since 1960s.

Portfolios (General Definitions, Procedures, Issues)

Paulson, F. Leon et al. "What Makes a Portfolio a Portfolio?" Educational
Leadership. February, 1991.

Provides definition developed by Northwest Evaluation
Association and eight guidelines for 'fulfilling the potential of
portfolios.' See also Paulson, F. Leon and Paulson, Pearl R. "The
Making of a Portfolio" (1991 pre-publication draft) for more detailed
set of pi' -,-edures.

Paulson, F. Leon and Paulson, Pearl R. "How Do Portfolios Measure Up?
A Cognitive Method for Assessing Portfolios (Revised)." Paper presented
at the Annual Meeting of the Northwest Evaluation Association, Union,
Washington, August 2-4, 1990.

Perone, Vito. Expanding Student Assessment. Alexandria, Virginia:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1991.

Collection of essays proposing assessment reform, including
accounts of portfolio use.

Ruth, Leo and Murphy, Sandra. Designing Tasks for the Assessment of Writing.
Norwood, New Jersey: Ablex Publishing Corporation, 1988.

Lee Odell's (1981) portfolio system design (pp. 103-104) is described
briefly in Chapter 6 ("Knowledge from Theories and Models"),
and the Minneapolis Benchmark Writing Tests are described very
briefly (p. 242) in Chapter 12 ("Guidelines for Designing Topics
for Writing Assessment"). The Assessment of Performance Unit
(1975) in the United Kingdom is discussed in these two chapters
(pp. 113-114, 242, 250-252, 286), as are Ontario, Canada writing
assessment projects (pp. 114-115, 242).
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The Writing Assessment Handbook: Grade 8. Bureau of Publication Sales, State
Department of Education, P.O. Box 271, Sacramento, California.

Types of samples and scoring guides taught to students for peer
assessment of multiple samples ($10).

Valencia, Sheila. "Assessing Literacy in the Middle School." Reading in the
Middle School (2nd edition), G. Duffy, ed.

Addresses theoretical concerns in setting up a portfolio
assessment system.

Portfolios & Classroom Instruction

"Portfolios: Useful Assessment Tool." Education USA, N 32 (November 27,
1989): 97-.98.

Summary of 1989 NCTE Convention presentations on classroom use
of portfolios.

Belanoff, Pat and Dickson, Marcia, eds. Portfi)lios, Process and Product.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Boynton Cook, Inc., 1991.

See Chapters 17 ("Portfolios Evolving: Background and Variations
in Sixth-through Twelfth-Grade Classrooms" by Roberta Camp and
Denise Stavis Devine), 18 ("Portfolios for Student Empowerment
and Teacher Change" by Kerry Weinbaum).

Krest, Marjorie. "Adapting the Portfolio to Meet Student Needs." The
English Journal, February: 29.

Adapting portfolios to different grade, motivational, and ability
levels of students; portfolios as documentation of learning process;
adapting assessment/grading to portfolios; introducing variety of
modes into writing instruction.

Sobol, Thomas. A New Compact f-or Learning: Improving Public Elementary,
Middle, and Secondary Education in the 1990s. Albany, New York: State
Education Department of New York, 1991.

Portfolios & Classroom Assessment

The Whole Language Evaluation Book. Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
Heinemann, 1989.
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Anthology of essays by teachers and consultants on issues of
classroom evaluation in whole language programs.

Andrade, Joanne. "A Quality Approach to Writing Assessment." Educational

Leadership. Educational Leadership, 50.3 (November 1992): 22-23.

Arter, Judith. Using Portfolios in Instruction and Assessment. RIrtland, Oregon:
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory Test Center, 1990.

Ballard, Leslie. "Portfolios and Self-Assessment." The English Journal,
February 1992: 46-48.

Folder approach to instruction (all work in year); portfolios as basis
for final examination in advanced senior high school composition
class; students rank all papers in folder, assess own progress and
talk about changes in attitudes about writing.

Bradley-Johnson, Sharon. Problems in Written Expression: Assessment and

Remediation. New York: Guilford Press, 1989.

"Portfolio Evaluation" (pp. 125-137) by Christopher Burnham covers
college freshman class procedures for implementation and
evaluation of portfolios; much of it is applicable to senior high
school classrooms.
See also chapter ("Discourse Organization," p. 109) in Section II
(Language Teaching) on discourse organization for methods of text
analysis related to making meaning.

Bunce-Crim, Mama. "Writing Evaluation: Tracking Daily Progress."
Instructor, V 101, March 1992: 24-25.

Contains tips for checklists, conferences, and writing behaviors to
look for in elementary classroom.

Burnham, C. "Portfolio Evaluation: Room to Breathe and Grow." Training the
Teacher (Bridges, C, ed). Urbana, Illinois: NCTE, 1986.

Describes the use of portfolios for assessment in college classrooms,
however, the procedures can be relevant to high school instruction,
as well.

Cambourne, Brian and Turnbill, Jan. "Assessment in Whole Language
Classrooms: Theory into Practice." The Elementary School Journal, N 90

(1990): 337-349.

Discusses assessment as a vital part of whole language
classroom approach.
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Cooper, Winfield and Brown, B. J. "Using Portfolios to Empower Student
Writers." English Journal, February 1992: 40-45.

Power of portfolios as teaching tools; integration of statewide
assessments into classroom implementation of portfolios; samples
of writing to learn (Britton).

Curran, P. "The Portfolio Approach to Assessing Student Writing: An
Interim Report." Composition Chronicle, March 1989: 6-7.

DeFina, Allan A. "Alternative Integrated Reading/ Writing Assessment and
Curriculum Design." Journal of Reading, 34.5 (February 1991): 354-59.

Gearhart, Maryl. Writing Portfolios at the Elementary Level: A Study of Methods
for Writing Assessment. University of California Center for the Study of
Evaluation, 1992.

Provides an overview, including a useful definition of portfolios,
and reports empirical data on utility and meaningfulness of using
holistic scoring on portfolios, as well as qualitative studies of scoring
approaches drawing on raters' critiques of the analytical approach
to scoring.

Gitomer, D. H. "Developing A Portfolio Culture that Enables Learners."
Paper presented at 1989 National Summit Conference on the Arts and
Education, Nov. 11, 1989.

Graves, Donald H. and Sunstein, Bonnie S., eds. Portfolio Portraits.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire: Heineman, 1992.

Section I ("Classroom Practice") contains accounts of portfolio
use in first-, fifth-, and eighth-grade classrooms; Section II contains
"Helping Children to Read Their Portfolios" by Graves, as well as
chapters on large-scale portfolio assessment and definitions of the
term "portfolio"; the book concludes with case studies of one
superintendent and two students, one bilingual.

Murphy, Sandra and Smith, Mary Ann. Writing Portfolios: A Bridge from
Teaching to Assessment. Markham, Ontario: Pippin Publishing Limited, 1991.

Paratore, Jeanne R. "Portfolio Assessment in the Reading-Writing
Classroom." The Reading Teacher, 35.5 (February 1992): 424-426.

Stewart, Roger A. "Portfolio Assessment in the Reading-Writing
Classroom." The Reading Teacher, 46.6 (March 1993): 512-513.

Stewart, Roger A. "Writing portfolios: A Bridge from Teaching to
Assessment." The Reading Teacher, 46.6 (March 1993): 523-524.
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Tanner-Cazinha, Diane. "Portfolio Assessment in the Reading-Writing

Classroom." Language Arts, 68.8 (December 1991): 669-673.

Tea le, William H. "Developmentally Appropriate Assessment of Reading

and Writing in the Early Childhood Classroom." The Elementary School

Journal, 89.2 (November 1988): 172-181.

Tierney, Robert J. et al, eds. Portfolio Assessment in the Reading-Writing

Classroom. Christopher-Gordon, 1991.

Guide to implementing portfolio assessment in classroom to build a

tradition of student-centered approaches to assessment.

Valencia, Shiela W. "Portfolio Assessment in the Reading-Writing

Classroom." The Reading Teacher, 45.3 (November 1991): 244-245.

Wolf, Dennie P. "Portfolio Assessment: Sampling Student Work,"

Educational Leadership, 46.7 (April 1989): 35-9.

Large-Scale Portfolio Assessments

"Committee to Design Statewide Portfolio Writing Assessment and

Student Portfolios," Vermont Education 14:3 1987-8.

Outline of plans for "An Approach for Schools Accountability

for Vermont," including timeline and costs for statewide

portfolio assessment.

"Writing Evaluation: Picture of a Portfolio." Instructor, V101,

March 1992: 28-30.

Contains state assessment samples from a fourth-grade

Vermont classroom.

Belanoff, Pat et al. "Models of Portfolio Assessment." Notes from the National

Testing Network in Writing, November 1985, 2, 7.

Black, Laurel et al. New Directions in Portfolio Assessment. Portsmouth,

New Hampshire: Boynton Cook, 1994.

This text moves beyond the logistics of initiating portfolio

assessment at local, state, and national levels to theoretical issues

and the initiation of new research agendas. Questions of mass

assessment, subversion of the democratic aspects of portfolios, their

role in teacher training, gender and cultural issues are addressed by

a variety of writing experts and classroom teachers.
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Breeland, H. The Direct Assessment of Writing Skills: A Measurement Review.
New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1983.

Camp, Roberta. "The ETS Writing Portfolio: A New Kind of Assessment"
Conference paper, National Council on Measurement in Education.

ETS portfolio project early '80s. See also "Portfolios as Proficiency
Tests," with Pat Belanoff in Notes from the National Testing
Network in Writing (1987).

Camp, Roberta. "Thinking Together About Portfolios." The Quarterly of the
National Writing Project and the Center for the Study of Writing.

Cohen, Michael. "Designing State Assessment Systems." Phi Delta Kappan,
V 69, April 1988: 583-589.

Charges school administrations with responsibility for
determining quality of assessment tools used; need for data
on educational practices.

Conry, R and Jeroski, S. British Columbia Assessment of Written Expression
1978: General Report. Victoria, British Columbia, Canada: Queens Printer for
British Columbia, 1980.

Courts, Patrick. Assessment in Higher Education: Politics, Pedagogy,and
Portfolios. Westport, Connecticut: Praeger, 1993.

Introduction and Chapter 1 deal with elementary and secondary
school issues of district and national assessment; compares goals of
assessment with higher education; contains extensive bibliography.

Degenhart, R. E. (ed.). Assessment of Student Writing in an international
Context. Jyvaskla, Finland: University of Jyvaskla Press, 1987.

Christie and Forest. Standards at GO: A-Level 1963 and 1973. London:
MacMillan Education.

Freedman, Sarah Warshauer. "Linking Large-Scale l'esting and Classroom
Portfolio Assessments of Student Writing." EtilleatiOlial AtitieSSMeli, Volume
1, N 1, 1993: 27-52.

Examines four projects: Arts PROPEL (Pittsburgh Public Schools),
The Primary Language Record (England), Vermont Portfolio
Assessment, and the General Certificate of Secondary Education.

Gorman, 'F. P. et al, eds. The ILA Study of Written Composition. New York:
Pergamon Press, 1988.
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Howard, Katharyn. "Making the Portfolio Real." The Quarterly
(Spring 1990).

Eighth-grade teacher in Pittsburgh describes participation over
two years in the Arts PROPEL writing team in collaboration with
I larvard's Graduate School of Education and ETS.

Meyer, C. et al. "NWEA White Paper on Aggregating Portfolio Data." Paper
presented at the Aggregating Portfolio Data Conference sponsored by the
Northwest Evaluation Association, Union, Washington.

Murphy, Sandra and Smith, Mary Ann. "Talking About Portfolios." The
Quarterly of the National Writing Project and the Center for the Study of Writing,

12:3 (1990): 1-3,24-27.

National Examining Association, England. General Certificate of Secondary
English syllabus b: Syllabus for the 1989 Examination. Bellman Yard, Newport,
Shopshire, England: Advertiser Printing Works.

Assessment system in England using oral communication and
written work; contains directions to teachers for assigning work,
selecting most representative pieces, and criteria for making
assessir-Tits of five samples. Assessment objectives and system
review procedures included also.

O'Brien, Charlotte. "A Large-Scale Assessment to Support the Process
Paradigm." English Journal, February 1992: 28-33.

Describes administration and holistic scoring of essays
generated in four stages over three days, including pre-writing
and peer-evaluation before revision.

The New Standard. New Standards Project, National Center on
Education and the Economy, 700 Eleventh Street N.W., Suite 750,
Washington, D.C. 20001.

Grassroots project of states and urban school districts to develop
national standards and assessment system, to gauge student
progress towards standards; 20 states and six cities.

Purves, Alan. An international Perspective on the Evaluation of Written
Composition. Oxford, England: Pergamon Press, 1982.

Purves, Alan and I lawisht'r, Gail. Writers, judges, and Text Models. Chapter 8
in Volume 34 of Advances in I)iscourse Processes. Norwood, New Jersey:
Ablex, 1990.
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Provides an interpretation of the LEA study of written composition
in 14 countries.

Rothman, Robert. "Vermont Plans to Pioneer with 'Work Portfolios':
Assessment to Include Best Pupil Materials." Education Week, 8:8
(October 26, 1988).

Announcement of first statewide portfolio assessment, with
comments by Koretz (RAND Corporation), Sizer, Wiggins.

Thomas, Bill et al. "California Learning Assessment System: Organic
Portfolio Assessment Project." California Curriculum News Report, 19.3
(January 1994). Hayward, California: Alameda County Office of Education.

Discusses pilot program for developing portfolio assessment
out of an integration of state mandates and classroom
instructional programs.

Verhoeven, Ludo and de Jong, John H.A.L., eds. The Construct of Language
Proficiency: Applications of Psychological Models to Language Assessment.

Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 1992.

In Chapter 7, Carel van Vijk describes a method of analyzing
portfolios (information analysis); in Chapter 8, Henk Blok and Kees
de Glopper contrast large-scale writing assessments in the United
States and in Europe.
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Camp, Roberta. "Changing the Model for the Direct Assessment of Writing."
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Urbana, Illinois: National Council of Teachers of English, 1981.
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Greenburg, Karen et al. Writing Assessment: Issues and Strategies. New York:
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Herter, Roberta J. "Writing Portfolios: Alternative to Testing." English
Journal 80.1: 90.

Cited in Cooper's article; self-assessment encouraged by portfolios.

McClelland, David. "Testing for Competency Rather Than Intelligence."
American Psychologist, January 1973: 1-14.

Rief, Linda. "Finding the Value in Evaluation: Self-Assessment in a Middle
School Classroom." Educational Leadership 47.6: 24-29.

Cited in Cooper's article; criteria for sample selection in portfolios;
student decisions on what to write and rewrite; self-evaluation
equals coming to know selves as learners; case studies of
her students.

Cited in CCC article by Elbow; questions validity of of standardized
tests and proposes testing through the use of criterion-sampling
tests where criteria are grouped in clusters of life outcomes.

Wiggins, Grant. "A Response to Cizek" (Cizek, Gregory. "Innovation or
Enervation? Performance Assessment in Perspective.") Phi Delta Kappan
(At Odds: Performance Assessment), V 72, May 1991: 695-699).

Wiggins cites portfolio work of ETS and British APU, reliability of
NAEP assessment`Nieed for greater face validity of instruments in
response to Cizek's (ACT) dismissal of performance assessment.
Cites Resnick and McClellan (see above).

Winner, Ellen and Gitomer, Drew H. Arts PROPEL: An Introductory
Handbook. Princeton, New Jersey: ETS, 1991.

Wolf, Dennie P. "Opening Up Assessment." Educational Leadership,
January 1988.

Describes ETS/Harvard Project Zero project in junior/senior
high school arts classrooms where portfolio system is central to
learning process.

Wolf, Richard M. "The NAEP and International Comparisons." Phi Delta
Kappan, April 1988: 580-582.

Discussed issues arising in collaboration of IEA, with 40 member
nations, and NAEP.
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Writing Assessment Leadership Committee. Vermont Writing Assessment:
The Pilot Year. Montpelier, Vermont: State Department of Education, 1990.

Periodicals

Cooper, Winfield. and Davies J., eds. Portfolio News. Portfolio
Assessment Clearing House, University of California, San Diego, Teacher
Education program, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, California 92093-0070
published quarterly.

See also Portfolio News. Portfolio Assessment Clearing House,
San Dieguito Union School District, 710 Encinitas Boulevard,
Encinitas, California 92024.

Descriptive articles of portfolio assessment programs; discussion of
issues and questions involved in implementation of same.

Portfolio Assessment Newsletter. Northwest Evaluation Association,
5 Centerpointe Drive, Suite 100, Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035.

Information network for educators interested in portfolios and
portfolio assessment.

The Quarterly of the National Writing Project and the Center for the Study
of Writing. Berkeley, California: University of California Graduate School
of Education.

Other Elementary & Secondary Issues

Sugarman, Jay. "Teacher Portfolios Inform Assessment," Harvard Education
Letter, 5.3 (1989): 5-6.

Portfolios in Higher Education

Belanoff, Pat and Elbow, Peter. "Using Portfolios to Increase Collaboration
and Community in a Writing Program." Writing Program Administration, V 9,
N 3, Spring, 1986.

Bradley-Johnson, Sharon. Problems in Written Expression: Assessment and
Remediation. New York: Guilford Press, 1989.
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"Portfolio Evaluation" (pp. 125-137) by Christopher Burnham covers college
freshman class procedures for implementation and evaluation of portfolios.

See also chapter ("Discourse Organization," p. 109) in Section II
(Language Teaching) on discourse organization for methods of text
analysis related to making meaning.

Breeland, H. The Direct Assessment of Writing Skills: A Measurement Review.

New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1983.

Burnham, C. "Portfolio Evaluation: Room to Breathe and Grow." Training the
Teacher (Bridges, C, ed). Urbana, Illinois: NCTE, 1986.

Describing use of portfolios for assessment in college classrooms.

Elbow, Peter and Belanoff, Pat. "Portfolios as a Substitute for Proficiency
Examinations." College Composition and Communication, 37 (1986), 336-339.

Grant, Gerald et al, eds. On Competence. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979.

Purves, Alan. An International Perspective on the Evaluation of Written
Composition. Oxford, England: Pergamon Press, 1982.

Purves, Alan. The Scribal Society. New York: Longman, 1990.

In Chapter 8, pp. 108-113, "The Gatekeepers of Scribal Society,"
domain-referenced assessment model for writing proposed.

Purves, Alan and Hawisher, Gail. Writers, Judges, and Text Models. Chapter 8
in Volume 34 of Advances in Discourse Processes. Norwood, New Jersey:

Ablex, 1990.

Resnick, Daniel P. and Resnick, Lauren B. "Standards of Curriculum and
Performance: A Historical and Comparative Perspective." Educational
Researcher, April 1985: 5-21.



Appendix C
Procedural Appendix

Intr )duction

This appendix provides further information about the methods and
procedures used in NAEP's 1992 writing portfolio study. The NAL!' 1992
Technical Report provides more extensive information about procedures.

NAEP's Writing Assessment Framework

Developed by a committee of writing researchers, teachers, curriculum
specialists, and business representatives, under the direction of the National
Assessment Governing Board, the Writing Framework for the 1992 National
Assessment of Educational Progress builds upon two decades of NA
experience in large-scale direct writing assessment..- The P' lvritig
Framework includes six major objectives.

VVrtlinx I ranwivorA for the loo2 Nal tonal il,,c,sment ()I I Ili« lit WWI I 1 W 40,11 101.i I I it 1\..1i11,11.11

ASSVSSment Governing Board, U S. I )crartinent of Fdocation).
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Students should:

write for a variety of purposes: informative, persuasive,
and narrative

write on a variety of tasks and for many different audiences

write from a variety of stimulus materials and within different
time constraints

generate, draft, evaluate, revise, and edit ideas and forms of
expression in their writing

display effective choices in the organization of their writing,
including detail to illustrate and elaborate their ideas and use
of appropriate conventions of written English

value writing as a communicative activity

In developing the framework, input was received from writing
educators, policymakers, scholars. and major education organizations.
Care was taken to incorporate important changes from past assessments
that reflected findings and recommendations from recent research on
writing instruction and assessment, as well as the experience of many state
writing programs. Therefore, highlights of the 1992 writing assessment
include: assessment of informative, persuasive, and narrative writing;
a set of writing topics that incorporates a variety of stimulus materials,
audiences, and forms of writing; expanded assessment time (25 minutes
per prompt at grades 4, 8, and 12, with some eighth and twelfth graders
receiving a 50-minute task); a special page accompanying each topic for
students to plan and organize their writing; enhanced six-point primary-
trait scoring criteria; and a special writing portfolio study at grades 4 and 8.

The Assessment Design

Design and development of the 1992 writing assessment was managed by
Educational Testing Service, whose staff worked with the 1992 Writing Task
Development Committee composed of distinguished experts in writing
education and assessment. To ensure continuity with the 1992 NAEP
Writing Framework, the 10-member Development Committee included
consultants who had worked on the Framework Committee.

For the main 1992 writing assessment, each student received an
assessment booklet containing a set of general background questions, either
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one or two writing tasks, a set of subject-specific background questions,
and a set of questions about his or her motivation and familiarity with
the assessment materials. Each writing task was a section, or block, of
assessment time. Students were given either two 25-minute blocks or
one 50-minute block, with the longer blocks used for sonic, tasks assigned
at grades 8 and 12.

The 1992 writing assessment also involved "The Nation's Writing
Portfolio," a study of students' classroom-based writing, which was piloted
in 1990.28 For this portion of the assessment, a subsample of the fourth and
eighth graders who participated in the timed portion of the assessment was
asked to work with their teachers to complete questionnaires and submit
three pieces of their best writing to NAEP for subsequent analysis. The 1992
portfolio component was expanded from the 1990 pilot effort to include:
1) a concerted effort to provide advance notice to teachers, 2) production
of actual portfolio folders to collect students' written work, 3) student
selection of their three best pieces for the portfolio rather than one,
4) student letters explaining their selections, and 5) teacher questionnaires
about the instruction associated with each of the student papers.

The 1992 assessment was based on an adaptation of matrix sampling
called balanced incomplete block (BIB) spiraling a design that enabled
coverage of the purposes for writing while minimizing the burden for any
one student. The balanced incomplete block part of the design assigns the
blocks of questions to booklets in a way that provides for position effect,
complete balancing within each writing purpose, and partial balancing
across writing purposes. The spiraling part of the method cycles the
booklets for administration, so that typically only a few students in any
assessment session receive the same booklet.

National Sampling and Data Collection

Sampling and data collection activities for the 1992 NAEP assessment
were conducted by a well-trained field staff from Westat, Inc. In IL' 2,
the assessment was conducted from January through March, with some
make-up sessions in early April.

;entliv, C., i" ploring Neu, Methods liar C oiled:PIN Student!: School ba,ed anix I' 1.1,41

l'orltofto Study (Washington, DC: National Center for Ftlucalion Slatisitt ti, LIS eminent l'uninig
Office, 1992.
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As with all NAEP national assessments, the results for the national
samples were based on a stratified, three-stage sampling plan. The first
stage included defining geographic primary sampling units (PSUs), which
are typically groups of contiguous counties, but sometimes a single county;
classifying the l'SUs into strata defined by region and community type; and
then randomly selecting PSUs. For each grade, the second stage included
listing, classifying, and randomly selecting schools, both public and
private, within each PSU selected at the first stage. The third stage
involved randomly selecting students within a school for participation.
Some students who were selected (about 7 to 8 percent) were excluded
because of limited English proficiency or severe disability.

LEP and IEP Students

It is NAEP's intent to assess all selected students. Therefore, all selected
students who are capable of participating in the assessment should be
assessed. However, some students sampled for participation in NAEP
can be excused from the sample according to careful) I defined criteria.
Specifically, some of the students identified as havinb Limited English
Proficiency (LEI') or having an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) may
be incapable of participating meaningfully in the assessment. These
students are identified as follows:

LEP students may be excluded if:

The student is a native speaker of a language other than
English; AND

He or she has been enrolled in an English-speaking school for less
than two years; AND

The student is judged to be incapable of taking part in
the assessment.

IEP students may be excluded if:

The student is mainstreamed less than 5(1 percent of the time in
academic subjects and is judged to be incapable of taking part in the
assessment, OR

The IEP team has determined that the student is incapable of taking
part meaningfully in the assessment.
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When there is doubt, the student is included in the assessment. For
each student excused from the assessment, school personnel complete a
questionnaire about the characteristics of that student and the reason for
exclusion. Although these data, like all NAEP information, do not identify
individuals, they do permit profiles of the excluded students as a group.
Approximately 7 to 8 percent of the students nationally were excluded
from the assessment.

Data Analysis and Weighting

After the assessment information had been compiled in the database, the
data were weighted according to the population structure. The weighting
for the national sample reflected the probability of selection for each student
as a result of the sampling design, adjusted for nonresponse. Through
poststratification, the weighting assured that the representation of certain
subpopulations corresponded to figures from the U.S. Census and the
Current Population Survey.'"

NAEP Reporting Groups

This report contains results for groups of students within the nation defined
by certain demographic characteristics. The definitions for subgroups, used
in all NAEP assessments, as defined by gender, race/ethnicity, parents'
education level, geographic region, and type of community follows.

Gender. Results are reported separately for males and females. Gender
was reported by the student.

Race/Ethnicity. Results are presented for students of different racial/
ethnic groups according to the following mutually exclusive categories:
White, Black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and American Indian
(including Alaskan Native). Some racial/ethnic results are not reported

For additional information about the tn-e ()I weighing pi o, nil urns in NAFI', see Johnson, I' G.,
"Considerations and Techniques for the Analy),n. ol NAM' l' I )ata," lour nal of I ducational StaittreN
(December 1989).
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separately because there were too few students in the classification.
However, the data for all students, regardless of whether their racial/
ethnic group was reported separately, were included in computing the
overall results.

Parents' Education Level. Students were asked to indicate the extent of
schooling for each of their parents did not finish high school, graduated
from high school, had some education after high school, or graduated from
college. The response indicating the highest level of education for either
parent was selected for reporting.

Geographic Region. The United States has been divided into four regions:
Northeast, Southeast, Central, and West.

Type of Community. Results are provided for three mutually exclusive
community types advantaged urban, disadvantaged urban, and extreme
rural areas that typically reveal differences in students' performance. The
definitions of these areas follows.

Advantaged Urban: Students in this group reside in metropolitan
statistical areas and attend schools where a high proportion of the
students' parents are in professional or managerial positions.

Disadvantaged Urban: Students in this group reside in metropolitan
statistical areas and attend schools where a high proportion of the
students' parents are on welfare or are not regularly employed.

Extreme Ruml: Students in this group do not reside in metropolitan
statistical areas. They attend schools in areas with a population
below 10,000 where many of the students' parents are farmers or
farm workers.
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Tables C.1 and C.2 present information about the percentages of
students who particpated in the main writing assessment and the portfolio
subsample according to the NAEP reporting groups.

Table C.1
Percentages of Fourth Graders Participating
in Main Writing Assessment and Portfolio Study*

Students in
Main Writing
Assessment

Students in
Portfolio

Study

Students
Submitting
Narrative
Papers

Students
Submitting
Informative

Papers

Gender

Male 49 (0.5) 48 (1.7) 47 (2.1) 48 (1.8)
Female 51 (0.5) 52 (1.7) 53 (2.1) 52 (1.8)

Race/Ethnicity
White 70 (0.2) 72 (0.9) 74 (1.4) 71 (1.1)
Black 16 (0.1) 14 (0.8) 13 (1.2) 15 (0.9)
Hispanic 9 (0.2) 9 (0.6) 9 (0.8) 9 (0.7)
Other 4 (0.2) 4 (0.4) 4 (0.4) 4 (0.5)

Parents' Level
of Education

College 41 (1.0) 39 (1.7) 39 (1.9) 42 (2.1)
Some Ed. after H.S. 9 (0.4) 10 (1.0) 9 (1.0) 10 (1.1)
H.S. Grad 14 (0.5) 13 (1.0) 14 (1.2) 13 (1.1)
Less than H.S. 4 (0.3) 4 (0 7) 4 (0.7) 4 (0.7)
Unknown 32 (0.8) 34 (1.4) 33 (1.6) 33 (1.6)

Geographic Regions
Northeast 21 (0.8) 22 (1.1) 23 (1.2) 23 (1.6)
Southeast 23 (0.7) 24 (0.8) 24 (1.1) 24 (1.0)
Central 28 (0.6) 28 (0.7) 28 (1.1) 28 (1.3)
West 28 (0.7) 26 (1.0) 26 (1.6) 25 (1.4)

Type of Community
Advantaged Urban 11 (1.7) 12 (1.9) 13 (2.3) 12 (2.0)
Disadvantaged Urban 8 (1.1) 7 (1.0) 6 (1.0) 8 (1.1)
Extreme Rural 10 (2.2) 11 (2.4) 12 (2.8) 11 (2.2)
Other 70 (2.9) 70 (3.1) 68 (2.8) 69 (3.2)

Type of School
Public 87 (1.2) 87 (1.1) 87 (1.5) 87 (1.2)
Private 12 (1.0) 13 (1.1) 13 (1.2) 13 (1.1)

*Due to rounding, percentages may not equal 100
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Table C.2
Percentages of Eighth Graders Participating
in Main Writing Assessment and Portfolio Study*

Students in
Main Writing
Assessment

Students in
Portfolio

Study

Students
Submitting
Narrative
Papers

Students
Submitting
Informative

Papers

Gender
Male 50 (0.5) 51 (1.6) 50 (2.0) 52 (1.6)

Female 50 (0.5) 49 (1.6) 50 (2.00) 48 (1.6)

Race/Ethnicity
White 70 (0.2) 73 (1.2) 76 (1.3) 72 (1.3)

Black 16 (0.1) 14 (0.9) 12 (0.9) 15 (1.1)

Hispanic 10 (0.2) 9 (0.7) 8 (0.9) 9 (0.8)

Other 4 (0.2) 4 (0.4) 4 (0.5) 4 (0.6)

Parents' Level
of Education

College 40 (1.1) 42 (1.7) 42 (2.0) 41 (2.0)

Some Ed. after H.S. 20 (0.6) 20 (1.4) 21 (1.9) 21 (1.6)

H.S. Grad 25 (0.8) 25 (1.1) 25 (1.5) 25 (1.4)

Less than H.S. 8 (0.4) 6 (0.9) 5 (1.1) 6 (1.1)

Unknown 8 (0.4) 7 (0.8) 7 (1.0) 7 (0.8)

Geographic Regions
Northeast 22 (0.7) 22 (1.9) 21 (1.7) 23 (2.2)

Southeast 25 (0.5) 27 (1.2) 28 (1.7) 27 (1.7)

Central 25 (0.5) 24 (1.3) 23 (1.6) 24 (1.7)

West 28 (0.5) 27 (1.1) 28 (2.1) 25 (1.5)

Type of Community
Advantaged Urban 9 (1.6) 9 (1.5) 9 (1.4) 8 (1.6)

Disadvantaged Urban 10 (1.4) 9 (1.2) 8 (1.2) 9 (1.3)

Extreme Rural 9 (2.4) 10 (2.8) 10 (2.3) 10 (3.2)

Other 72 (3.0) 73 (3.1) 74 (3.2) 73 (3.8)

Type of School
Public 89 (0.9) 88 (1.0) 88 (0.9) 87 (1.2)

Private 11 (0.9) 13 (0.8) 12 (0.9) 13 (0.8)

'Poe to rounding, percentages may not equal 100.

Estimating Variability

Because the statistics presented in this report are estimates of group and
subgroup performance based on samples of students, rather than the

values that could be calculated if every student in the nation answered
every question, it is important to have measures of the degree of uncertainty
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of the estimates. The variability of estimates of percentages of students
having certain background characteristics or answering a certain cognitive
question correctly is accounted for by the uncertainty due to sampling only
a relatively small number of students.

In addition to providing estimates of percentages of students, this
report also provides information about the uncertainty of each statistic.
Because NAEP uses complex sampling procedures, conventional formulas
for estimating sampling variability that assume simple random sampling
are inappropriate, so NAEP uses a jackknife replication procedure to
estimate standard errors. The jackknife standard error provides a reasonable
measure of uncertainty for any information about students that cannot be
observed without error.3"The jackknife method of estimating variances
will correctly estimate variances as long as the data are independent at the
Primary Sampling Unit level. In the population of papers, any correlations
between papers of the same person are all taken into account by the
jackknife technique.

The reader is reminded that, like those from all surveys, NAEP results
are also subject to other kinds of errors including the effects of necessarily
imperfect adjustment for student and school nonresponse and other largely
unknowable effects associated with the particular instrumentation and data
collection methods used. Nonsampling errors can be attributed to a number
of sources: inability to obtain complete information about all selected
students in all selected schools in the sample (some students or schools
refused to participate, or students participated but answered only certain
items); ambiguous definitions; differences in interpreting questions;
inability or unwillingness to give correct information; mistakes in recording,
coding, or scoring data; and other errors of collecting, processing, sampling,
and estimating missing data. The extent of nonsampling errors is difficult to
estimate. By their nature, the impacts of such error cannot be reflected in the
data-based estimates of uncertainty provided in NAEP reports.

For further details, see Johnson, I. G., "Considerations and Techniques for the Analysis of NAI-
Mta," lour nal ()( ITha rlional titati,lies (\Vinter 1989).
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Drawing Inferences from the Results

The use of confidence intervals, based on the standard errors, provides a
way to make inferences about the population means and percentages in a
manner that reflects the uncertainty associated with the sample estimates.
An estimated sample mean or percentage ± 2 standard errors represents a
95 percent confidence interval for the corresponding population quantity.
This means that with approximately 95 percent certainty, the average
performance of the entire population of interest is within ± 2 standard
errors of the sample mean or percentage.

Confidence intervals can be constructed for percentages, provided that
the percentages are not extremely large (greater than 90) or extremely small
(less than 10). For extreme percentages, confidence intervals may not be
appropriate. However, procedures for obtaining accurate confidence
intervals are quite complicated. Thus, comparisons involving extreme
percentages should be interpreted with this in mind.

To determine whether there is a real difference between the mean or
percentage (or proportion of a certain attribute) for two groups in the
population, one needs to obtain an estimate of the degree of uncertainty
associated with the difference between the percentages, means, or
proportions of these groups for the sample. This estimate of the degree
of uncertainty called the standard error of the difference between the
groups is obtained by taking the square of each group's standard error,
summing these squared standard errors, and then taking the square root
of this sum.

Similar to the manner in which the standard error for an individual
group mean or proportion is used, the standard error of the difference
can be used to help determine whether differences between groups in
the population are real. The difference between the mean percentage or
proportion of the two groups ± 2 standard errors of the difference
represents an approximate 95 percent confidence interval. If the resulting
interval includes zero, there is insufficient evidence to claim a real difference
between groups in the population. If the interval does not contain zero,
the difference between groups is statistically significant (different) at the
.05 level.

The procedures described in this section, and the certainty ascribed
to intervals (e.g., a 95 percent confidence interval) are based on statistical
theory that assumes that only one confidence interval or test of statistical
significance is being performed. When one considers sets of confidence
intervals, like those for the average percentages of different racial/ethnic
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groups, statistical theory indicates that the certainty associated with the
entire set of intervals is less than that attributable to each individual
comparison from the set. If one wants to hold the certainty level for a
specific set of comparisons at a particular level (e.g., .95), adjustments
(called multiple-comparisons procedures) need to be made.

The standard errors for means and proportions reported by NAEP
are statistics and subject to a certain degree of uncertainty. In certain cases,
typically when the standard error is based on a small number of students or
when the group of students is enrolled in a small number of schools, the
amount of uncertainty associated with the standard errors may be quite
large. Throughout this report, estimates of standard errors subject to a
large degree of uncertainty are designated by the symbol "!". In such cases,
the standard errors and any confidence intervals or significance tests
involving these standard errors should be interpreted cautiously.

Evaluating Students' Portfolios

The national committee and NAEP staff who designed the NAEP portfolio
study explored several approaches to evaluating students' portfolios. First,
the committee considered assigning a common task in addition to collecting
examples of students' regular classroom-based writing. Since the main
NAEP writing assessment already contained a range of assigned tasks, the
committee chose instead to focus on collecting multiple samples of students'
classroom work.

Asking students to select three samples of their classroom-based
writing opened the door to a wide range of possibilities. Student A's
portfolio might contain three stories while student B might send in three
informative pieces. Student C might include one persuasive letter while
student D might submit three stories, two informative pieces, and one
persuasive essay. The question then became how to compare the wide
variety of portfolios submitted. Developing a means for evaluating such
different portfolios in a way that would provide meaningful comparisons
between students' performance was virtually impossible without more
information about the students and their classroom experiences.

To this end, the committee and NAEP staff attempted to collect
information from the participating students and teachers that would permit
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a classification of students' classroom experiences. A teacher questionnaire
was designed to collect consistent information from teachers about a variety
of factors related to the students' submissions and the classroom writing
activities. In order to collect additional information, students were asked
to write a letter describing their submissions. I lowever, the amount and
quality of information actually provided by teachers and students varied
greatly, making it difficult to develop adequate ways of classifying students'
classroom experiences.

Without a consistent understanding of students' classroom experiences,
the development of an overall evaluative rating for students' portfolios and
a comparison of their performance was not possible. Instead, NAEP focused
on what the portfolios could tell us about students' abilities to write the
various types of pieces they submitted in their portfolios.

Because the majority of the writing submitted was informative and
narrative, these domains were selected for evaluation. Although few
students submitted persuasive pieces, their persuasive writing was also
evaluated as a means of broadening the types of writing evaluated. Poetry,
thank you letters, and skill sheets were not evaluated because they did not
represent extensive pieces of writing and also because so few students
included them in their portfolios. Thus, evaluative guides were developed
for students' informative, narrative, and persuasive writing.

Developing Evaluative Guides

For its regular writing assessments, NAEP typically develops specific
scoring guides for each of its writing prompts. The limitations of this
approach for evaluating diverse samples of school-based writing are
obvious. With more than 250 classrooms involved in this study, developing
a scoring guide for each unique assignment would have been impossible.
As part of its 1990 pilot study of students' classroom-based writing, NAEP
developed scoring guides specific to each of the majoi'domains: narrative,
informative, and persuasive. A brief description of this process follows.

Using samples of the student writing, NAEP staff worked with a team
of elementary teachers, secondary teachers, and teacher educators to
develop scoring guides. The process the team of teachers used to develop
the guides involved three major stages: reading and sorting; classifying and
consensus; and describing and confirming.



Reading and Sorting. Beginning with the informative pieces, the team
first read approximately 60 randomly selected papers from each grade level,
which comprised about 10 percent of all the informative papers. Based on a
general, holistic impression, team members sorted the papers into four to six
groups ranging from highest to lowest.

This stage involved confirming that all of the papers first classified as
informative were genuinely informative. The team defined informative as
those papers that had, implicitly or explicitly, the purpose of conveying
information or ideas. Thank you letters and opinion statements are
examples of some of the papers that were reclassified because their
purposes were not primarily informative. Also, papers in which the teacher
provided students with the first sentence to each paragraph seemed more
like elaborate fill-in-the-blank worksheets than original papers. These were
reclassified as skill sheets.

Classifying and Consensus. Next, the team compared the way they each
had sorted the papers, discussing which papers represented high, medium,
and low levels of performance. In the process, they discussed a range of
criteria that could be used to evaluate writing in general and informative
writing in particular. Their goal was to identify levels of development in
informative writing.

To this end, the team decided to focus on the cognitive elements of
the papers. When rereading the papers, they asked three questions: "How
much information is the student conveying in the paper?" "What kinds of
relationships do the writers establish between the ideas and information?"
and "How developed are the ideas and information?"

As the discussion progressed, the team members articulated the
criteria they each had used to place papers into categories. This discussion
continued until a common set of criteria could be agreed upon and
specified. For informative writing, the criteria related to the clarity with
which students presented information and ideas, and the ways they
organized or related their information and ideas.

Describing and Confirming. Using the common set of criteria, the team
then described a range of performance for informative writing. Papers that
exemplified each level of performance were selected. The team then applied
the criteria to a new set of papers from each grade (another I 0 percent of the
informative papers), refining their descriptions.
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At first, the fourth- and eighth-grade papers were read separately,
the plan was to develop different guides for each grade. However, after the
informative guide had been developed for the fourth-grade papers, and the
group moved on to consider the eighth-grade informative pieces, they
found that the same criteria could be applied to both grades.

The procedures outlined above were also used to develop scoring
guides for the narrative and persuasive pieces. Narrative papers were
defined as pieces that described a sequence of events, real, or imagined.
Persuasive papers were those letters, paragraphs, or essays that stated a
position or opinion primarily for the purpose of persuading or convincing.
The idea of developing one generic scoring guide for all papers was
discussed. However, the scoring guide development team concluded that
the purposes and methods of development for the three domains were so
different that they required separate sets of criteria for evaluation.

In 1992, these scoring guides were reviewed and revised, based on
NAEP's experience in 1990 and a preliminary analysis of the students' 1992
portfolio writing. The scoring guides for informative and narrative writing
remained the same. However, the persuasive guide was revised to better
capture the range of argumentation in students' persuasive writing.

In 1990, the team considered refutation of an opposing viewpoint as
essential to advanced persuasive discourse and included this in the fifth and
the sixth levels of the persuasive scoring guide. A preliminary analysis of
the students' portfolio writing in 1992 revealed that students' persuasive
arguments might be elaborated, yet not include elements of refutation.
Therefore, the fifth and sixth levels of the persuasive guide were changed
to represent more advanced types of argumentation that did not necessarily
have to include refutation.

It is important to note that the panel that developed the scoring guides
relied on their experience as teachers and teacher educators to establish the
upper ends of the three scales. They felt it was possible and desirable to
project, based on their own knowledge of written discourse (and also on the
few upper-range papers submitted), the key features of complex narrative,
informative, and persuasive writing. Also, it should be noted that creativity,
as an aspect of writing separate from development, was not represented in
the scoring guides used for this study.
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Applying the Evaluative Guides

Scoring the Writing. Using the scoring guides specially designed for the
study, a group of readers was trained to apply the scoring guides to
students' portfolio submissions. The readers had extensive experience in
scoring students' writing, but they were not necessarily writing specialists
or practicing teachers. The four-day training consisted of four main
elements: (1) introduction to the student portfolios; (2) writing process and
domain knowledge development; (3) explanation of the scoring guides; and
(4) practice at applying the scoring guides.

On the first day of training, the readers were introduced to examples
of student portfolios, the Teacher Questionnaire (see Appendix D) and the
Descriptive Coding Sheet developed for the portfolio scoring in this study.
Using the practice portfolios, the scorers examined a number of portfolios
and were trained in specific procedures for using the Descriptive Coding
Sheet. (Two areas that required in-depth training across the four days
were Evidence of Process and Types of Writing.)

Later on the first day, an overview of process approaches to writing
instruction was presented in order to provide readers with enough
information about writing process to enable them to look reliably for
evidence of writing process when scoring the actual folders. First, the
ree.ders were provided with an outline of writing process theories and
a previewing guide for a video tape about writing process. The basic
tenets and instructional procedures of process writing approaches were
presented.31 The readers then viewed a video tape of a classroom where
writing process was implemented. This was followed by practice scoring
using the Descriptive Coding Sheet.

On the second day, an overview of the three classifications of writing
was presented: narrative, expository, and persuasive. Major elements of
narrative discourse structure were presented. Readers received instruction
in story grammar methods for describing various story elements32 and in the
major narrative forms and their defining characteristics." Using a number of

"Donald H. Graves, Writing: Teachers and children at Work, (Exeter, NH: Heinemann EducationalBooks, 1983).

"N. Stein and C. Glenn, "An Analysis of Story Comprehension in Elementary School Children," in
New Directions in Discourse, R. Freed le, editor (Norwood, NJ: ABLEX, 1979).

"Donald J. Leu and Charles K. Kinzer, qkclive Reading Instruction, K-8, (New York, NY: MacmillanPublishing Company, 19911
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examples at each grade, readers identified the major elements of narrative

story structure. They then scored samples of fourth- and eighth-grade
children's stories from the NA EP 1990 Portfolio Study using the Narrative

Scoring Guide.
On the third day, expository text structure was presented and on the

fourth day, persuasive text structure was presented.m The same procedures

as had been used for narrative texts were used to educate readers about

expository and persuasive text structure. After a final review, readers then

proceeded to code the students' portfolios and evaluate any narrative,

informative, and persuasive writing found in students' folders. Their work

was supervised by specially trained table leaders, who constantly checked

on individual scorer's activities.

Interrater Agreement. Thirty percent of the papers in each domain

received a blind second scoring the second reader could not see the score

given to the paper by the first reader. Table C.3 presents the rate of reliability

and agreement between the two readers.
The reliability coefficient is a correlation between the scores assigned

to papers by the first and second readers, taking into account not only when

two scorers disagreed but also the size of their disagreement. In assessment

programs or research projects where results are not reported by student,
coefficients above 0.60 are considered acceptable.

When using a six-point scale, agreement within one score point, which

is called adjacent agreement, is calculated because increasing the size of the

scale requires that readers make more refined distinctions between each

level. With a six-level scoring guide, any percentage adjacent agreement

above 90 percent is considered strong. The percent exact agreement is also

presented in Table C.2. Exact reliabilities in the 50-60 percent range are

somewhat low, due in part to factors discussed below.

\',1( co, It.T . and Vacca, I I COnlen1 Area ReadttN. hull Edition (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman and
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Table C.3
1nterrater Re liabilities and
Percent Adjacent Agreement

Reliability
Coefficient

Percent Adjacent
Agreement

Percent Exact
Agreement

Narrative

Fourth 0.59 98 51

Eighth 0.62 93 53

Informative
Fourth 0.66 96 58

Eighth 0.68 93 53

Persuasive

Fourth 0.41' 93' 67'

Eighth 0.61 90 52

Overall Scoring
Fourth 0.65 97 56

Eighth 0.66 93 53,,,
Interpret the fourth-grade persuasive category with caution due to
the small sample size.

Note: The scoring was based on a six-point scale.

SOURCE: National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),
1992 Writing Assessment

If it had been possible to sort students' portfolio submissions into
the three domains and then have readers evaluate each domain directly
after they received training on that domains' scoring guide, interteer
reliabilities probably would have been higher. However, this metlw d was
not logistically feasible because of the difficulty in managing the large
numbers of papers submitted. Instead, readers received training Ari how to
record various descriptive aspects of students' portfolios (coding oaid how
to evaluate three types of writing (scoring). Then, they began to Cp0e and
score students' portfolios.

This method enabled readers to work with one folder at a titile_ thus
maximizing coding accuracy, but not optimizing interrater agreell)ent for
scoring. Given the complexity of coding and scoring students' pOrfolios,
the use of 6-level scoring guides, and the great variety in student:' vriting
(even within each domain), the reliabilities achieved in this study fall within
acceptable limits. Fur future studies of this type, procedures for morriaging
portfolio folders and maximizing interrater reliability need to be V dirt ined.
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Appendix D
Administration Materials

1. Fall Announcement to Schools

2. Directions to Teachers

3. Cover of Portfolio Folder Directions to Students

4. Teacher Questionnaire
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1. Fall Announcement to Schools

Dear Principal and NAEP School Coordinator:

Many thanks for your cooperation in NAEP's 1992 assessment. The participation of
schools like yours in NAEP enables us to develop innovative assessments, from which
teachers can draw information pertinent foi-"their promotion of students' thinking and
learning.

Following up on the introductory materials you recieved about the 1992 assessment, I am
enclosing further information on the two new components of NAEP 1992: assessments of
students reading aloud and their school-based writing.

The Integrated Reading Performance Record. A small number of fourth grade students
taking NAEP's reading assessment will be selected to participate in an audiotaped
interview during which they read aloud. Each student will be invited to bring his or her
favorite book to this post-assessment interview, read aloud, and answer a few questions
about reading preferences. As with all of NAEP, the information on the important skills
of reading aloud will be analyzed and reported for the nation; no student names will be
collected.

The Nation's Writing Portfolio. A small number of fourth- and eighth-grade students
taking NAEP's writing assessment will be selected to participate in collection of school-
based writing. In the fall, teachers and students will begin collecting writing that
students have completed for their English or language arts classes. At the time of the
writing assessment, students will review their work and choose the three best pieces.
(For each of approximately three students selected to participate, teachers will be asked
to take a few minutes to fill out a brief questionaire describing the assignment that led to
each student's writing.)

In preparing for the Writing Portfolio study, it would be most helpful if you could advise
your fourth grade teachers and eighth-grade English or language arts teachers to hewn
putting aside the school-based writing in which they and their students take the most
pride.

At assessment time, as you speak with the students who will participate In NA I P, plea's
feel free and encourage them to give their very best efforts on the National Assyssmcnt,
which is the nation's only ontzoing monitor of the academic achievement of our
elementary, junior high, and hign school students. By participating in NAM' vow
students are making history!

We, in turn, will send you and your teachers copies of the reports of these innovanse
national assessments.

As always, your generous cooperation is most appreciated.
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2. Directions to Teachers

THE NATION'S
REPORT

CARD

Dear Fourth- and Eighth-Grade Teachers,

KBEF

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is conducting a
special project this year, called The Nation's Portfolio, to proN,ide information
about the writing students do in school. The students whose names appear on
the attached folders have been selected to participate and we are asking for
your cooperation and assistance at the following three stages of the project.

COLLECTING: If students have not already saved samples of the writing
they have done for their language arts or English classes throughout the
school year, please have them assemble as much of their work as possible.

SELECTING: Help the students whose names appear on the attached
Portfolio Folders review the writing they have collected and select THREE
pieces of writing that represent:

their BEST writing effort;

a RANGE of types of ,vriting tasks (such as stories, reports,
essays, persuasive pieces); and-

the use of WRITING PROCESS strategies (such as successive
drafts, use of reference sources, and peer review).

DESCRIBING: After helping students make their selections, have them write
a letter to us explaining why they chose their three pieces and what they like
about them. Then, have them place copies of their three pieces of writing
and their letters in the Portfolio Folders.

Next, to help us to better understand the students' selections, please fill out
the brief questionnaire located inside each student's Portfolio Folder. The
students' Portfolio Folders will be collected by the NAEP administrator on
the date of the regular NAEP writing assessment.

Thank you for participating in The Nation's Portfolio and for helping us
develop innovative methods of writing assessment that reflect the richness and
diversity of students' classroom writing.

*We arc sorry, but we will not be able to return the schoolwork you provide. Please send copies of
students' work if you do not want us to keep the originals.
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3. Cover of Portfolio Folder Directions to Students

Student Directions
(to be printed on the cover of each students' portfolio folder)

PORTFOLIO FOLDER

Student Identification Number:

Dear Student,

Thank you for being a part of The Nation's Portfolio. Your work will help
schools across the country improve the way students' writing is tested.

Please review the writing you have done for your language arts or English
class so far this year and select THREE pieces t hat:

* represent your BEST writing effort;

* represent a RANGE of types of writing tasks (such as stories,
reports, essays, persuasive pieces); and

represent the use of WRUNG PROCF.Sti strategies (such as
doing pre-writing activities, revising your papers, sharing your
papers with classmates).

After you select three pieces, write a letter to us telling us

* WHY YOU SELEC I ED each of these pieces;

* WHAT YOU LIKED about each of them; and

* WHAT THEY SHOW about you as a writer.

Thank you for being a part of The Nation's Portfolio.
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4. Teacher Questionnaire

Teacher Response Sheet
(printed on separate page to go inside each Portfolio Folder)

Student Identification Number:

THE FIRST SELECTION

How much time did the student spend working on this piece of writing?

Please briefly describe the assignment for which this piece was written.

Please briefly describe any instructional activities that were associated with this
assignment (for example, freewriting, peer discussion, drafting, revising).

THE SECOND SELECTION

How much time did the student spend working on this piece of writing?

Please briefly describe the assignment for which this piece was written.
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Please briefly describe any instructional activities that were associated with this
assignment (for example, freewriting, peer discussion, drafting, revising).

THE THIRD SELECTION

How much time did the student spend working on this piece of writing?

Please briefly describe the assignment for which this piece was written.

Please briefly describe any instructional activities that were associated with this
assignment (for example, freewriting, peer discussion, drafting, revising).

Additional Comments:



Appendix E
Examples of Students' Portfolio Writing

1. Narrative Writing

2. Informative Writing

3. Persuasive Writing

4. Poems

5. Letters

6. Skill Sheets



1. Narrative Writing

The following examples illustrate the range of stories submitted by the
students who participated in this study. The students' papers are arranged
according to the scores they received when they were evaluated. Each set
of samples is preceded by an explanation of how these papers fit into the
corresponding category.

1: Event Description, The two papers below are examples of Event
Descriptions. They describe a single happening, rather than a series
of events.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)
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2: Undeveloped Story. The two papers below are examples of
Undeveloped Stories. These stories are a series of events, but the events, as
well as the setting and characters, are only briefly described. These stories
are similar to front-page newspaper reports, where the basic facts of a story
are reported (who, what, when, where) but few details are presented about
why events happened.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)

THE HOUSE ON NAFLE STREET

A LUNG T:mE AGO. THE SEVILLES LIVED HAPPILY. BUT IN THE
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)
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3: Basic Story. The two papers below are examples of Basic Stories. In
these stories, the writers describe a series of events and go beyond a simple
list of related events. Some aspect of the story (the events, the characters'
goals, or the setting) are somewhat developed. However, these stories lack a
sense of cohesion and completeness. They may have problems with syntax
or sequencing of events.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)

WE GO ON THE1AL, TRAIL

"It was a. hard tri7:,on the oce2.n" said.But this is even harderpacking the covered wag.olawe have to pack food,
clothing wood. and water.We are in Pennsylvaniawe are going to Isilelh.,:ras7,:,7i.
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asked if I rb,NT7.!cl
bring Lady, our dog.
said, "yes". We arecooking lots of food likecabbage stew, roast beef,fried chicken andboiled corn, corn mush.
and milk.
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We are makir
soap. Pa shot some
rabbits today. He also gotsome deer too. Tomorrowwe leave.

Ma cooKedespecially good food for
dinner. We had chickenwith gravy and salad Irvihdressing a nd for dessertwe had cherry pie andblueberry pie andraspberries. Today westart off I am so excited.
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It is night now. Pa shota buffalo it tasted so
good. Pa said that weknight cross the border
tomorrow.
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Ma's fixing a befor you in the wagon.My eyes popped open thnext morning the first
thing I thought was w.7;are going to Nebraska.Suddenly Pa came in. Hesaid "one of tb.e Dxen died.during the night'''. Hesaid that we would notmake it with only threeoxen so we would IIVC
here.
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4: Extended Story. The two papers below are examples of Extended Stories.

In these papers, many of the events are somewhat elaborated, giving the

sense of a sequence of distinct story episodes. Details are given about the

setting, the characters' goals, problems to be solved, and the key events. Yet,

these stories are confusing or incomplete. The characters' goals may be left

unresolved, the problem posed in the story's opening never solved. The

ending may not match the beginning or the story's ending may be

inconsistent with the internal logic established throughout the rest

of the story.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)

So

The bright, city lights shown all around the crowded, city streets as I

stepped off the train from Kansas. Before I knew it, I had been sucked into
the relentless crowd. All kinds of people were walking hurriedly towards
their own destinations. An excitement of homecoming soldiers was evident

as joyful looking expressions were portrayed on each individual's face. The
paper's headlines all announced the return of the victorious swashbucklers.
These combatants walked proudly along the streets with their heads held

high in the air.
Many enjoyed their Saturday off, while other steadfast laborers did

not stop from their endless, fruitful exertions, Many of these tireless
workers were moving crates of wine into the nearby tavern, While other
handymen were taking large sacks of grain from the back Or an old truck to
the bakery across the street. Sweat dripped from their squinting brows as
they heaved the monstrous burdens upbntto their brawny shoulders. Two

men stood by the newstand looking over their crumpled newpapers as if
they were Secret Service men watching for a criminal to step off the train.
They had suspicious-looking faces as if they were undercover agents
searching for some sort of clue. As my eyes lifted to the skyline of this
strange city, I asked myself how In the world I was going to find my way
around these entangled, city streets. With a little wish, hope, and a prayer
I set out to find a place to stay.

I shoved through that frantic mass of people, gasping for air as I
reached the far side. I walked along the busy street looking in each of the
dimly lit windows. I saw large men drinking beer and laughing in the
tavern. I saw several mannequins dressed up in high class tuxedos and
dresses. The next window I did not have to look in. I already knew that it
had to be the bakery. I had smelled the sweet aroma of the hot, buttered
bread drifting capriciously through the air. My mouth watered as I began
to sense the taste of the delicious-looking bread. I had planned on finding
a room before anything else was done, but the ambrosial scent of the bread
allured me into the quaint, little boulangerie. I sat down over in an
isolated corner, while I ate a loaf of delicious. French bread. As I gazed at
my watch for a few minutes, I happened to notice the time. It was already
five thirty! I greedily scarfed down the rest of the bread while dashing
out the door, In my carelessness, I swung the gate open and sent an old

lady sprawling on the ground. Her groceries rolled all over the stony
sidewalk and into the street. She scrambled to her feet as I helped put the
items back in her bag. When apologies had been made, I dashed off
towards the hotel. I decided to take a shortcut through a darkened
alleyway to save time. Along the way I dodged many foul-smelling scrap
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piles and the rats that accompanied them. The stench of mildewed garbage
and soot drenched my clothes by the time I reached the end of the lane.
This was no way to smelt where I was headed! I had to get cleaned up
quick!

I sprinted towards an antiquated building which read,
'Meadowview Inn." I threw open the door to find an old, run- down office
filled with smoke. An old man sat smoking a cigar with his hat pulled over
his eyes and his legs spread across his cluttered desk. A long string of bells
clamored as the door slammed shut. The scratchy-faced man raised his
head to look me over. All he said was, "Twenty-nine fifty, you want the
key, it's on the hook." This wasn't exactly the kind of place I had in mind, . ce,
but reluctantly I took the key and went upstairs. I coughed and choked c
after fnhaldng so much smoke. I could not coliCieve someone living with = -te:
such a thick cloud hanging above them all the time. I climbed the stairs
three at a time. I flung myself around the corner and ran the length of the
hall, where I found my room. Out of breath and exhausted, I felt like
falling into a deep sleep, but no. I had to continue. I had to complete my
mission. I was in and out of the shower in no time. I threw my wrinkled
clothes on and grabbed my leather jacket. In less than five minutes I was
ready to go. I called my friend Jake and told him to meet me at the corner
of Cornwallis Drive and Randall Avenue in two minutes. I gained my
momentum once again as 1 raced frantically down the hall. I jumped on
the banister and slid down to the bottom floor. I dashed through the cloud
of smoke and out the front door. I shot the gaps through the crowd of
people walking along the sidewalk. I became overcome with frustration
when I found myself trapped behind a slow-moving, elderly couple. When
I was about to reach my final destination, I felt a surge in my spirits
because I knew I was about to complete my task. I saw Jake standing a
block away waiting for my arrival. I slowed for a brief moment to catch
my breath. In the corner of my eye I caught a glimpse of a big, bright, red
sports car flying by in the far lane. I turned to see an outstretched arm
pointing a gun out of the window. THE LAST THING I SAW WAS THE
SHINY BARREL OF A 44 MAGNUM POINTING STRAIGHT AT MY HEAD.
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5: Developed Story. The two samples below illustrate the Developed Story.
These papers describe a sequence of episodes in which almost all of the
events and story elements are somewhat elaborated. Yet, an aspect of these
stories is not well developed, such as the ending or a crucial event.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)

IDrice in a place where the. trees touched the sizg and the

water glistened blue, the most majestic creatures roamed,.
Emerald scaled dragons dozed faziii) 59 the streams, anuf birds
soared through the clouds, the sun glinting off their brilliant
plutnage. 'There also Lived unicorns with manes of silk, ta21
round. sapphire cues and wings of silverti splendor.

One fine Spring cfait a unicorn 614 the name of
lilitterwings was born. She was a strong colt and before long,
she was laughing and frolicking plaufullij with the other
animal's of the forest . A .f.L.-tr_weeks later her mother called her
to speak. to her.

"WI tterwi itas, tiott oon shall; learn to flu ."
'This cm-1mi lifitterwings. She closed her ClICS and

imagined herself soaring gracefullti over treetops and clif fs.
The verii nem mot-mug, Mitterwings rose matt and, awakened.
Fier mother.

"Nother. mother! Teach me to flu! '1. want to flu!"
A 11:t . hoots inter, theil reached a small plateau

where the it01411f1 unicorn could. practice.
-Nom, do as 1 sail," her mother instructed. "Take a

deep breath. run as fast as mu can. spread. wily wings and
leap."

(if itterwt figs did. as she told. As site inhaltd, her
cues narrowed, focusing on the edge. of the plateau. She ran at
top specrqspread her wine's. The tic-Kt thing she remembered
was being sprawled out on the (-Kass, and her mother standing
over her.
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cl tlitterivings to her feet. 2
"Do not worry, you'll, intprovitictice.

6fer pother 's iticiiiiscivercetintiforting, and practice
she did, (-40 rinatly, she teas able to soar a few yards and
land/ ti104447froftetrrt-4,* awkwardly .

At the end of the week GLitterwint3s and her mother
walked to a niuch steeper and higher dill overlooking a soft
grassy meadow dotted with trees. At the sight of the steep
drop, Cifitterivinas froze. She knew site could not fly over
such a :p cliff . tven with her mother's demonstration and
encouragement, she would trot budge. 3{er mother knew she.
mad not push her, but simplu said:

"Being afraid of new thinas is natural, but liou'll
never succeed unless 11014 C I ff

With tears 111 her cars, filitterwitigs ran of . She ran
and ran deep into the forest. She had. discippoitite her mother
and felt embarrassed about bet tut afraid. Fitialtiyvhen shc
grew too tired to tun riminioic. she collapsed to the shelter ofi n
magnolia tree.

"All the othet unicorns wilt make futi of sue because
1. can't flu," famettua the uoung timeorti_te-fterstif.

, tell use not* uoutign', is awl; can't. flu 01'1111'
110111 fill?"

At the sound of the strfinac voice, iilitterwinas
Lumped. up, startled.

"Who-101-1v ho said tat ?" she called..
instead of answering. the voice went on.
"1. sec tin' got wings, non' what seems to be the

trouble?"
CiLittcnvi.tuls looked up tato the branches of the tree

to find. a plump black, rather small bird looking down
itiquisitivelii at her.

"Who arc um'?" asked the unicorn.
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"l'in called of Wisefeathers. Who are tjou? "
"l'm of Witterwings, and my wings tnaij cilitter4mit

they don't work," she answered,.
"Aft now, woufdja' Like ta' know hy?"
"ties, why? Why don't theft work?" Witterwings

inquired.
"That's easy Lass. Lift' don't believe can!"
"1 don't believe 1- can because 1, can't!"
"Well, thr's tier problem. If 1-101.4 don't. believe in tier

dreams they'll never come true! But if :jou. have con.fidence
uerseff then tia' can't go wrong! lust believe me and trti
ljou, don't think, that unicorns can ffu if thar a tel'
themselves theta can't, do ya'?"

'This :vas baltntlitU3 to make sense. to Witterwings.
The more. the. bird spoke, the more confident the tiounq unicorn sK

I et t . Her head, lifted. higher and higher with each sentence that.
. SeAA'Ae

escaped, the wise beak. She decided, to rest in the forest and. go s17/
home in the morning to telt herlif her new found confidence. s

The bird was stilt asleep, his beak, nestled in his feathers when 1,0,,,

she left . -Li. .h II

"GOOdiniC !" she whispered, "Thank tiou!"

The sun was Just peeking over the distant
mountains in magnificent golden splendor when she reached.
her home. 3-fer mother had been up all night.

"Witterwings, nisi child where have tiou been? I
slept not a wink because of inti tvorrtiing!"

"Oh mother, 1 met, a new friend who told. me how
believing to uourseff can help wit make anti dream conic true!
1. will flu after aft:'

Once again theu set out for the cliff . When theta
reached. it, Witte:wings did not freeze. she. did not run awati,
instead, she charged forward with all the confidence in the
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world. She spread. her wimp and leaped into the air. She did
not fait. She whinnied with excitement. Other ,foris who had
come to practiced& watched in awe of aLitterwing's grace.
And as she soared ami dipped and rode the wind, she
remembered the wise bird who had taught her that betieving
i.n aourscif is the ketj which wit./ open the door to anti dream.
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)
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6: Elaborated Story. Few papers were considered to be Elaborated Stories.
To be classified as elaborated, these stories had to present a sequence of
episodes in which almost all of the events and story elements were well
developed. Goals or problems introduced in the beginning were well
resolved by the end; characters' motives were well developed; and the
entire story was cohesive and unified.

Tne Blizzard

It was the fourth evening of Henry's hunting trip. Henry briskly

walked back to his campsite. he laid down the rifle he was carrying and

climbed into a soft. warm sleeping bag. Within a minute he was sound

asleep.

In the morning Henry woke up freezing because because during the

night a blizzard had arisen. He gathered his belongings and began his

long walk out of the forest. The wind screamed and howled like a madman.

Furiously. it slapped his face. Within ten minutes Henry was cold. wet

ana tired. He was not sure if he was neaded in the right direction

because was a white blur of snow In front of him. He was having doubts

if he woula ever make it to the ena of the forest.

With a heavy Dag on his shoulders. he fought the wind and snow witn

all his might. like a raging bull trying to defeat the matiaor. He was

wishing he could be safe at home sitting in his armchair. with a fire in

tne fireplace ana his golden retriever at his feet Instead of being stuck

In a blizzard. His eyes felt like they were weighted down witn heavy

bars of iron. He wanted to Ile down In the snow and give up. but he kept

telling himself that he had to continue.

After an hour. Henry's bones felt like they were about to collapse

and he was hungry. thoroughly numb and frostbitten. In the distance he

could hear the the cars on the highway hum. so he trudged on. His bones

were as stiff as SLICKS. and it was hard for him to continue. His brain
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kept telling him that he had to continue. but his muscles told him to lie

down In the snow.

Henry kept on walking in the direction of where he thought the

highway was, but he soon realized that he had been walking in the wrong

direction. He could not hear the highway anymore and he had lost all

hope of ever getting out of the forest. He could not walk anymore so he

collapsed onto a soft. white blanket. He closed his eyes and fell asleep

In a bed of snow.

Henry did not realize that there was a cottage hidden by the trees.

only a few feet away. The old man who lived in this cottage had seen him

fall In the snow so he had put on his long, grey overcoat and stumbled

out of his house into the blizzard. He took a few steps toward the

snow-covered body: then tumbled into the snow. He managed to get up

again and stumble towards Henry. He slowly inched Henry's body towards

his house. Finally. the old man reached his front door. draaglna Henry

behind him. The ola man roles Henry's cold body towaras the fireplace.

He felt Henry's pulse. There was still a faint beet. The old man sat

back in his rocker and stared at Henry for over an hour. seeing if he

would blink an eye or wiggle a finger. Just as the man was about to fall

asleep. Henry uttered a few words. "Excuse me sir. where am I?"
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2. Informative Writing

The following examples illustrate the range of informative writing
submitted by the students who participated in this study. The students'
papers are arranged according to the scores they received when they were
evaluated. Each set of samples is preceded by an explanation of how these
papers fit into the corresponding category.

1: Listing. The two papers below are examples of Listings. The writers
present pieces of information or ideas all on the same topic. These papers
may also contain a range of information about the topics. However, no
attempt is made to relate the ideas or information.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)
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2: Attempted Discussion. The two papers below are examples of
Attempted Discussions. A range of information and/or ideas about a topic is
presented in these papers. Also, in one part of each paper, some attempt is
made to establish relationships between the pieces of information or ideas.
However, these relationships are not clearly established. The ideas or
information may he incomplete or undeveloped.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)
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3: Undeveloped Discussion. The two papers below are examples of
Undeveloped Discussions. These papers include a broad range of information
about their topics. Relationships are somewhat established between the
ideas and/or information, but not completely. The ideas may be confused,
contractctory, out of sequence, illogical, or undeveloped.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)

107,4N1 'of-N.UL JONES
John Paul was born on July 6, 1747

in Scotland and loved to watch the
ships go by his cottage. When John
was 13 he went to sea on Friendship.
In 1764 he was dismissed from the
Friendship.But he wasn't out for long.
Soon he got two more jobs before he
was captain of his own ship! But then
something happened. John's
ship was at anchor in the West Indies
when one of the crew tried to start
a mutiny. The sailor rushed at John,
swinging a heavy club. John fought
back with his sword and killed the
mutineer. In revenge, the dead man's
friends threatened to murder the
captain and burn the ship. John
wanted to stand his ground, but he
was advised to leave quickly. Then he
went to Virginia and joined the
flmerian navy. Then in 1779, he
fought in the Revolutionary War
against GI-eat Britian.
later, he died. For
113 years, his body
lay in a srnall
French cegnel.dry.
Then, in 19(1!-,,

Thirteen years



4: Discussion. The two papers below are examples of Discussions. In these
papers, a broad range of information and/or ideas is presented. In at least
one section, the writers use rhetorical devices (such as temporal order,
classification, definition, comparison/contrast, cause and effect, problem/
solution, goals/resolutions, predictions, speculations, drawing conclusions,
point of view, ranking by importance, exemplification) to clearly relate the
information and ideas.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)

MY REPORT ON THE HYDROGEN BOMB
BY VINNIMININIIP~

THE HYDROGEN BOMBS GET THEIR ENERGY FROM THE FUSION OF
11YDROGEN ATOMS. SUN AND STARS PRODUCE HYDROGEN ATOMS.

-.HYDROGEN ATOMS REACH FIFTEEN MILLION DEGREES CELSIUS. AN
ATOM BOMB EXPLODES ACTING AS A TRIGGER. IT TRIGGERS THE
FUSION OF THE HYDROGEN ATOMS WHICH CAUSES A MASSIVE
DESTRUCTIVE FORCE. ARE TWO MAIN HYDROGEN ISOTOPES -
DEUTERIUM AND_ZA401149MY AN ARTIFICIALLY MADE RADIOACTIVE
ISOTOPE.

- _

THE'STEPS TO THE EXPLOSION IS THE ATOM BOMB ACTS AS A
TRIGGER WHEN IT EXPLODES, THIS CAUSES THE HEAT AND PRESSURE
FOR THE FUSION OF THE TWO HEAVY ISOTOPES. WHEN THIS HAPPENS
THE HYDROGEN BOMB RAPIDLY RELEASES ENORMOUS AMOUNTS OF
ENERGY THAT CAUSES A TREMENDOUS HIGH ENERGY EXPLOSION. THIS
IS CALLED FISSION.4THE FISSION PRODUCE'S LARGE AMOUNTS OF
FISSION PRODUCTS, WHICH FALL TO EARTH AS DAMAGING FALL-
OUT. THESE ARE THE EFFECTS OF THE HYDROGEN BOMB EXPLOSION.
THE HYDROGEN BOMB PRODUCES AN ENORMOUS FIREBALL THAT WIPES
OUT EVERYTHING IN ITS PATH. THIS FIREBALL EQUALS THREE AND A
HALF MILES LONG DEPENDING ON THE SIZE OF THE Bomkpg THE
WARHEAD. NEXT THE FIREBALL SPREADS OUT FURTHER.W/VMAKES A
SMOKEBALL WITH A HANDLE COMING FROM THE BOTTOM. FINALLY IT
TURNS INTO A MUSHROOM CLOUD.



Example #2 (Eighth Grade)
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5: Developed Discussion. The two papers below are examples of
Developed Discussions. These papers include a broad range of information.
Information and relationships are established and well developed, with
explanations and supporting details. The paragraphs tend to be unified
and well formed. However, the paper lacks an overriding sense of purpose,
audience, and cohesion. The writers of these papers present a wide range of
information on a topic, organize this information clearly, develop most of
the aspects of this topic, yet do not place their discussion in context, within
a wider communicative purpose.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)

building a :7,trong Character

Building a "ztronq ch:wacte" could be defined as

watching ani attempting to do everything that could make you

a disciplined and respectable persun. Many people in our

society lool up to others who are either responsible,

genial, or talented. majority et peop:e respect others

who are eitner famous ter tneir talents, like Micheal J.

c well known tor their reliability, like some leaders

of our country. In order to build a strong cnaractsr tor

yourself, y.7,u must rirst practice ou.- disciplinary

abil ities to be ref ladle, reepecttul, and honest.

When you i,re reliable, people trust your judgement ana

your abilities to accomplish things successfully. When you

want to be accepted into a well-known university, tne

ad...leers of that univrsity usually scrutinize your

scholarship grades. They also e;:amine your reliability and

directness in school clubs and organizations. If You are

proven to be very reliable and accomplished in these

subjects, you mil! most likely be accepted into an Ivy

BEST corn' AVAILABLE
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league university, and be successful in life. Being very

reliable, enriches your abilities to accomplish tasks, and

allows you to take one step into having a disciplined

character.

Another way to strengthen you character is to respect

the thoughts and ideas of others. If you are patient and

tolerant of others they will be patient with you. By

respecting someone, the person you are patient will most

orten take the time to listen to your idea and suggestions.

If you have accepted a job and you prove to your boss that

you are respectful, your boss would most likely think or you

as an honorable. A person who takes time ana respects

others has obtained an essential part of maintaining a

strong character.

An imnortant part of having a strong character is to be

honest and don't try to hide your mistakes or misjuogements

in your life. You should admitt to your mistakes and be

honest about the real intentions of your actions. If you do

this, the people who believe in your judgements and

interpretations will be on your side for the right re sons

and not For what they believe are the right reasons. Being

honest strengthens character ny making people apor!eciete

you for who you are.
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)
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"The Puerto Rican Hot Dog"

"If I owned a big league club I'd order everybody off

the field and put Roberto Clemente in the outfield all by

himself in fielding practice, and let him throw the ball.

aw can he throw" (Hano 9)! Vin Scully made this quote to

describe that Roberto was such a good fielder. Also, he was

a great humanitarian who died in 1972 bringing relief

supplies to Nicaragua. Was Roberto Clemente the greatest

right fielder of all time?

Roberto Walker Clemente was born August 18, 1934, in

Carolina, Puerto Rico. He was called "Momen", a made up

word, by his family. Roberto's father was Don Melchor

Clemente, and mother Dona Luisa Clemente. Don was a foreman

on a sugar plantation making $4 an hour. Also the family ran

a grocery store and meat market. Roberto had two jobs as al..

child, loading and unloading his fathers trucks and

delivering milk. He saved for 3 years to buy a bicycle. His

hero was Monte Irvin of the New York Giants. Roberto played

baseball in the streets all of the time, and was frequently

late for dinner. One time that Roberto was late for dinner

his mother tried to burn his bat in the fireplace.
-
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Roberto had an interesting High School career at Julio

Vlzcarrando High School. He was a good student and an all

star athlete. Roberto's accomplishments included: Javelin

throwing, high Jump, and triple Jump. Roberto was signed by

the Santurce Crabbers, a Puerto Rican League team. He was

given a $500 signing bonus, a $60-a-month salary, and a new

glove. Other Major League Baseball players who were on the

team were Willie Mays, Orlando Cepeda, Ruben Gomez, and
, , "

Herman Franks.

A/1'1953 Roberto had his first experience with Major League

scouts. In 1953 Roberto was noticed by Brooklyn Dodger scout

Al Campanis. When Roberto finished High School he was signed

by the Dodgers with a $10,000 bonus and a $5,000-a-year

salary. He was offered a $28,000 bonus from the Milwaukee

Braves, but didn't accept it.

The Montreal Royals were Roberto's first real test to

see if he was Major League material. In 1954, Roberto played

for the Montreal Royals of the International League. He

wasn't playing very much and got frustrated. "In one game,

he hit three triples. The next day, he was sitting on the

bench. If he struck out, he stayed in the game. If he got a

hit, he was certain to be replaced" (Walker 38). Roberto's

manager wanted him to stay hidden because any player with a

bonus over $4,000 had to be on the Major League roster. The

Dodgers had a great outfield: Jackie Robinson in left, Duke

Snider in center, and Carl Furillo in right. So there was no

room for Roberto.
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Roberto was drafted by the Pirates In 1954. He had been

noticed by Clyde Sukeforth of the Pittsburg Pirates while

playing with the Royals. Clyde knew that Roberto was a bonus

baby, a player that had a bonus of over $4,000 and wasn't on

the Major League roster. Also, Clyde knew that the Pirates

would finish last, so they would get the first pick in the

draft. On November 22, 1954 Roberto Clemente was the #1

Draft choice over all by the Pittsburg Pirates. Roberto

didn't know where Pittsburg was, but signed for $4,000.

In his rookie season, Roberto faced many challenges

including a bad back. Roberto's first MLB at bat was Sunday

April 17, 1955 against Johnny Podres of the Broklyn Dodgers,

when he made an infield hit. Roberto hit his first home run

against the New York Giants April 18, 1955. He hurt his back

in an accident with a drunk driver and had to sit out many

games of his rookie season.

The years 1960 and 1961 were good ones for the Pirates

and Roberto. In 1960, Roberto was selected as a reserve on

the All-Star team. The Pirates won the National League

Pennant and played the New York Yankees. In game seven, in

the bottom of the ninth with the score tied 9-9, Bill

Mazeroski was at the plate versus Ralph Terry. He hit a deep

drive to left field. Yogi Berra could only watch the ball

sail over the fence fur a home run. The Pirates had won the

World Series! In 1961, Roberto started the All-Star game and

played the whole game. He also led the MLB In hitting that

year with a .351 Batting Average.
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In 1968, Roberto had a bad year and thought about

retiring. He hurt his right shoulder making a diving catch.

That year Roberto hit only .291, his first year under .300

since 1959. In 1969, he injured his left shoulder. Also,

Roberto was picked up by four men and who thought about

killing him but when they found out that he was Roberto

Clemente, they left him.

The year 1970 was near the end of Roberto's career and

the end of Forbes Field. On June 28, 1970 the Pirates played

the last game at Forbes Field. On July 24, 1970 they

celebrated Roberto Clemente Night, his family and friends

came and he made a speech. It was a joyous night for all of

Puerto Rico. The Pirates won the National League East, but

lost to the Cincinnati Reds in the National League

Championship Series.

In 1971, the Pirates went: to the World Series for the

second time. The Pirates won the National League Pennant and

went on to meet the Baltimore Orioles in the World Series.

The Pirates lost the first two games and returned to

Pittsburg fur Game 3. Game 3 was the first night game in

World Series history. The Pirates won three games and the

Orioles won one, more so the stage was set for Game 7 in

Baltimore. The Pirates won Game 7, 2-1, and the Pirates were

the World Champions! Roberto was named MVP of the Series

because he hit .414.



Roberto's last season in baseball was 1972. He got his

3,000 hit ,September 30, 1972 off Jon Matlock of the New
,"' t:.;-411 a- 'V \°'

York Mets. It was a doible, and after he hit it they called

time out and awarded the base to Roberto. It was one of the

happiest days off his life. He was the 11a player to get

3,000 hits. The Pirates won the National League East but

lost in the League Championship Series oberto died in a

plane crash December 31, 1972, flying earthquake relief

supplies to Nicaragua. His father and son Roberto Jr. both

.predicted the crash.
C7 t

In 1973, Roberto was elected to the Hall of Fame in a

special vote. His number, 21, was also retired. Roberto led

the Pirates in career: games ayd, hits, and total bases.

He was third in runs scored, RBI's, doubles, triples, and

home runs. Roberto won 4 Silver Bats, leading the league in

hits, one MVP, one MVP of World Series, 12 Gold Gloves,

given to best fielder in each league for each position, and

he was an All-Star 14 times. His lifetime Batting Average

was .317 and finished with 1,305 RBI's.
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Roberto Clemente. was am. immitrant from Puerto Rico.

LDA. ht contributed La the field gj. ILL a. player.

Clemente played for 18 years with the Pirates from

1955-1972. He was National League MVP in 1988 and World

Series MVP 1971. Roberto died a sad and sudden death in

1972. I think Roberto Clemente wa- a good person and also a

very good baseball player as is evident by his work with

charities and his MVP trophies.

Key:

Lea.-League

Int.-International League

Nat.-National League

G-Games Played

AB-At Bats

R-Runs

H-Hits

28-Doubles

3B-Triples

HR-Home Runs

RBI-Runs Batted In

SO-Strike Outs

BB-Base On Balls(Walks)

SB-Stolen Bases

BA-Batting Average

SA-Slugging Pecentage

(Walker 136)(Cooperstown 278)
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Rezular Season

Year Lea. G AB R H 2B 3B HR RBI SO BB S13

1954 Int. 87 148 27 38 2 12 .257

1955 Nat. 124 474 48 121 23 11 5 47 60 18 2 .255 .382

1956 Nat. 147 543 66 169 30 7 7 60 58 13 6 .311 .431

1957 Nat. 111 451 42 114 17 7 4 30 45 23 0 .253 .348

1958 Nat. 140 519 69 150 24 10 6 50 41 31 8 .289 .408

1959 Nat. 105 423 60 128 17 7 4 GO G1 15 2 .296 .396

1960 Nat. 144 570 89 179 22 6 16 94 72 39 4 .314 .458

1961 Nat. 146 572 100 201 30 10 23 89 59 35 4 .351 .559

1962 Nat. 144 538 95 168 28 9 10 74 73 35 6 .312 .454

1963 Nat. 152 600 77 192 23 8 17 76 64 31 12 .320 .470

1964 Nat. 155 622 95 211 40 7 12 87 87 51 5 .339 .484

1965 Nat. 152 589 91 194 21 14 10 65 78 43 S .329 .463

1966 Nat. 154 638 105 202 31 11 29 119 109 46 7 .317 .536

1967 Nat. 147 585 103 209 26 10 23 110 103 41 9 .357 .554

1968 Nat. 132 502 74 146 18 12 18 57 77 51 2 .291 .482

1969 Nat. 133 507 S7 175 20 12 19 91 73 56 4 .345 .544

1970 Nat. 108 412 65 145 22 10 14 60 66 38 3 .352 .556

1971 Nat. 132 522 82 178 29 8 13 86 65 26 1 .341 .502

1972 Nat. 102 378 68 118 19 7 10 60 49 29 0 .312 .479

Totals

G AB R H 2B 3B HR RBI SO BB SB BA SA

2433 9454 1416 3000 440 166 240 1305 1230 621 83 .317 .475
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Year Lea. G

Leavie

AB R

Championship

RBI

)Serie.g.

SO BB SB BA SAH 28 38 HR

1970 Nat. 3 14 1 3 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 .214 .214

1971 Nat. 4 18 2 6 0 0 0 4 6 1 0 .333 .333

1972 Nat. 5 17 1 4 1 0 1 2 5 3 0 .235 .471

Totals

C AB R H 2B 3B HR RBI SO BB SB BA SA

12 49 4 13 1 0 1 7 15 4 0 .265 .347

World Series

Ypar Lea. G AB R H 2B 38 HR RBI SO BB SB BA SA

1960 Nat. 7 29 1 9 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 .310 .310

1971 Nat. 7 29 3 12 2 1 2 4 2 2 0 .414, .759

Tuta1s

ciAll It H 28 3B HR RBI SO BB SB BA SA

14 gN 4 21 2 1 7 6 2 0 .362 .534
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o: Elaborated Discussion. Virtually no papers were considered to be
/aborated Discussions. For papers to be placed in this category, they had to
olita in al I the elements of the previous category, plus present a coherent

of purpose and audience. These papers would contain an overt use
organizational structure and demonstrate excellent command of the

( I\ (In t ions of written English.
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3. Persuasive Writing

The following examples illustrate the range of persuasive writing submitted
by the students who participated in this study. The students' papers are
arranged according to the scores they received when they were evaluated.
Each set of samples is preceded by an explanation of how these papers lit
into the corresponding category.

1: Opinion. The two papers below are examples of Opinions. At thk level,
the writer asserts an opinion, but does not develop or explain this opinion
in any detail. n Opinion papers reasons sometimes are given to support
the opinion (as in the first example), but these reasons are unrelated to the
opinion, contradict each other, or are confusing. In the second example, the
writing itself is so unclear that the reasons for the opinion ("1 think people
should stop cutting down trees") are difficult to understand.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)
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2: Extended Opinion. The two paper below are examples of Extended
Opinions. These papers include a statement of opinion and reasons to
support the opinion. However, the reasons are only briefly presented or
the explanations are confusing.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)

I think burning the American Flag is the wrong thing to
do because they are burning something that belongs to the
country.

Some people burn flags at a ceremony, then bury the ashes.
I think all of that_is wrong. I think we should build a big
huge building that we can store American Flags in after they
are worn out or no longer useful. When the building gets.full
we should take all of the flags inside the building and bury
all of them without burning them first. After burying them,
we should do the same thing again and again.

Some people just burn a flag because it is warn out or
they hate the country.

My grandfather is with the Knights of Columbus and they
burn the flags then bury the ashes. I asked him if he thought
my idea was a good idea and he does not like burning the flags,
even though it is at a ceremony.

People that burn flags because they do not like our country,
even though they live in this country, they should be thrown
out of this country and sent to another one.

When I get older, I will try to build the building I was
was talking about earlier. If my plan does not succeed. I will
just try to get Americans to bury the American Flags without
burning them.

Another way to expose the used American Flags is to bury
them with a person who has served in the Armed Forces, and
has died that way the flag will decentigrate with the Armed
Forces member that it is buried with.

When I asked my mother if she thought it was right to burn
the American Flag, she agreed with me and also said that
someone should do something about it.

When I asked my father about the burning of the American
Flags. he also said I was right to be against burning the
American Flags.

The last person I asked was my grandmother. She says that
the president should build a building to hold all of the used
American Flags, even the new ones.

Protestors who burn the flags show no respect for their
country. Even though they have the freedom to burn a flag,
the flag represents the country that gives them that freedom.

A flag burning ceremony is sad any time I see a flag being
burned, it reminds me of some kind of destruction. When I see
a flag being burned, the stars being separated reminds me of
the fifty states being separated.

When people see American Flags being burned, they see tiny
parts of the flag float off into the air and know that all
the ashes will not be buried together.

That is the end of my saying about the burning of the
American Flag. I hope people agree that the burning of the
American Flag is wrong.
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3: Elaborated Opinion. The two papers below are examples of Elaborated
Opinions. These papers include an opinion statement and clear reasons to
support the opinion. They also contain attempts to develop the opinion with
further explanation. However, the explanations given are not developed or
elaborated. These papers may also contain an implicit reference to the
opposing point of view.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)
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4: Argument. The two papers below are examples of Arguments. In these
papers, the writers state their opinions and give reasons to support their
opinions. They also include at least one explanation that is well deve'oped.
Rhetorical devices (such as sequence of events, comparison/contrast,
problem/solution, and classification) may be used to develop the
explanation. These papers may also contain a brief summary of the
opposite point of view.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)

WE DON'T NEED A LONGER SCHOOL YEAR !!!

From my point of view, I feel there shouldn't be a
.1.-

longer school year because the government would have to come ,

up with more money,because children are going to need a

summer to relax,and teachers are not allowed enough time to

teach.

First, the government would have to come up with more

money.For instance, the government would have to come up

with money for air conditioning because without cool air the

children are going to feel uncomfortable and they're not

going to be able to concentrate on their studies.If they do

not get air conditioningtthey're going to have to buy

fans.They're going to have to come up with money to pay

their teachers for working more days because they won't work

x,".4
for free.They're momna need more money to keep the school

open and more money for keeping the lights on.
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Secondly, the children are going to need a summer to
NC, 0,

relax.Children are not goaQa be able to concentrate on their

studies while other children are outside playing or at

camp.All children are not going to do well on their homework

or on tests while they're thinking about swimming or playing

outside.

Third, from an article that I found in JUNIOR

SCHOLASTIC a teacher says."The problem is that teachers are

not allowed enough time to teach."Carroll says, " Teachers

need to be allowed to make better use of their time.Rather

than monitor study halls or do administrative paper

work,teachers should spend more time in class with kids."

As one can see from the reason, above,I do not feel

that there should be a longer school year.?
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)
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5: Developed Argument. The two papers below are examples of Developed
Arguments. These papers support their opinions with clearly developed
explanations. They also show an awareness of audience through the use of
voice and/or the selection of appropriate supporting details.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)
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6: Elaborated Argument. The paper below is an example of an Elaborated
Argument. The few papers rated at this level present well-developed
explanations in support of their opinions. Also, their presentation of details
is clear and appropriate for the intended audience.

Example #1 (Eighth Grade)
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4. Poems

The following examples illustrate the poems that were submitted.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)

Write the following in correct
haiku form. Begin each line with
an upper-case letter.

The day is dying black clouds creep over
the sun many lights areo-fit.

Birds are colorful
Wearing their jackets of blue
Perching on a branch.

Haiku is a form of Japanese poetry.
It does not rhyme.

The first line has five syllables.
The second line has seven syllables.
The third line has five syllables.

J 4 rk

2_4Z/1,
el

#

Write a haiku of your own.

_rj

n
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)

Spring Breeze
Gently blowing soft

Pleasantly flowing longer
Kissing the child's cheeks.



Example #3 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #4 (Eighth Grade)

WHAT ARE THE LESSONS OF THE HOLOCAUST
FOR AMERICA?

The group who suffered,
better known as Jews,
were stripped of their clothing,
Jewelry, and shoes.
Some were killed,
their bodies charred.
The others put to work,
then teased and scarred.

From all this
we should know
with a prejudice heart
you can not grow.
Yet still some people
think the same way,
that all people aren't equal,
and that's not true today.

They are the ones to blame
for doing horrible things,
like supporting the Holocaust
and causing the ordeal of Rodney King.

These oppressors need to realize
that what they think and do,
is wrong In the eyes of God,
and hurts people like me and you.

One thing we forget is our real best friend
who'll stay close beside us until the very end.
Jesus is his name and he loves us all.
When people realize this, we stand and never fall.

So keep your spirits up and never lose your faith
and try to help others no matter what their race.
Tell People who think prejudice is fine
to get that out of their heads and to try to clear their minds.

The Holocaust was terrible,
and it could happen again.
That's why we should all learn
racism is very wrong.
It pollutes our hearts and weakens the strong.

Jesus said he'd be back,
but he didn't say when or where.
When he returns If we want to go,
we must stand as one and say,
end discrimination!
Not tomorrow but today!
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5. Letters

The following examples illustrate the letters that were submitted, but could
not be classified as informative or persuasive.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)
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6. Skill Sheets

The following examples illustrate the kinds of skill sheets that students
included in their portfolios.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)

1 Grammar: Sentences Use before pupil's pages 3-10.

A. Read the word groups below. If a word group is not a complete sentence, write not

a sentence under it. If the word group is a sentence, write it correctly, using capital

letters and end punctuation. Then write whether it is a statement, a question, a

request or command, or an exclamation.

1. put this book away, please

T

2. how do u get to Edgewood Avenue

.
3.

len 5- e C c ft1 rao,

3. after lunch, but before dinner

r-N (-) + a fie,-

4. monkeys are my favorite animals

Mo tn kr v .3" are Hy e_ e.iNer 4m4eentfri"

5. wow, what a fantastic game that was -e.(
c..A.L. 0 f cL_EQ,TH-0.5f, , a rnP Grio_3/. reoucj

6. the exit on the left

B. Draw one line under the sublect of each sentence Draw two lines under each

predicate.

7. That film was reallYscarv.

8. Big, ers\irivaded the planet Earth.

9. Earthlings were helpless against tb..o creatures,

10. A scientist finally disgs2.Sesilhernonslers' weak sp.gI.

Name .

Pretest 1 Cobythrl 1983 by Mom & Row Publithel Inc 4
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Example #2 (Eighth Grade)

Backward Oval Letters

)7 0- ( 0 The upper-case letters C and E
are backward oval letters.

Trace and write the letters. Write the joinings and words.

WerAtiMimmunillnl=110.1111111ffear Ian" Mir
air 11.1.11.2

.rd .0.7.arerillit A.

WArrigli.reWIF '.1.141f...,,/"CfAre.41111(aVear

C

4.211W": AMINIMENINEWredgillteffaielllaw:01-4:6%44.0moraorsd
/

OrggireIWAScif.e.MI.AWIt. r or-irffir

Write the sentences.
Explore means to travel to unknown lands. Countries were formed when
new lands were discovered.
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Example #3 (Eighth Grade)
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